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Erie Kinesbury

art direction
Rich Siegle. Bob Whitney

"A Rad New Rag..."
10 Years of Frontline and Beyond
n the Spring of 1990, we at Fender Musical

activity. We want to be able to communicate—

Instruments launched "a rad new rag," to

ask questions and get answers. We want to feel

quote the words of the first issue's editorial.

like we're a part of the companies we love and

That rag, of course, was Frontline, which celebrates its 10th anniversary with the issue you

support. And we want it now.
At Fender, we understand all this. We
encourage you to join us in the Communication

now hold in your hands.
For those of you who don't remember the

Age, and to do this, we are developing new ways

contributing writers

early issues. Frontline was then a slender maga-

to communicate and inform our extended fami-

Keith Brawlev. Mike Charalambous.

zine of 36 mostly black-and-white pages.

ly of musicians about everything Fender. If you

John Drever, Ron Huntoon. Jason Kav.

Anthony Esposito of Lynch Mob shared the

aren't already aware of the many ways to inter-

Ron Kronewittei. Shane Nicholas.

cover of that first issue with a story on Lace

act with Fender, check out the following:

Alan di Perna. Ray Riendeau,

Sensor pickups. It really was "rad," in the lingo

Morgan Ringwald. Margaret Saadi,

of the day, and it was soon very popular.

Jack Schwarz. Brad Schmitt.

According to that first editorial, Frontline

Ben Thompson. Brian Willoughby

was started "to help you bet-

design and production

ter understand our current

Dominic Current, Eric Kingsbury,

Bob Whitney

and growing line of products
[and to give you] updates on

acknowledgements

new product introductions,

• www.fender.com. Check out our web site,

which includes virtually all of the information
you'll find in Frontline. From product images,
full gear specs, product news,
events and the ever-popular
Fender Discussion Page,
there's a world of informa-

tion and interactivity at your
fingertips.

helpful tips from our staff of
technicians and a peek

Morgan Ringwalcl, Ed Rizzuto,

inside our factories and

• The Fender Consumer

executive think-tank ses-

Relations Department.

sions."

When you just need to speak

Frontline has grown a

to a human being, we have a

lot in 10 years. We have

full staff of knowledgeable

added 144 pages of content,
including over 100 pages of

posal, willing to answer your

support people at your dis-

Jack Schwarz

full-color gear photos, and

questions and deal with any

photography

we now cover a broader

issues you might have regard-

Tim Cadiente.

range of topics in a more in-

Christopher Ctark.

depth fashion. The more

Doug Crouch,

Frontline has changed, the

Charles Dailey.

more it has stayed true to its

Raeburn Flerlaee.

initial objectives of keeping you, the musicians

tech tips to Frontline since its inception in 1990.

Robert Knight,

of the world, informed and up to date.

Jack has also tuned up thousands of guitars at

Jim McGuire,

ing Fender products. The

The First Frontline:
Spring 1990

department is led by Jack
Schwarz, a 17-year Fender
veteran who has contributed

As we celebrate Frontline's 10th anniver-

Fender Bench Checks around the world. The

John Samora,

sary, I believe it's more important to look for-

best thing about Jack and his team is that you

Joe Sia.

ward than it is to look back. We are citizens of

can call them and talk to them. If you need their

Dean Shigley,

the 21st Century now, and according to most

assistance, call 480-596-7195.

Paul Thomas.

analysts, we are moving out of the Information

Jim Vosburg.

Age and into the Communication Age.

Bob Whitnev.
Neil Zlozower

The fact of the matter is that the World
Wide Web, and all the interactivity it provides,

• www.mrgearhead.net. Fender has just
launched a broad user support website called
Mr. Gearhead. Mr. Gearhead is your encyclopedia of technical advice. Covering a broad range

Fender. Squier. Sunn, Guild

has changed everything. When Frontline was

and the head profiles of

born in 1990, the Web did not exist as such.

FMIC's classic guitars and

Now, it dominates the communications world.

oasses are all trademarks

Finally, the biggest commitment of all is our

If I had to point to one thing that's changed
the world in the last 10 years, I'd point to the

tomers. We need your suggestions, comments

of Fender Musical Instruments
Corporation (FMIC). Fender's

of topics, this web site has all your answers.

desire to build good relationships with our cus-

Web. More than anything else, the Web has

and feedback if we are aU going to grow togeth-

been the driving force of the emerging

er well into the new millennium. Email us at

the United States and Canada. Warranties

Communication Age, and it has vastly changed

custserve@fenderusa.com, write us at Fender

outside the USA and Canada are as defined by the

our expectations.

Consumer Relations, 7975 N. Hayden Rd, Suite

Limited Lifetime Warranties apply
to product purchased and serviced within

authorized Fender Distributor for your country or region.

Contents © 2000 FMIC. All rights reserved.

What I mean by changmg our expectations

C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258, or call us at the

is that, for most of us, it's no longer enough to

number listed above. Let's make a connection

simply receive static information. We want mter-

that counts. —Eric Kingsbury

FRONTLINE

Got an axe to grind, bone to pick, yarn to spin orcheerto lead? Write us:
Fmntline Letters, 7975 N. Hayden Road, Suite C-100, Scotlsdale, AZ85258.

feedback LETTERS - LETTERS - LETTERS - LETTERS - LETTERS - LETTERS

A Strat for All Seasons

ing guitar 16 years ago, and my first real axe was
an all-black Squier Stratocaster, purchased in
1984. Although I have retired from active serv-

Dear Frontline:
As you can see, you can never have too many
Stratocasters. I keep my Olympic White reissue

with tortoise shell pickguard tuned down a half a
step for all those Hendrbc and Stevie Ray tunes.
My brand new Teal '99 Lone Star Strat plays hot,

ice, I still have it and cherish it very much. It was
the foundation upon which a life-long love

affair with the guitar was established. I have
since owned a Fender Deluxe Telecaster, a '90s

Telecaster and a 1970 Fender Redondo
acoustic. I have also owned a Fender Bronco
amp, a Fender Champion 110 and my most
recent amp, a Princeton 112 Deluxe. Hey, I love
Fender so much that in college my nickname
was "Fender."

My most recent Fender is a 1995 Foto
Flame, Cherry Burst. Since my guitars are
extensions of myself, I name every guitar I own.
This one is aptly named "Blaze." I have since
added to the guitar's powerful sound and classic
Fender tone by replacing the stock single-coils

with new Vintage Noiseless pickups. All I have
to say is WOW! I am very impressed with the

Museum Booster
Dear Frontline:

Growing up a guitar player in Southern
California, I always wanted to work for Fender.

In 1998,1 heard that Fender would be building
a museum in Corona and they would be giving
kids from the area free music lessons. This was
exciting for me because I have two young sons
who wanted to take music lessons, and this was
a perfect chance.

I took my family to the grand opening of
the Preview Center and I was happy as a kid in
a candy store. My sons completed three sessions
there for drums and guitar and learned so much.
I was fortunate enough to get to meet [Fender
Museum Executive Director] John Page, and

there is not enough thanks that I could give to
them for what they are their staff are doing
there. I urge all Fender players to support the
museum.

I have since moved my family to Georgia
and recently picked up a Frontline magazine at
the local music store and read the wonderful
article about the museum. It made me so homesick.

Cliff's Strat Collection

Maybe someday I will have the chance to
amplified blues that I have never heard the like

work for Fender, but if not, I will always be a

of before. I use my blue '94 Strat Plus with Lace

part of the museum. Thank you for doing what

Sensor pickups to plug directly into my four-

so many schools are unable to do these days-

track re-corder for a clean, noise-free sound. My

give children a love of music.

'89 Metallic Red with mint pickguard and aged

James Van New Kirk

accessories is drop-dead gorgeous, and I play my

Roswell, Georgia

'93 Red American Standard with pearl pickguard
"just because."

Fender fans — interested in supporting the Fender

Thank you, Fender, for all the years of

Museum? Check out www.fendermuseum.com

enjoyment and a special thanks to all the folks at
Heart of Texas Music in Austin for helping me
spend my money. As you can see, I have a pas-

Eric Klemme and Blaze

sion for Stratocasters, and every time I buy one,
I tell my wife I am going to sell one ... but I never

do (big grin).

quality of the tone, the reduction in noise and

the overall flexibility of these pickups.
One last thing, I love Blaze so much, I had

Cliff Luckey

her "emblazoned" on my arm in the tattoo you

Austin, Texas

see pictured, along with a variation of the
Custom Shop logo. Thank you very much for

The Rockin' Rev

making such excellent guitars. God bless you
all.

Dear Frontline:

I just wanted to share with you my great joy in

Pastor Eric "The Rockin' Rev" Klemme

owning Fender guitars and amps. I began play-

Winona, Minnesota

James and his Strat
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ie Mojo Man

by Eric Kingsbury

[RIBUTE TO THE MAN WHO INVENTED THE MODERN ROCK BAND
.he air on ihe Stovall Plantation in Rolling Fork. Mississippi, is

headed child named McKinIey Morganfidd splashing about in the mud.

dense and country-thick with the buzzing of insects. You can

"Mudclv Waters." his family would call him. and the name would stick. He

stand at ihe edge of a narrow, sluggish creek there and poke

would take it with him from Rolling Fork north on the Illinois Central to

vour foot into the muck of the bank. The surface recedes

Chicaao. where he would make a career for himself as a guitarist, sineer.

your shoe. then rises up again, bubbling and teeming with life.

sungwriler and banclleader.

ilin.a how. long before science had shooecl away the mysteries of

Muddv Waters—ihc cvocalive name looms large in the annals of the

%''the Egyptians believed life rose magically from mud. from the

American musical form known as the Blues. He's the King Bee, the

|'''.lioly Hooding of the Nile in that other Delta country half way

Hoolchie-Coolchie Man. the Mojo Man. the Mannish Boy. the M-A-N.

I.,the world.

But in the life and music of Mudclv Waters lies much more than the Blues.

te are wiser now, of course—we know about es.as. larvae and the

As someone once said. the more you look into any major historical

active cycles of just about everything and everyone these days—

figure, the more you find yourself thrown out inlo Hislorv itself. Mudclv

itling here in the Delta country, it s impossible not to think about

stood at the very crossroads of American music in the 20th century, and

|:thing that seemed to spring miraculously from this unlikely lancl-

what he did in the clubs ol'Chicago in Ihe late 1940s and early '50s spurred

Ihe blues. Seventy years ago. if you had chanced upon this very

an international cultural revolution.

)0u would have probably heard strains of music, field hollers, hall'

McKinlev Morganfield. vou see. invented the BAND as we know it.

t'alf lament, wafted in the air by the black sharecroppers working

and everyone from the Rolling Stones lo Blink-182 to Lonestar can be

mndin.s cotton fields.

traced back in time to the south side of Chicago. to the instrumentatinn

'this very creek 70 years ago. you may have also seen a pumpkin-

Muddy put together in those ghetto clubs, continued on page 8
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McKinley Morganfield was born on April 4, 1915, fifty years after
the end of the Civil War, into a place and time when grinding poverty and

playing style related more to Robert Johnson and Son House than to any

manual labor was the black American's lot in life. African-Americans

Through his years on the plantation, McKinley Morganfield felt
something inside him, a talent and ability that found its outlet in singing

found few opportunities to better themselves educationally or economi-

of his electrified contemporaries.

cally, and the sharecropper system was in many ways little more than

and playing music. As he grew to full manhood, he recalled that he heard

another mask for slavery.

the small voice of destiny inside him, but had yet to see where it would

Despite these grim obstacles, the Mississippi Delta country where
Muddy Waters grew up was culturally rich and vibrant. As folklorist Alan
Lomax noted in his brilliant book. The Land Where the Blues Began, in

take him.

the social and family lives of black Delta residents, "a flood tide of sup-

Americans. The war effort kicked into full gear, and a ready supply of

portive African sociability, eroticism and life-giving laughter endowed
black life with a certain invulnerability in the face of sharp adversity."

zens of the South relocated, and enormous black communities grew up in

Music was often the brick and mortar of this invulnerability. In the

That small voice became a distinct call when, m the 1940s, America

entered World War II and things began to slowly change for black
good-paying jobs were available to blacks in Northern cities. Many citi-

places like Detroit and Chicago.
In 1942, still lingering in Mississippi, Waters was approached by
Alan Lomax, who was then travelling the byways of America, recording
foUc music for the Library of Congress. Lomax was in essence scouring

"Muddy's impact on music was astronomical.

the Delta country for the next Robert Johnson. Pointed in the direction

His band electrified the blues, took it out of
the cotton fields. He began writing about life

his songs, "Country Blues" and "I Be's Troubled."

of Muddy's cabin, Lomax met the budding bluesman and recorded two of

in the streets and writing about rock'n'roll.

When Muddy received copies of the record several months later,

For a boy growing up in repressed Northern
England, the blues lyrics about travelling

along with 20 dollars for his time, the direction of his life resolved firmly

suggested a search for true freedom. I

had a shot for a better life far beyond Stovall.

on music. It was becoming clear to Muddy Waters that, with his music, he

believe Muddy's impact is still being felt. I

As blacks from the South flocked in greater numbers to the oppor-

know I feel it."—Paul Rodgers

tunities in the North, the pull of cities like Chicago grew stronger and
Photo by Nelson Kwok

juke joints and at countless social gatherings, music gave people the medi-

stronger on men like Muddy Waters who dreamed big dreams. One day

in 1943, Muddy called in sick to work, packed all his belongings and
boarded the Illinois Central for Chicago.

um to express their joys and pains, and the Delta experience gave birth to

Chicago in the '40s was as fast, loud and chaotic as any metropolis in

the unique music form we know as the blues. Seminal country blues artists
Robert Johnson, Charley Patton, Son House, John Lee Hooker and many

America, but it was a modern industrial city that offered a job to any able
body willing to hold one down. Muddy had a job unloading trucks the

others hailed from the Clarksdale area.

very day he stepped off the train, at nearly three times the wages he had

From an early age, Muddy Waters dabbled with various musical

made on the Stovall plantation.

instruments, and by the time he was 17, he was playing the acoustic coun-

The black migration resulted in a virtual boom town on the South

try blues all along the Delta circuit of juke joints, fish fries and socials,
preferring from an early age the colorful life of the entertainer to the
sweat and toil of the field.
"The story was that Muddy didn't really like to work in the fields,"

Side of Chicago. These thousands of working Southern immigrants need-

says Bill Morganfield, one ofMuddy's sons. "He would try to sleep all day

and play all night."
Muddy's most significant mentor in Mississippi was Son House, and

even well into his electrified Chicago days, Muddy still considered his

ed entertainment in the evenings, and a blues scene had already devel-

oped by the time Muddy hit town. Led by the industrious Big Bill
Broonzy, Chicago blues was a city-slick contrast to the Delta blues most
new arrivals were accustomed to.
As determined as ever, Muddy Waters set about at once adapting his

skills to this new blues world. The loud and often rowdy South Side clubs
overwhelmed the acoustic blues player, so Muddy followed the lead of

Muddy Waters
'^ :::M
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other blues guitarists at the time and picked up an electric guitar and

Please Don't Go," "Honey Bee," "Hootchie-Cootchie M:an" and

amplilier.

"Mannish Boy" went out into a grateful world.

"

It was in those early days of experimenting with amplification and

In the clubs and on the later records, Muddy's full band transcended

with different instrumentation line-ups that Muddy made his lasting con-

the concept of the bandleader-and-backing-band. Musicians wove togeth-

tribulion to the sound of Chicago blues and, by extension and influence,

er lead parts on harmonica, guitar and piano, creating the deft interplay

the sound of rock'n'roll. By 1945, Muddy had teamed up with bluesman

that stands as one of the defining characteristics of Chicago blues.

Jimmy Rogers, and the'two began putting together a band that went

The main reasons this transformation happened lie in the character

beyond the small combos':and acoustic ensembles that had up to that point

of Muddy Waters. First of all, as a bandleader, Muddy was interested in

characterized blues. The country blues elements of violin and mandolin

working with and developing the brightest and best musicians. He took a

were replaced by harmonica, a second guitar and piano.

paternal, supportive approach that allowed the virtuoso talents of many

Muddy played various electrified hollowbody guitars before eventu-

of his sidemen to blossom. Talented players like Little Walter, Buddy Guy

ally settling on the red.Telecaster that would be his signature guitar for

and Otis Spann found room to play in Muddy's band; and many musicians

most of his career. 'He strung the thing up with formidable .012-.056

went from Muddy Waters' band to a successful career of their own.

strings and preferred a blackface Fender Super Reverb amp. Muddy was
above all the master of slide, eliciting shrill, haunting leads that seem to
forever stick in th&.minds of guitar players.

The prototype electric blues band eventually featured Muddy on

"When I was a boy, my brothers
turned me on to Muddy Waters. Art,
my eldest brother, played Muddy's
songs with Alexis Komer and the
Cyril Davies All Stars. I love Muddy's
slide-playing on all of Ms LPs. Has
Muddy Waters inspired any of my

guitar. Rogers on bass. Little Walter Jacobs on harmonica, Sunnyland
Slim on piano and Babyface Leroy Foster on drums. Electrified and
amplified throughout, the group rose to the task of making music in the
noisy big-city clubs. A few years would elapse, however, before this pow-

crful sound Muddy and Jimmy developed would make the leap from the
clubs to recordings.

It was in 1947 that Muddy made his first recordings for Leonard and

songs? Yes! Most of them. He was a

Phil Chess. The Chess brothers' Aristocrat Records was, in today's terms,
a small indie label which offered mostly jazz and blues to black audiences.

wonderful man!"—Ron Wood
Photo by D. Shigley

After backing Sunnyland Slim, Muddy recorded two of his own acoustic
numbers. -Gypsy Woman" and "Little Anna Mae." The Chess brothers
were unenthusiastic, and very little came of Muddy's first record.

Muddy's paternal care for his fellow musicians extended far beyond

The following year, however. Muddy got another shot to record for

the stage. Muddy was famous for keeping his bandmates out of all kinds

the Chess brothers. This time, Muddy laid down his compositions "I Can't

of trouble. He also played a direct role in launching rock'n'roll in the '50s.

Be Satisfied" and "I Feel Like Going Home," backed only by Big
Crawford on bass. The record's fusion of traditional blues and its fore-

Bo Diddley idolized Muddy and, as a young man, hid behind jukeboxes
to watch Muddy perform. Muddy encouraged Diddley, as he did Chuck

"aaowlng of modern blues to come appealed to audiences across the

Berry. In his autobiography, Chuck Berry: The Autobiography, Berry calls

nation. Wiihm 24 hours, the first pressing sold out. From that point on,

Muddy Waters "the greatest inspiration in launching my career. I was a

Muddy Waters was on his way.

disciple in worship of a lord."

Historians sometimes attribute the birth of Chicago blues to that "I

Berry also fondly recalls the time he stopped his idol after one of

can-t Be Satisfied" single in 1948, but the full sound and flavor of Muddy's

Muddy's shows to ask him who Berry could talk to about getting a record

was yet to make it on record. At his sessions for Aristocrat, Muddy
wntinued to record with just Big Crawford on bass.
A-s Leonard Chess' confidence in Muddy's vision grew, Muddy was
e to record with his full band, and such landmark blues tracks as "Baby

contract. Amid a crowd of people, Muddy took the time to point Berry in
the direction of Leonard Chess. Furthermore, after hearmg Berry's innovative style on a track called "Maybellene," Waters urged Chess to record
it. The record was cut, and Chuck Berry soon owned the charts.

Among the many young musicians Muddy took under his wing was
a 22-year-old guitarist from Louisiana named Buddy Guy. Seeing the
starving young firebrand's talent, Muddy immediately made him a disci-

pie, sometimes rather roughly prodding the bashful young man into the
fullness of his talent. Buddy would say later that "Muddy Waters was like

Who of 20th Century English music. From Alexis Korner and Cyril
Davies to Eric Clapton and Jeff Beck to the Rolling Stones to Fleetwood
Mac to Savoy Brown, Muddy and his fellow Chicago bluesmen touched
off a tidal wave of music in the UK.
"Muddy was a very big early influence on me," admits Peter Green,
legendary Fleetwood Mac guitarist. "I borrowed a line from his song

a daddy to me."

Guitar pioneer Jimi Hendrix freely admitted that Muddy Waters was

'Catfish' for my own song 'Oh Well.'"

the whole concept of the band—so too did many musicians abroad.

And just as Green borrowed a song title, the Rolling Stones took
their name from a Muddy Waters song. British musicians candidly admitted their debt to Muddy, a fact which led countless Americans to examine
the neglected blues giants right under their noses.
The tidal wave of blues-influenced music that swept back into

Muddy participated in several influential tours of Europe in the late '50s

America from England helped resurrect Muddy's career. After a few dis-

"the first guitarist he was aware of." Echoes of Muddy's work appear in
Hendrbc songs like "Hey Joe" and "Catfish Blues."
Just as the early American bluesmen and rock'n'rollers alike
received the fruits of Muddy's musical innovations—most prominently

appointing releases, the active interest of younger American musicians

like Michael Bloomfield, Johnny Winter and Bob Margolin kept Muddy
in the forefront.

"'Keep these blues alive' sounds

Johnny Winter's work with Muddy in the late '70s and early '80s
marked the triumphant return of the great Muddy Waters. The faithful
and loving production of late albums like Hard Again and King Bee
capped off a legendary career and left Muddy Waters firmly in his place
as the godfather of the blues and the progenitor of modern popular music.
On April 30, 1983, forty years after his historic train ride from

like something my father would say,
because he loved the blues. He was

there when it was the main music of
our country, and he went through

the transformation to it being a
music for white folks. I'm sure tf he
were living today, he would say that
to all of us."—Big Bill Morganfield

Clarksdale to Chicago, Muddy Waters died of a cardiac arrest. As a guitarist, singer, bandleader and father-figure of music, McKinley

Morganfield had few living equals. His influence touched us all, even
Photo Courtesy Blind Pig Records

though we may not always see the channels through which it has come.
"I was really drawn into Muddy Waters through the players I was listening to when I was coming up," says Kid Rock guitarist Kenny Olson.

and quite often came away perplexed by the response his music received.
Blues was beginning to become something other than the black commu-

nity's music. The blues had a following as a folk form in the UK since the
'30s, but when young British youths started getting hold of Chess platters
by electrified Chicago bluesmen, the form exploded, influencing virtually
every early British Invasion band.
White British musicians found the form liberating and bold, and the
list of bands that sprung from the UK blues clubs is a complete Who's

"Like everybody from Keith Richards to Jimmy Page to Billy Gibbons—
they're great guitar players and they all praised Muddy Waters. It was
like, 'Alright, I'll get into this Muddy Waters guy.' He's one of those peopie I'll pull out, but you just can't put him on and go about your business.
It's more like just sitting down and all of a sudden you realize, 'Wait a
minute, I just sat here for 45 minutes and I didn't do anything.' I'm taken
in by the old mojo."

Through today's bands and guitarists, Muddy lives.

Recommended Reading: Muddy Waters: The Mojo Man by Sandra B. Tooze. ECW Press, 1997. www.ecw.ca/press

Muddy Waters Tribute Telecaster 2000
As a salute to the brilliant artistry of Muddy Waters and the lasting impact his music
has had on guitar players around the world, the Fender Custom Shop is proud to unveil
the Muddy Waters Tribute Telecaster 2000. The Muddy Waters Tribute Tele is an exact
replica of the late '50s Fender Telecaster that was Muddy's signature guitar for more

than 30 years and that now hangs in the Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio.
Muddy's Tele is as distinctive as the man himself was, but it is in many ways as simpie and direct. According to interviews, Muddy had a custom neck fitted to his Tele.
With the obvious exception of Fender amp knobs used in place of standard Tele controls, the guitar's other features are mostly stock, or were
stock 40 years ago. Those 40 years of wear make this a
unique piece, to say the least.
To recreate this classic artist's classic axe. Custom

Shop R&D man George Blanda flew out to Cleveland and,
with the permission of the Hall of Fame, took rulers,

calipers and gauges to Muddy's Tele. In addition to all the
specs and vital statistics, ;

Blanda took roUs of film capturing the features of every
square inch of the guitar.
Blanda's research went

back to the Custom Shop in Corona,
California, where every ding, scratch and
distinctive eccentricity—even the amp

knobs—has been faithfully recreated by
the same people who create our popular

Relic guitars. The Muddy Waters Tribute
Telecaster is now available in limited
quantities. Ask your Fender Custom Shop
dealer for details.
LLB FRONTLINE
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72 recordings, a quarter century's

25 tracks and 21/2 hours of his most
compelling blues performances,
both studio and live, from 1970-1980.
314547178-2/4

(1947-1972) worth of his classic
Chess masters on 3 CDs.
CHD3 80002

MUDDY WATERS
sad
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His early Chess recordings, 20 in all.
CHD 9370

MUDDY WATERS

20 tracks from Muddy
at his mature best.
CHD 9380

14 greats from the last half century.
Muddy Waters to B.B. King,
Luther Allison to Johnny Lang.
MCAC/D 64664

"1

CHESS BLUES 6UITAR

2 CDS and almost 21/2 hours of
classic and rare blues guitar.
CHD 29393

A UNIVERSAL MUSIC COMPANY
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Timeless Summer Sounds

by Keith Brawley

A SURF GUITAR ROUNDTABLE STARRING DICK DALE AND THE ELIM!NATORS
nown throughout the '50s and '60s as Southern California's

Rendezvous Ballroom [Newport Beach], and we played to 4,000 people

King of the Surf Guitar, Dick Dale is currently enjoying his
highest level of popularity and critical respect. The surf

world, because I refused to leave. Like I told the Beach Boys, "You go

renaissance hit a high point when director Quentin Tarantino
used Dale's signature tune "Misirlou" as the theme for his acclaimed

a night. I surfed every day. That's the reason I never went all over the
and do your j aunt, and go travel around the world. You'll be big stars
like Elvis." And they did. I stayed and went surfing every day. In fact, I
had a surf shop called Surf's Up. I refused to go on tour, because I would

film Pulp Fiction.
A long-time part of the Fender family, Dale worked closely with Leo

have had to give up my animals and I would have had to stop surfing. So
to me, music was only one part of my life. Everything else was

Fender and R&D engineer Freddie Tavares on many gear projects,
ranging from the reverb tank to the 5-way Strat switch. One of

important, too.

Dale's most enduring contributions to Fender lore was the devel-

Preston Wilson: Surfing has always been part of our lifestyle.

opment of heavy-duty JBL speakers that would withstand his
rough treatment. Dale was the pioneer of loud

Joe Kurkowski: I grew up surfing. That's why Dick couldn't

guitar, blowing out many amps until Leo

stop surfing, because surfing is the kind of thing—

came up with the Showman, with its special

DD: It never leaves you.

output transformer known to surf fans
as the "Dick Dale transfonner."

JK: You can't stop.

In addition to surfing and
music. Dale is a huge animal !^'

PW: Surfing is overwhelming. It's not like any other

sport. I think the kids that were going to the

lover and cares for a veritable ^

Rendezvous and stuff, they were all surfers, so they

zoo of lions, tigers and other

all had this one frame of mind.

exotic vertebrates.

Since its revitalization in the

FF: Over the last two or three years, there has been a

early '90s, millions of devotees to the

tremendous resurgence of surf music, with many young

instrumental form known as surf have

musicians taking up the style. What would you

devoured the output of hundreds of bands.

attribute this recent interest in surf to?

Among these very diverse surf bands,

PW: I think the initial big resurgence was the release of

many guitarists openly credit Dale for his
innovations and inspiration. One such

Endless Summer II. That was released, and it wasn't

band. The Eliminators, are life-long surf

but a month or two before Pulp Fiction was released.

fans. With their original, yet traditionally

So the media was inundated with surf music all of the

rooted brand of surf, they are winning fans

sudden. Endless Summer was a huge movie back in the

over left and right.

60s, and then Pulp Fiction came out—

To get an inside perspective on surf

JK: It went through the roof.

music, we got guitarists Joe Kurkowski and

Preston Wilson of The Eliminators together

DD: Seven years ago, I recorded Tribal Thunder.

with Dick Dale for a free-form discussion on

Tribal Thunder at that time became number 1 on San
Francisco's top college rock station. And all of a

surfing and the music it inspired.

sudden, I got calls from everywhere. That was the
Fender Frontline: Where did surf music come

first beginning of this resurgence of surf music.

from?

Then, within the year, Unknown Territory came
out, and that's when Quentin Tarantino came up

Dick Dale: I can tell you about Dick Dale

to me. He said to me, "I'm your biggest fan,

music, maybe not surf music. Country was

Dick Dale. Your song 'Misirlou' is a master-

my love. As a little kid, I was doing Hank

piece. It's like The Good, the Bad and the

Williams songs, country songs, and I called

Ugly. I want your permission to use

it rockabilly. I developed a strum like I was

'Misirlou' to give me the energy to cre-

playing drums, because I wanted to make it

ate a masterpiece of a movie to comple-

sound big. That's Gene Krupa's influence
on me. But the big Dick Dale sound was a
Stratocaster guitar with heavy-gauge strings—

ment the masterpiece of your song
In the world of surf guitar, Dick Dale casts a long shadow.

.049s, 060s—and two 15-inch D-130 [JBL] speakers. That is the Dick
Dale sound. Now everybody calls it surf music. The Beach Boys are the
ones who really gave us the terminology of surf music, because they sang
surf songs. Surfing lyrics. Dick Dale was a sound. He was a surfing

'Misirlou.'" Quote-unquote. And I says,
"Go for it." When the movie came out, it con-

and my strings are .018s, .038s, .048s, .039s,

tributed. But we had already started it. With all
the colleges across the country, surf had taken on a whole new meaning.

FF: Has the surf lifestyle changed since the '60s.

sound. When I surf, I get the energy from the ocean, but I get that same

JK: The thing the Eliminators did is we took Dick Dale's sound and

energy from the roar of my lions. I just copied the sound of my animals,

stayed true to that original surf sound. There's a surf band in every town

but at the same time, I was surfing. People figured it was surfing, so I go,

now.

"Yeah, it sounds like surfing, too."

PW: Really young bands.

FF: Surfing was a big part of your lifestyle, though, wasn't it?

JK: Fifteen, fourteen years old.

DD: I surfed from sunup to sundown. That was my life. People think my

DD: I get over a 100,000 hits in four months on my web site, mostly from

first album—Surfer's Choice — was the first surfing album, which it was,

these kids in the surf bands of today. I sold out the Roxy, and there were

and it's the reason why they call me King of the Surf Guitar. In 1955,

7-year-old kids coming. They're all doing the surf thing.

there were 17 surfers that surfed with me, and we opened up the

0

JK: I think that one of the things that is happening nowadays is that kids whole thing. I never said I was a guitarist in the first place. I just get
are always looking for the truth. Surf music, for lack of a better word, is sounds.
one of those few true things. Surf music has got that kind of true sound.

PW: Well, we look at you as a guitarist.

FF: Pure?

DD: Well, look at me as a guy who makes noise.

JK: Yeah, it's pure. It doesn't have an attitude.

PW: Good noise.

DD: The closest thing to Mother Nature.

FF: Is it important to surf to really get into surf music? You said there

PW: And I think people pick up on it.

are a lot of 14, 15-year-olds in bands.

PW: When we originally started out, we hunted out the

PW: I think there are a lot of bands just copying the

original Dick Dale transformers, the Fender

sound. I think, like with any music, if you like the

Showmans with the dual D-130s in them.

sound, it's cool. You know, I'm not a country-western
person, but I like the sound of that country Telecaster.

JK: We were just trying to figure out how he got that

That old Hank Williams sound. I'm not a cowboy, I

sound. For me, I can't even play the guitar unless I've

don't like to go ride horses, but I like to hear that

got tone. I've got to have a certain kind of sound.

sound.

Otherwise, I can't even play.

DD: Keep an open mind.

DD: I feel the same way when I'm playing. That's why
I don't sit in with other bands, because they don't have

JK: Are these kids out here still surfing?

the same equipment that I have. I play my guitar wide

DD: One time when I was playing with Clapton in

open. Everything is wide open. I took off my tone con-

England, I said to him, "There are many imitators but

trols. It comes right out of the amp, what I do. So I go

there are no duplicators." Now, how could you come

to the amp and I hit a note and I'll turn up until it blos-

close to being a duplicator? If you want to know what

soms. I call it blossoming. It'll go aaaaaauuunnng, like

it's like to come down the face of a 15-foot wave, do it.

that. Like an afterburner. Right where it hits that spot,

Then you'll say your prayers every Sunday to get you

that's where I'll play. Then I control everything with my

over that thing and through. You'll go to church every

hands.
PW: We're constantly getting hits on our

Joe Kurkowski of The Eliminators.

week. I've got 18 stitches inside and out from all this
stuff I've been through. More scars on my

internet site, people asking, "How do

body. The point is, I have been in it, I've been

you guys achieve the sound you do. You

surfing. You will never know what it's like

guys are the closest to Dick Dale of any-

until you get in it, and when you get in it,

body we've heard." And it's because

there's no turning back. It gives you a certain

we've watched him. I've been around

kind of a soul. So if you say, "I want to make

him long enough to see it. Still, we have

this sound on this guitar," it's one thing to

our own style. We're playing Jaguars.

copy it.

He's playing with the Strat that he's

PW: It's another thing to feel it.

always played.

DD: It's another thing to feel it with your

DD: Fender made different guitars for

soul. Because you can actually feel it. And

different reasons. The Strat was designed

how did you feel it? Get out on those waves,

for that real punch. It's the thickness.

or stand in front of a lion, and see what that's

Freddie Tavares used to tell me the

all about and feel the roar. So when I do what

secret of the Fender sound is that if you

I do with guitar, I hear the roar and the

could pick up a telephone pole and put
strings and pickups on it, and plug it in,

scream of the mountain lions calling to me,
my African lions calling to me or my leop-

you would have the baddest, purest sound in the

ards calling to me. I also hear the roar just before I

world. But you can't hold a telephone pole. The

was knocked unconscious and wound up uncon-

reason why the Stratocaster body was cut so thick

scious on the beach at the Wedge, surfing with long

was for the heaviness of the wood. The thicker the

boards in the old days and breaking them in half.

wood, the fatter the tone. That was his theory.

Do you have to do that to do this? Yes, you have to

Other guitars are made for fingering better. If you

do that to do this.

would pick up my guitar, you would throw up.

PW: With the real feeling.

Because it's not a guitarist's guitar, the way I have
it. I mean, I've got a string up here, a string down

DD: The other way would be like painting by the

here, a string over here, and the neck is bowed

numbers. You can do it, and it'll sound good, but I

from all the pressure. Kids ask me, "Uhh, when

think you lose something in your soul unless you

you play on .060 gauge, .059 gauge strings, does it

really go out and feel that rumble and growl in the

bother the neck?" I don't care. What I do is I turn

tube,

around and I push through it. I've got hands of

PW: See, a lot of our songs, especially off our first

steel, so I go, "Aaaah, do it whether you like it or
not, pal." But then you get Segovia, you get Stevie
Vai, and you get Eddie Van Halen who be-de-de-

Preston Wilson of The Eliminators.

album, are about favorite surf spots. And there's a
feeling behind it. "Dawn Patrol" is about getting up
early and pullmg on that wet wetsuit, staring out at

de all over the place.

the ocean. I mean, there's not a word to it, but when you think of what

PW: They play tiny strings.

Dawn Patrol is, you can feel that. So that comes through.

DD: They could not play my guitar.

DD: Back in the day, we used to pound our legs because we didn't have

DD: Because my strings are not balanced out properly. I am not a guitarist. I am a person who just gets sound out of my instrument. I'll leave

that up to you guys and Eddie Van Halen and Stevie Vai. That's the

wetsuits. They would turn blue. And the people going to work at five
o'clock in the morning, seven in the morning, would just stare. ^]
For more info on The Eliminators, visit www.theeliminators.com; on Dick Dale, visit www.dickdale.com.
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3'd. Rock

t's a familiar story—a young musician

Rock has released a handful of albums. More

Dubbing themselves Twisted Brown

from the midwest, Strat slung across his

Trucker, the band embraced the white-trash

back, heads out to Los Angeles to crack

importantly, he has been honing the Kid Rock
sound, building an original flavor of hip-hop

into the big-time music world. But when

meets southern rock meets metal meets old-

sings that he's "straight out the trailer."

school country.

Included in the band is a DJ, several backup

an earthquake hit L.A. in 1994, and Kenny
Olson was forced to move back to Detroit, it
seemed like success was as far away as ever.

Olson and Kid Rock hit it off at their first
meeting. "We were kicking around his house,"

trailer-park image Kid Rock celebrates when he

singers and a 3-foot-nine rapper by the name of
Joe C.

"The earthquake annihilated my apart-

Olson recalls. "He was playing Hank Williams

Kid Rock/Twisted Brown Trucker's

ment," he recalls. "The ceiling literally col-

songs on his guitar and singing. He's a great

decade of experimentation and eclectic band-

lapsed on my bed. Luckily, I wasn't there—I was

front man, and he can sing, even though he got

building culminated in Devil Without a Cause,
the 1999 big-label sensation that gave us such

on the road—but I lost some master tapes and
some ummxed stuff that will never be heard."
Olson's retreat home, however, turned out
to be fortuitous, because he soon got a call from
Bob Ritchie, a.k.a. Kid Rock, Detroit's brilliant
but not-yet-famous white rapper.

Kid Rock was looking for a guitar player
at the time and called Olson. Intrigued by the
wild idea of playing guitar for a rapper, Olson

That whole funky disco-chord, cryba-

by era was definitely a big influence on
me, but I also like the country-twang
crooning kind of thing, as well as the
acid-rock, Black Sabbathy sound.

stellar tracks as "Bawitdaba," "Cowboy" and "I

Am the Bullgod." The twin guitar attack of
Olson and Jason Krause fuels the album with
grit and sublime riffage, setting the new standard for rap-rock fusion.

With a runaway hit album and a heavy
schedule of big-time tour dates, it seems like an

eternity since that earthquake in California
crushed Olson's apartment.

went over to talk to Kid Rock about it, but not
his name as a potty-mouth hip-hop artist. He's

"It's been quite overwhelming," Olson

"I had dealt with a lot of flaky front people

proven himself. He's grown with his audience.

says. "I really didn't know what to expect, but

in the past," says Olson. "It was just always

We come from such different walks of life musi-

one of the reasons I teamed up with Kid Rock

something, either with their girlfriend or a drug

cally, yet we have certain musical interests in

was because he was determined. Everything he

problem or whatever. But at the time, I was

common."

said he wanted to do, he has made happen. It's

looking for a good front person so that I could

With Olson in the fold, Kid Rock continued to build the band he wanted, adding key-

without a few of the usual misgivings.

In Kid Rock, Olson found his man.

boardist Jimmy Bones shortly after Olson.

cool because I think we made this whole hiphop artist with a funky rock band thing work."
While the image of hardcore rap attitude

Kid Rock launched his career in 1990, at

Guitarist Jason Krause joined the band in 1997.

mixed with hard-livin' poor-white Southern

the height of the Vanilla Ice craze. In contrast to

"We started by touching on some of his old

rock lies at the core of Twisted Brown Trucker,

Ice and his Uk, Kid Rock's authenticity and raw
attitude kept him from instant stardom, but
they are also the primary reasons why he still

material," Olson says, "rocking it out more with

don't pigeonhole TBT; the band is a diverse and

a full band. When we first put the band togeth-

creative unit far beyond its image.

has a career. Over the course of the last decade,

we got the solid lineup that's in the band now."

just do what I wanted guitar-wise."

er, it was really rocky, but about two years ago,

"The image of the band's more just a freak
show," explains Olson. "When we're riding in

Motor City Generations
NNY OLSON OF KID ROCK AND WAYNE KRAMER OF THE MC5

Interview by Margaret Saadi

Kenny Olson of Kid Rock and Wayne Kramer,

WK: You know, they said this rock'n'roll stuff

solo artist and legendary member of the MC5,

wouldn't last. "It's just a fad. It's just a trend."

someplace else. Striving to break out of the day-

liave a lot in common. Screaming tone, of

And here we are 40 years later and that tone,

to-day grind. Striving to find a voice. Finding a

some of us not so young people striving to get

course, but they both hail from Detroit,

way to carry a message. That's what I hear. I

Michigan. Just for kicks, we got them together

hear the message bemg passed on from genera-

to talk music and Detroit.

tion to generation.
You can connect the dots from the MC5

Kenny Olson: There's a certain thing about

and the Stooges to the New York Dolls, to the
Ramones and then to the Clash and the Sex
Pistols and to the West Coast, to Bad Religion
and Rancid, and then swing back up into Seattle
through Pearl Jam and Soundgarden, and today
we're back with the spirit of Detroit in Kid
Rock. With Kenny Olson's guitar tone right in

being from Detroit. From Wayne Kramer to
Aretha Franklin, there's this whole Detroit
sound. I was brought up driving around in a

muscle car listening to Wayne with the MC5
and Iggy and the Stooges and Alice Cooper.
Detroit is a sound. It's influenced everybody
around the world.

the front. And it's that same sound. It's that
same energy. That same striving to push out and

VVayne Kramer: Today, I listen to Kenny's work

push beyond. It's gratifying to see, in fact, that it

on the Kid Rock records to get music lessons

wasn't just a trend. It wasn't just a fad. This is

and new ideas.

our culture. We're a culture of television and of

KO: But the MC5 sound is the epitome of gee-

cheeseburgers and of hot rod cars. This is

tar tone. Cranked loud. It's the real thing. You

American culture.

know that whole scene that came out of Seattle

that same sound of a high-powered amplifier, a

in the '80s? What were they doing? The same

great big amp and a Fender Stratocaster. You

thing. Loud guitars, tube amps, but I was influ-

just can't beat it. That's the sound of liberation

enced by it when I was 10 years old.

to me. That's the sound of young people, and

KO: That's a perfect painted picture for me,
right there. I picture myself in a dual-exhaust, in
stereo, the MC5 cranked up. That's a beautiful
picture.

^id Rock Guitarist Kenny Olson
the bus, we do listen to Johnny Cash and Hank

That's what he holds down in this band. We all

extends also to his amps, where he favors the

Williams. You'll hear Lynyrd Skynyrd, Allman
Brothers, but I might put on Tom Waits or Miles

have a job title, and it's worked so well so far.

Sunn Model-T, an amp that conjures up for

Really, this family keeps things pretty simple."

Olson the glory days of big tube sound.

D avis or Roy Buchanan or Hendrix or Robin

Olson is an avid vintage guitar collector

"When I saw that the Sunn Model-T was

and a dedicated Strat man. His trusty '64 Strat

coming out," he recalls, "I said, 'Man, that's

Trower. Influences go on forever.
"I've got my arsenal of every-

cool.' I even have these old pictures

thing from Rufus to Sly and the
Family Stone. That whole funky

that no one's ever seen of Hendrix

disco-chord, crybaby era was definite-

The more I got used to the amp, the

ly a big influence on me, but I also like

more I liked it. It's my main amp

the whole country-twang crooning

now. It's been as reliable as reliable

kind of thing, as well as the acid-rock,

can be. I can get that really heavy

Black Sabbathy sound."

distorted kind of tone if I want, but
I can also dial it about half way and

playing through an old Model-T.

All of these influences play a
part in the Kid Rock sound. Perhaps

get that more human attack. The

the band's greatest triumph has been

harder I hit it, the more it responds,

their ability to merge three decades of

like the classic tube-head amps."
With such a diverse and tal-

American music into something fresh,

ented group of musicians assem-

funky and powerful.

Roles in the band are defined to

bled under one banner, it comes as

make use of the individual players'

no surprise that several offshoots

talents. Olson is the funky lead player;

and side projects are underway. A

Krause is the metal rhythm player;

Twisted Brown Trucker CD is on

and the two weave together some of

the way in the year 2000, according
to Olson. The album will feature

the baddest jams you'll ever hear.
has been at his side most of his guitar-playing

scores of cameo appearances and Kid Rock

because each player has his own area of special-

life. On the road, Olson takes out a handful of

himself will participate heavily.

ization.

Fender Custom Shop Strats, which he loves.

According to Olson, the band works precisely

"It's kind of all the same," explains Olson.
"Kid Rock's band is Twisted Brown Trucker,

"Jason and I work really well together," he

"I'm pretty particular," he says, "being a

says, "because we don't really play much alike.

collector. I pay a lot of attention to detail. The

and Twisted Brown Trucker's front man is Kid

We can both go off on some weird, dissonant,

Custom Shop has the routers and jigs from the

Rock. They're both basically the same identity.

wacked-out guitar thing. We get into listening to

old '50s and '60s shop. I take out about 5 or 6

We're just doing an album under the Twisted

a lot of weird stuff, but when it comes to play-

Strats, and that's all I use live."

Brown Trucker name."

ing, he's a straight-ahead metal guitar player.

Olson's appreciation for classic gear
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Get out the trailer and check it out.

Mr. Nice Guy Finishes First

by Brad Schmitt

AT THE HEIGHT OF HIS CAREER, STEVE WARINER STILL MOVING AHEAD
hen Steve Warmer was growing
up, his house shook every
Wednesday night.
Wariner's father and uncle

try's highest honors in the last two years.
"Holes" earned him Song of the Year
from the Country Music Association and
two Grammy Nominations. Wariner also

another singer, Warmer professes those
sentiments with complete sincerity.

And it started in his bedroom at age
nine.

had a band that played VFW and

received CMA nominations for male

A year later, Wariner's father bought

American Legion halls in and around

vocalist of the year and album of the year

him a new burgundy Fender Jazzmaster,

their small hometown of Fishers,

for Two

equipped of course with tremo-

Indiana—and Wednesday night was

Teardrops.

lo arm.

rehearsal night. And Steve, then nine

An

"We called it a Husher,"

years old, rehearsed right along with

Wariner's

Warmer says. "We thought it

them. albeit in another room.

albums

was the coolest thing."

Dad didn't let Wanner

"I'd go in my

bedroom and pick
up my bass and play
along through the

play it right away.

bedroom wall,

even look at it," he remembers,

"It was probably a cou-

pie of years before we could

Warmer says. "I

"but I loved that guitar. It was

was practicing,

the guitar I learned to play on."
Warmer says, though,

too."

good. When the

that his father never pushed
him to play. "If he had pushed
us, I probably would have gone

band's bass player

the other way."

Apparently, he
got to be pretty

got sick a few days

But the Jazzmaster
proved irresistible.

before a gig,

"The only rule," says

Wariner volun-

Warmer, "was to take care of

teered to fill in.

them and put them back where

"We practiced

you found them."

that Wednesday,

and I knew all the

The 35-year-old Jazzmaster is one of dozens in

songs."

Warmer's personal guitar collection,

Steve stood to

make eight bucks at

which includes a vintage Stratocaster.

that gig, but instead,

On the road. Wanner favors a '51

he got his first les-

Nocaster Relic, and he's often worked

son in dealing with

with the Fender Custom Shop to design

music promoters.

the guitars he wants.

The show organizer

And he will do whatever it takes to

took off with the

get what he wants. When designing a

money without pay-

Nashville B-Bender Tele, Warmer had in

ing the band. The
nine-year-old bass player was left with

mind a deep blue for the color, but he
was having a hard time describing it. But

nothing in hand but a huge blister on his

then he found the color in his garage.

"I found a little bottle of brake fluid,

thumb.

Things have changed considerably in

and the label was the perfect color,"

the 35 years since, and Steve—for decades

Wariner recalls. "They matched it, and it

a respected musician and songwriter—

was perfect."
On his next album, which he is cur-

finds his career at a peak.

A record label change in early 1998,
from Arista to Capitol Records, whipped

rently recording, Warmer is working for

him into country stardom, several steps

ballads. He's hoping to avoid any "sensi-

a perfect balance of uptempo songs and

above his consistent but low-key success

have been selling. Burning the Roadhouse

of the 1980s.

Down, his first Capitol release, and Two

gle will be a rockin' guitar- and harmoni-

Teardrops have both been certified gold.

ca-heavy duet with Clint Black called

Warner launched into his new level
with three ballads, "Holes in the Floor of

The singer-songwriter-guitarist reacts

Heaven," "Two Teardrops" and "I'm

to all his recent success with the gentle

Already Taken." The first two went num-

grace that has earned him the nickname

ber 1 on the country charts, and "I'm

Mr. Nice Guy.

tive songs only" label. In fact, his next sin-

"Been There."
"People say, 'What, nobody gets
killed in it?'" Warmer jokes.
But Wariner says he feels heavy pres-

Already Taken," which hit number 3,

"It's been pretty cool," he says. "It's

brought him full circle in a way—it had

unlike anything I've ever seen. I say it on

also been Warmer's first-ever single back

my shows all the time, but I mean it. With

"That's touchy for me because I can't

in 1978.

all due respect to Lou Gehrig, I think I'm

do that every time out of the box," he rea-

the luckiest guy on the planet."

sons. "You can't do the same thing over

In addition to his chart successes,
Warner has received some of the indus-

While that might sound cheesy from

0

sure to come up with a heart-wrenching
ballad for every radio single.

and over and over."

A Selection of Recent Releases from Fender Artists

Jason Sellers

Dovetail Joint

Country artist Jason Sellers' debut, A Matter of Time

Chicago's Dovetail Joint is the kind of band that is,

(BNA/BMG), brings an r&b/soul charge into the
world of radio-friendly country. Describmg himself as

sadly, a scarcity these days—the kind that plays good,
solid, straight-ahead rock'n'roU. You could perhaps

a "country soul" singer, Sellers melds gospel-tinged

describe their latest release, 001 (Columbia), as "radio

vocals and rock rhythms with steel guitars—all to

ready," except for one small detail: these are the kind

very listenable effect. The strong grooves of songs like "Bad Case of

of songs you actually want to hear on the radio, the kind that make you turn

Missing You" are a welcome diversion from the balladry of several of the

it up way too loud and drive way too fast. From the openmg track,

album's tracks. Longtime Frontline readers may recall that a young Jason

"Beautiful," right through the end, Dovetail Joint delivers strong songwrit-

Sellers was profiled in the Fall of '91 as Ricky Skaggs' bassist, but now with

ing, powered throughout by bold, Fender-fueled guitar and bass riffs. Give

this impressive debut, Sellers has come shining to the forefront.

this one a spin if you're ready for first-rate, go-for-the-throat rock'n'roll.

Bush

Keith Urban

Like 'em or not, one thing you can say about Gavin
Rossdale and crew—they just can't stop making brU-

Country guitarist/vocalist Keith Urban grew up in
Australia but moved to the promised land of

liant alternative radio hits. Their latest release. The

Nashville to pursue his music career in earnest. Urban

Science of Things, is at once a continuation of their

boasts a cool vocabulary of licks, the voice of a song-

last two albums and an evolution of the mid-'90s

bird and the looks a soap opera star—so he's surely

grungy guitar sound. The opening track, "Warm Machine," pulses for-

got a great career ahead of him. Taking a page from crossover queen

ward with a Dinosaur Jr.-esque grind, and if you've ever spun a Dino Jr.

Shania Twain, Urban's hit "It's a Love Thing" is built on radio-approved

or Sebadoh disc, how could you not dig the fact that Bush nail the groove

electronic drum grooves that wouldn't sound out of place on, say, an Alanis

and the tone? Rossdale's vocals and lyrics are as impassioned and ellipti-

Morisette record. No cowboy hats or fake Texas drawl here, just fine con-

cal as ever, but seem to edge closer to their targets here. The tune"Jesus

temporary country replete with banjos and fiddles.

Online" is, guess what, both pleading and poignant.

JohnJorgenson

Bryan White

Hellecaster and sideman extraordinaire John

The wildly popular Bryan White returns with another

Jorgenson's latest release, Emotional Sa'vant

dozen love songs sure to make ladies swoon world-

(Pharoah), provides enough guitar for even the more

wide. As usual, his singmg is flawless, as are his back-

hardcore suc-string nut. Just check out the opening

ing musicians, especially Dan Huff and Brent Mason

track, "Easter Island Heads" for starters. However,

who contribute tasty, understated guitar work.

John branches out here and gives his talents for songwriting and singing a
bit of room. This is a very diverse CD, with everything from blistering gui-

Cementing White's superstar stature in the country music world. How

tar tracks to potential pop hits. There's even a jig!

ment of a talented young man just hitting his stride.

Lucky I Am (Asylum) transcends entertainment; it's more like the docu-

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy

Robben Ford

Swing is not dead; it's just getting rowdier and rowdier. Exhibit A: This Beautiful Life from Big Bad

Robben Ford's latest release. Supernatural, showcases
both his ever-impressive blues chops and his buttery

Voodoo Daddy. The Daddy's new release launches

voice. Less a burning instrumental disc than a crafty

with the anthem "Big and Bad" with its organ-shak-

selection of original tunes, Supernatural will thrill

ing bassline, and from there, the band refuses to let

players nonetheless. Witness Ford's burning solos and

go. Women will swoon; men will cock their hats and grin. It's all here:

smooth-funk breaks in "Let Me In" or the rolling acoustic vibe of the title

'Who's That Creepm?", for instance, gets that film-noir-Dashiell Hammet-

track. Other tunes like "Hey, Brother" boast a tightly interlocked rhythm
section that spins a depth of charm into this solid release.

paranoia scene painted so well it may never have to be painted again.

Sting

The Paladins

If you grew up fortified by The Police, can you

Dave Gonzalez has been a troubador of roots rock,

believe that Brand New Day is Sting's seventh solo

hitting smoky clubs across the world, since the

album? His creative spirit is as alive today as it was

Paladins debuted in the early '80s. Dave and

in 1978, no lustre has rubbed off his voice and Brand

Company's latest disc, Slippin In, is as true to the

New Day is a seductive disc. From the North African

Paladins esthetic as any of their others, featurmg vin-

romanticism of "Desert Rose" to the twangy gospel of "Fill Her Up," the

tage rockabilly and roots flavors. The album was performed and recorded

man can do it all. Recalling The Police's "Wrapped Around Your Finger,"

with classic gear (including Dave's Bassman and Fender Reverb tank). If

Sting gives us texturally rich compositions like "A Thousand Years" that

you're into roots rock and want to know how it's done, just check out "Rain

conjure up images in ways few other tunes can.

Rain" or "Baby Don't Move Me" on this disc—it's a clinic in the form.
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Artist Action
Filter

The Chainsaw Hollies

Post-industrial rockers Filter have been

Drawmg on the fine tradition of guitar-

out on the road in support of their newest

injected power-pop, German trio The

album, Title of Record. Lead singer/gui-

Chainsaw Hollies has been building a
steady and loyal fan base throughout

tarist Richard Patrick and lead guitarist
Geno Lenardo are both playing Fender

Europe. Their CD, My One Weakness, is at

Custom Shop guitars.

once familiar and refreshing. The

in the whole world that are made absolute-

Chainsaw Hollies sprinkle the mix with
driving beats and playful hooks, conjuring

ly for me," Patrick boasts, "and they're

up The Beatles, Buzzcocks, Replacements

completely one-of-a-kind origmals. Every

and even a little late-era Husker Du.

guitar Fender has sent has been amazing."
Patrick's guitars have Telecaster bod-

Guitarist and vocaUst Atze Ludwig
bends his '52 Tele, '57 Strat and dual '59

ies and Strat necks with the Bonnie Raitt

Bassmans into some of the smoothest yet

model headstock. He's named them

grittiest tone textures. Add Atze's whimsi-

"There are only three Fender guitars

Golden Boy, Silver Man and Keef (an all-

Watson") and two Strats named Red Rum

cal, somewhat introspective lyrics (in
English), and these boys may be one of the
most enjoyable club bands in the world.
And by the way, they may be the only

and Coppertone. Thus far, there are no

band in the world to sponsor an amateur

black axe). Lenardo is playing a custom-

modified American Deluxe Tele ("Doc

Atze Ludwig of The Chainsaw Hollies

guitars caUed "Name of Guitar."

sports team. Atze Ludwig is pictured

Title of Record (Reprise)

below with the women's soccer team they
sponsor in Dartmond, Germany. Note the
band's name on the jerseys!

It's been four years
since Filter released

their debut CD, Short
Bus, but Title of

The Chainsaw Hollies wiU release a
new platter of tracks in early 2000 on EMI.
Look for them to hit the road throughout
Y2K.

Record proves well
worth the wait.
Throughout, it's wellcrafted without sounding over-produced.

With grinding, straight-ahead tracks like
"Welcome to the Fold" and gripping
acoustic pieces like "Take a Picture,"

Title of Record could very well be the
most fully realized modern rock album of

Geno Lenardo and Richard Patrick of Filter.

the late '90s.

John Paul Jones

Peter Green

Former Led Zeppelin bassist and musical renaissance man John Paul

Enigmatic guitar legend Peter Green has been back out on the road for

Jones has been touring in support of his latest album, Zooma. The vet-

the last several years, continuing the unique and devoted approach to

eran rocker's first-ever solo album, Zooma features Jones on a variety of

the blues that propelled the original Fleetwood Mac. Playing throughout

instruments including several lap steel basses, 10- and 12-string basses

Europe and North America, Green remains one of the world's most

and even the four-string Fender bass

loved and respected blues guitarists. He

he used throughout Zeppelin's career.

is, according to B.B. King, "the only living

For the Zooma tour, Jones

guitarist who ever made me sweat."

used Fender Tonemaster amps

Following his 1998 release of The

prominently in his rig. "A 10-string

Robert Johnson Songbook, a full studio

bass through a Fender Tonemaster is

album of lovingly recreated classic

not be messed with," he declares. "I

Johnson blues. Green will soon release a

don't use the word 'awesome' very

sequel. The new album will cover more

often, but I think this is a case for it.

Robert Johnson territory.

The bass lap steel sounds fantastic

Look for him out on tour in 2000,

through the Tonemaster as well. So I

especially if you've never experienced the

just have them all over the stage."

legendary blues tone of Peter Green.

Nono

Vince Converse

Guitarist and songwriter Nono (known to
his mother as Norbert Krief) has been a
leading light in French rock with his

One Step Ahead (Mystic)
Searing blues guitarist

blues-infused metal band Trust for over

Vince Converse's

20 years. Best known to Americans for

debut release. One

their song "Anti-Social," which was cov-

Step Ahead, is a testa-

ered by Anthrax, Trust has been the

ment to the blues ren-

French-language hard rock band.

aissance that. is cur-

After 22 years, and millions of CDs

rently taking place

sold. Trust will release their final album

among young guitarists. It's not amazing

this year. The band's breakup is a bitter-

that so many young players want to play

sweet event for Nono, but more sweet

the blues, but that so many get it.

than bitter.

Converse's work is strong and funky, right

"It was a great experience. I think 22

on the money. Just give a listen to the title

years is a long time for a band," says

track or the sinister slide of "Drown

Nono. "It's behind me now. There are so

Yourself m the River." It's all here.

Blues guitarist Vince Converse.

many things to do, and it's good to change

Hailing from the sleepy town of
Deadwood, South Dakota—Buffalo Bill

and try different experiences."

country—guitarist and vocalist Vince

For different experiences, Nono has

Converse may be the hottest thing in the

been working quite a bit with younger

blues since Jonny Lang.

French bands, producing and recording

Converse is a 25-year-old snow-

several promising French rock acts in his

boarder and veteran of Sunset Heights,

own studio.

the blues band he formed while stiU in

"With my own studio," he says, "I

high school. After seven years touring

get to choose which projects I want to

with Sunset Heights, Vince is now out on

work on. I am producing a very young

his own. Since going solo, Converse has

band called Easy Mask, and they're very

launched a vigorous schedule of touring.

good. Working with younger people gives

Through '99, he has shared bills with

you energy and excitement."

Johnny Winter, Jimmie Vaughan and

Nono has translated that energy and

Peter Green. With blistering leads and a

excitement into the formation of a new

slick blues voice. Converse is the total

band, which is in the process of recording

package.

a collection of original tunes.

The future of the blues, it seems, is

Trust fans will certainly miss the

in the hands of the young. Judging from

band, but look out for the first solo

Converse's impassioned live performanc-

release from Nono, available on a major

es, blues fans have nothing to worry

label later this year.

French guitar hero Nono in the studio.

about.

Iron Maiden

Mercury Rev
If you're into quirky, rootsy rock with a millennial mindset and you've not

Since their setf-titled release in 1980, Iron Maiden have kept the metal

had the Mercury Rev experience, go out and get it fast. The band has gar-

torch burning by releasing album after album and launchmg tour after tour.

nered considerable critical acclaim with last year's Deserter's Songs and

They have sold over 50 million albums and are virtually a household name.

have supported such major acts as REM on the road.

Their latest release, Ed Hunter, is a greatest hits and video game package

The Mercury Rev sound seems at
times like a pastiche of found sound, play-

sure both to excite long-time Maiden fans and to snare new ones.
The band has been

remains fresh and multi-faceted in every-

touring through '99 and
into 2000 with a new/old

thing they do.

Uneup. Bruce Dickinson

ful vocals and film soundtrack vibes, but it

his American Vintage P-Bass, Jonathan

and Adrian Smith are
back in the fray and the

Donahue with his American Standard

band now features a dev-

Pictured at left are Jason Russo with

Strat and Grasshopper with his Telesonic.

astating three-Strat

Look for a new release from Mercury

onslaught. At left, Smith,

Rev soon, as well as tour dates around the

Dave Murray and Janick

world. Be sure to check them out.

Gers.
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Artist Action
Meredith Brooks

Mana
Latin rock was hotter than a Mexico City

Deconstmction (Capitol)

summer all through 1999, from the pinup-

boy pop of Ricky Martin to the triumphant
return of guitar hero Santana. Right smack

in the middle of the craze has been
Mexican-based Latin rockers, Mana.

One of the highlights of '99 for Mana
was a major tour with Santana and

mereoiTH BrooKS

After hitting the
charts hard with her
1997 debut, Blurring
the Edges, Meredith
Brooks is back with
her follow-up, Decon-

Ozomatli. Trading headlining spots with

struction. Laced with

Santana, the bin managed to sell out stadi-

the same guitar-driven pop brilliance as

urns all across America.

her first release, Deconstruction drives,

"We've always had great respect for

grooves and shows this guitarist-vocalist

Carlos Santana," says Alex Gonzalez, the

for what she really is: a knockout player.

band's drummer and English interpreter.

If you dug "Bitch," check out her reinter-

"We know we got a lot of fans from the

pretation of Melanie's "Lay Down" and

tour. A lot of people who are Santana fans

be amazed all over again.

had never seen Mana, and a lot of Mana
fans had never seen Santana, so it was a

Guitarist and vocalist Meredith Brooks is
back in heavy rotation with the release of

perfect combination."

One of the hottest items in Latin
rock is Mana's MTV Unplugged album,

her new album, Deconstruction. The

which was released in early '99. Another

always engaging Ms. Brooks builds upon

hot item was the band's latmized cover of

the success of her last album, injecting the

Led Zeppelin's "Fool in the Rain," which

same energy, a few new ideas and lots of

has not yet been released in the States but

infectious grooves.
Her latest single, "Lay Down" fea-

is available throughout the Spanish-speak-

tures an unlikely duet when Brooks is

ing world.
"The record producer wanted it m

joined by Queen Latifah and L.A.'s

English," says Gonzalez, "but we liked it

Crenshaw High School EUte Choir. Brooks
discovered the talented Crenshaw High
Choir when she visited as part of AMP
(Anybody's Mentoring Program).

in Spanish, and so did Robert Plant."
In the fall of '99, Mana toured stadiurns m Mexico, cuhninating in two soldout shows in Mexico City. Then, it was off

Brooks is a long-time community

to Spain to finish the year.

activist. AMP, Brooks' own program, helps

They plan to continue touring well
into 2000, when they will most likely begin

communities to build the resources they

working on their next record.

students network with each other and their

Latin rockers Mana.

GuillennoVadala MatthiasJabs
Argentine bassist extraordinaire Guillermo

Matthias Jabs and the Scorpions have long been

Vadala is one of the busiest session aces and live

the word in German metal. From their perennial

sidemen in South America, performing with the

favorite "Rock You Like a Hurricane" to last

likes of Fito Paez,
Dino Saluzzi and

year's multi-textured rockfest. Eye II Eye, there

Mercedes Sosa.

metalmeisters can put on the stage. Eye II Eye

has been no end to the mayhem these dedicated

With the current

was produced by J. Geils front man Peter Wolf,

worldwide explosion

who encouraged the band to add some "new

of Latin rock,

spices" to the mix, resulting m an engagingly fresh

Guillermo could

sound. It's different and well worth a listen,

very soon be gracing

whether you're a Scorpions fan or not.

the world's stages.

Here, Matthlas take a moment off a rigor-

Here, Guillermo

ous tour schedule to lounge with two key ele-

cradles his Fender

ments in his tone—his Matthias Jabs limited edi-

Roscoe Beck signa-

tion signature Strat and his trusty Prosonic. Look

ture 5-string.

for The Scorps on tour in 2000.
FENDER

FROKTUNE

need for success, especially in the arts.

The Derailers
Hailing from Austin, Texas, The Derailers

after and the whole sonic ambience of a

going on. This old man says to the younger

are in the process of redefining new country

Derailers album."

man, 'Play me "The Waltz of the Angels,"

with their brand of good-time, rockin',

One of the many highlights on Full

that's the song I want to hear.' Buck heard the

Bakersfield-inspired sound. Guitarist/vocalist

Western Dress is "Play Me the Waltz of the

tape, loved the song, called us back and said,

Tony Villanueva, guitarist Brian Hofeldt,
bassist Ed Adkins and drummer Mark Horn

Angels," a track which features guest vocals

'I love that song. That's what a song should

from Buck Owens himself. The song was co-

be, and I'd love to sing on it.' We were

make no bones about their influences. They

written by Rory Lee, a songwriter who works

already done with our basic tracks, but I was

even prefer to take a page from Buck Owens

for Harian Howard Songs and frequently

like 'Well, Okay!' It's not like we'd say, 'Well,

whenever they are asked about what kind of
music they play.

works with the Derailers.

Buck, it's too late.'"

"Back in '65," says Villanueva, "when

"Rory Lee co-wrote the song," explains

Buck Owens also informed the

Villanueva. "He gave it to us and said, 'I

Derailers about some of the background on

they asked Buck what kind of music he

"The Waltz of the Angels." The song was

plays, he said, 'I play American music.' And

originally cut by Wayne Stewart, though
Lefty Frizzel covered it and had the big hit

that's what we play too."
By American music, the Derailers
specifically mean mid-'60s West Coast
country, Texas western swing, honky-tonk
dance music, classic '50s rock and rockabilly. This harmonious blend of influences can

C~"~if

be heard throughout their latest release,
Full Western Dress.

fe

Alvin. Dave Alvin is perhaps best known
for his own thoughtful, often dark musicin contrast to the upbeat, driving sound the

fei.

Derailers have perfected—but for the

€3
»

Derailers, he was a perfect producer for the
album.

singing his part. We just can't be more
happy. We've always been very proud to be
associated with Buck Owens."

Telecasters? "You know," says Hofeldt,
"Buck Owens and Don Rich were playing
^'~

Teles plugged into Twins. If there was any

band that was the sound of Fender in the
'60s, they and the Ventures were it. And
that's been a big influence on us, too. Man,
that tone comes from a Fender plugged into

American music," says Hofeldt. "He's been

Derailers: Adkins, Horn, Hofeldt and Villanueva

a Fender."

The Derailers are nothing short of a liv-

knows country and roots music real well.
When he's standing on the other side of the

"So it all came together in a nice way,"

says Villanueva. "Buck did a great job

tradition of twang upon which they draw,
what else could the Derailers play but

"Dave Alvin knows and understands
through the rock'n'roll band thing, and he

on that original Wayne Stewart track.

Given their mspirations and the general

Like their two previous studio albums,
Full Western Dress was produced by Dave

with it. As it turns out, Buck played guitar

think this would be cool if you all did it with

ing bridge between the country past and

glass in the studio, we feel confident that he's

Buck.' The song is based on the song 'The

country future. Be sure to check them out the

gomg to understand the kind of tones we're

Waltz of the Angels,' with a kind of narration

next time they hit your local honky-tonk.

The Derailers

Buck Owens

Full Western Dress (Sire)

When talking about someone Buck Owens,

Buck Owens with his new favorite amp.

No ambiguous stew of

the word "Legend" just doesn't seem to do

influences here—Bakers-

the man justice. "Institution" is more like it.

field, California is the

As fits one of the cornerstones of modern

admitted center of the

country music, Buck celebrated his 70th
birthday in 1999, marking the occasion with

Derailers universe. On

a blowout at his restaurant in Bakersfield.

boys respectfully reinvent

Full Western Dress, the

The Derailers and many other luminar-

amped-up '60s hillbilly twang. Brian

ies of country music performed at the party.

Hofeldt's Tele tone sounds plenty excitmg to

Fender was also there to present Buck with

even the most jaded ears. Hints of British

a special Acoustasonic amp. The amp is now

Invasion and postmodern roots rock keep the

Buck's favorite; he plays everything from his

sound fresh. In the capable and tasteful hands

signature Tele to his acoustic to his new

of The Derailers, old-school country music is

Fender fiddle through it!

definitely alive and as fun it is was in the heyday of Buck Owens and the Buckaroos.

©

Fender Europe Delivers the

mil

BUILDING UPON A LONG LEGACY OF SUPPLYING TONE TO THE WORLD
ince our early roots in the late '40s and early '50s, Fender has

by Eric Kingsbury

tries across Western Europe. The British Invasion of the '60s gave us

always been a distinctively American company. The entire

Keith Richards and Jeff Beck, the rise of German metal in the '80s gave

design and manufacturing approach behind Leo Fender's pio-

us Matthias Jabs and Michael Schenker, and France has long been a

neering guitars and amplifiers is firmly rooted in the American
assembly line tradition that began with Henry Ford and his legendary

hotbed of world-class guitar jazz.

Model T. In contrast to most guitars available in those days, Fender's own

A Fender for Europe

Model T, the Telecaster, featured interchangeable parts, uniform slab-cut
bodies and bolt-on necks which could be replaced. Beyond that, Fender

gear was built with the kind of uniformity of quality that gave rise to the
distinctive Fender Tone, in both guitars and amplifiers.

The past 50 years have been wonderful for Fender and guitar music in
Europe, but the present is just as dynamic, diverse and inspired. German
metal lives on in new industrialized forms, and some of the most original
alternative acts are coming out of England, Ireland,

Based in Southern California, and often evoking the California

France and the Scandinavian countries. Just as

lifestyle in advertising and literature, Fender became interwoven into the

Fender was there in the '60s and '80s, we're

fabric of America's golden age. Like many

there now, in new ways that will provide this

other American products of the '50s, Fender

groundswell of artistry the tools to per-

guitars were adopted with open arms by a

form.

Europe just emerging from the devastation of

To better serve the needs of the

World War II. Those images of copper sand

millions of guitar and bass players in

and sapphire surf—and those clear ringing

Europe, Fender Europe was founded

tones of a Strat through a Twin—conjured up

in 1996, with its head office just outside

the same dreams in Dublin as in Detroit. The

of London. More than just a foreign

'50s would be a new era for the world, a tele-

office, Fender Europe is a full-fledged

vised world of global entertainment and

arm of the Fender Musical

global politics, and very soon new forms of

Instruments Corporation with sales,

music like electric blues and rock'n'roll

marketing, customer service and artist

would rise to the occasion.

relations staff. The only thing they
don't do is build guitars, but as a close-

All Hail Hank

knit group of European-born-and-bred

The diverse and culturally rich nations

guitar lovers, no one has a better under-

standing of the needs of Fender players in

of the European continent have a fine

tradition of taking foreign influences and

'•— Europe.

"We're all guitar players," says Martin Brady,

reinterpreting them in their own distinctive ways.

While the growing Fender company began exporting guitar
gear to Europe as early as the mid'-50s, it took the talents and vision of

Fender Europe's Managing Director. "We even have an office
band. We get together to jam as often as we can."

seminal European musicians to bring innovative instruments like the

If you wonder who plays the drums among all these guitar players,
it's European Artist Relations Director Jamie Crompton, former guitarist

Strat, Tele and P-Bass to the front of the stage.
In Britain, no single musician did more to launch the sound of

for Suzie Quattro and Wishbone Ash, who is also an accomplished drum-

Fender than instrumental guitarist Hank Marvin. The bespectacled

mer.

Marvin led the Shadows, a band that formed in 1958 as the backup band
to Cliff Richard (now Sir Cliff Richard; he's been knighted). By the

Fender's distributors and dealers with full service, and what this means to

release of their legendary instrumental "Apache" in 1960, the Shadows

the European guitar player boils down to four basic things—quality, avail-

were a top act in their own right.

ability, selection and service.

Occasional jamming aside, Fender Europe's mission is to provide

Marvin's distinctive lead work—and his red Strat—was an influence

"Our day-to-day task," explains Brady, "is to make sure that when

on countless musicians, in Britain and abroad. Nearly every British gui-

a musician walks into a music store, whether it's in Lisbon or Oslo, that

tarist of the '60s and '70s, from The Beatles to Mark Knopfler, has

musician can find a Fender guitar, bass, amp, P.A., whatever, that will suit

their needs, that will be absolutely excellent in workmanship and that will

acknowledged a debt to Hank.

Taking a lead from pioneers like The Shadows and never looking

be backed up by the Fender name."

back, some of the best guitarists in the world have emerged from coun-

Fender's office just outside London administers our efforts across the

Fender Europe currently has offices in England, France, Germany

With several offices across Europe, Fender is able to serve the needs
of millions of guitarists. Pictured here is Fender France's building in

Fender Europe staff understand the needs of musicians because many

continent. Here, Fender staff members pose in the Fender Europe
showroom.

beautiful Suresnes, on the outskirts of Paris.

trades licks with Gernold Linke in the offices of Fender Germany.

of them are guitar players. Here, Fender AR man Jamie Crompton

All FMIC gear, including Guild, DeArmond, Fender, Squier and Sunn, is
carefully inspected at our warehouse facility in Roermond, Holland.
Here, inspector Vince Vanderloo (left) and warehouse manager Tomas
Kalbach examine a Guild jumbo acoustic.

Fender's innovative international distribution system provides dealers
around the world with the same vast variety of gear as any dealer in,
say, Southern California.

Fender Europe's Involvement In Europe extends beyond the guitar
store. In 1999, Fender Germany sponsored the VW Sound Foundation
tour. This special VW Strat was developed to promote the tour.

and Scandinavia. The newly opened Scandinavian office serves Norway,

more than just Fender brand electric guitar guitars and amps, the same

Sweden and Denmark. From these regional centers and the central office

rigorous inspection process is applied to other FMIC brands, including

in London, Fender Europe works closely with distributors like the

Guild acoustics, Sunn amplifiers, DeArmond guitars, Fender Pro Audio,

Arbiter Group in the UK, a Fender distributor for more than 30 years, as

Fender acoustics and Squier guitars and amps.

well as distributors in many other European nations.

On the Stage, On the Streets
More Fender Faster

In today's world, though, we know that quality is a given, so Fender

A key component to Fender Europe's success in providing for European

Europe supports music and musicianship in its broadest sense by spon-

musicians has been the opening of a centralized distribution center in
Roermond, Holland. The task of providing selection and availability

soring major tours like the Volkswagen Sound Foundation tour which has
featured Eric Clapton. Fender Europe has lended its support to various
other events and charities, including the "Apache" World Championships

comes down to warehousing all Fender gear in Holland which can be

shipped within three days to almost any place in Europe.
Quality assurance is handled in Holland by a staff of four trained

honoring Hank Marvin.

inspectors. Shipping something as temperature- and humidity-sensitive as

Like in the United States, Fender Europe has its own Fender
Roadhouse mobile exhibit that tours the continent, putting guitars in the

a guitar from the Fender factories in Corona, California, and Ensenada,

hands of concert-goers, attendees at various events and students at

Mexico, to the shores of Europe can occasionally result in wood shrink-

schools. The Roadhouse has taken the gospel of guitar to places as diverse

age or handling damage. To guard against any damage that may occur,

as Hungary and Turkey.

Fender's quality control staff puts every piece of gear through a rigorous

As a special premium, European guitarists are also offered occa-

inspection process that assures Fender quality in the stores of Barcelona

sional limited edition signature models such as the Chris Rea Signature

is the same as in the stores of Boston.

Stratocaster featured below.

Guitars are inspected for cosmetic defects, playability and structural

As technology shrinks our world, Europe and America have moved

integrity. These inspectors are also guitar enthusiasts who have been

a lot closer, and Fender Europe ensures that our commitment to musi-

selected from among the top repairmen in Holland. And just as FMIC is

dans is the same the world over.

Fender Chris Rea Signature Stratocaster
Since his song "Fool (If You Think It's Over)" hit the
charts in 1978, British guitarist Chris Rea has won
acclaim all over the world, especially from guitar players

a chandelier maker), a piece of wood to block up the
tremolo, a Fender-only video in which Chris gives a special lesson on slide-playing, replicas of the two stickers

who hear in his expressive slide work everything power-

on Rea's own Strat and a special article on how to play

ful and evocative about the blues tradition.

the slide guitar, written by the staff of Guitarist, one of

Throughout his career, Rea has often shied away
from temptations to commercialize his sound, preferring
to remain true to his delightfully raw and moody muse.

More than anything, this level of integrity has made Rea
a perennial favorite in Europe, where his soundtrack
work is also well known.

As a fitting tribute to Chris Rea and the many guitar players he has influenced, Fender Europe now offers
the Chris Rea Signature Stratocaster. Designed to the
specs of Rea's own number-one guitar, the Chris Rea
Strat is built in the Fender factory in Ensenada, Mexico,
and features 21 frets, three vintage-style Alnico V singlecoil pickups, five-way switching and a Chris Rea signature decal on the headstock.

The Chris Rea Signature Strat also comes with a
unique package of accessories intended to help Rea
fanatics capture the mojo of one of Europe's most distinctive players. Included in the custom package is a
replica of Rea's custom glass slide (made by Rea's friend,

FENDER W-V9 FRONTLINE

UK'S top guitar mags. If you're a fan of Chris Rea, what
more could you want?

The Chris Rea Strat is available only in Europe at
this time.

All Star Lineup atArts Jam '99
newsbriefs

THE FIRST ANNUAL FENDER MUSEUM ARTS JAM BENEFITS FREE ARTS EDUCATION
n a sleepy Saturday morning last

to inspire the children involved in the educa-

September, the City of Corona, California,

tional program, as well as the community at
large. In addition to the alternative acts that

the auction of Eric Claphm's guitars

awoke to the alternative sounds of Driving by
Braille, Fluf and the Voodoo Glowskulls as the

brought in over five million dollars for the

Fender Museum's Arts Jam '99 kicked into

the surf music sounds of The Eliminators, The

Crossroads Center, a drus and alcohol

overdrive. Renowned performers from all gen-

Chantays and the legendary King of Surf

rehabilitation clinic on the island of

res came together to donate their time and

Guitar, Dick Dale. In addition to performmg,

Antiaua. The big seller was "Brownic

energy to raise money for the Museum's Kids

Dale was gracious enough to sign autographs

Eric's 1956 Sti-atocasler on which he

Rock Free program which provides free per-

for hundreds of fans, young and old.

recorded the legendarv Lavla album and

forming arts education for children between the

which sold for $450.000. This puts the "56

ages of 7 and 17.

• Most guitar enthusiasts know bv now ihat

opened the show, the large crowd was treated to

L.A. Music Awards' Best New Country
Artist, Mark Corey Lee, roped the crowd with

Strat at the top of the list of the "Most

some great modern country music, followed by

Valued Guitar in the World" caleaorv
The title of "Most Valued" previously

the hypnotic flamenco jazz of Nadro John. The
diversity of the main stage was enhanced by

belonged to one of Jimi Hendrix's auitars.

performances from Westwind's Hawaiian

also a Strat. that sold (or $320.000. Next

dancers, Marlene's Dance Studio's country tap
dancers, music by Latin blues artist Beta Lovato

seller at the auction on June 24 of 1999.

and '50s Rockabilly from The Hot Rod Trio.
The evening was brought to a climax by blues

bringing in $211.500.

superstar and Grammy Award winner Taj

also owned by Clapton and UK' number two

Mahal, who got the crowd on their feet and lit-

All in all. Ihe total number of Fender

erally dancing in the aisles.

guitars at tlie Claplon auclion was 29.
lars for Crossroads. "1 can't believe it." said
Clapton following the miction. "I am loin
Iv overwhelmed. 1 had no idea the auction
would do so well.

• On July 21. ltWthc Fender Roudhousc
was honored bv the 'li'i.n.lc Sliow Exhilij

Driving By Braille, top, and Voodoo Glowskulls opened the show.

Association (TSE'.A) nt ihcir Exhibit
Focus" Awards ceremony in Chic;i!^o.

The first annual event brought national

Illinois. Each vcar. TSEA rccosi'ii/cs ont-

talent to Corona and will serve in the future as

stnnding elTorts in creating and implL'incnl-

an important fundraiser for the Museum. An

in& exhibit programs tliat acliicve markctins

educational highlight for the expanding band

excellence. Nominated in the cateaorv of

program was a presentation to the Museum by

Fi'iide Show Alternatives, the Roailhouse

guitarist-author Wolf Marshall. On behalf of

took home (lie 1*-)99 Grand Award. The

Intelli-Jams, Marshall presented 40 multimedia

Altcrnalivcs awant is a new caleyorv thai

books and CDs to the Museum. The donation

^ocs to cxhibils tliat do not fit into a con-

represents the a first step in preparing a special

ventional exhibit boolh sp;icc
Others nominated in this catecorv

curriculum for the student at the Museum's
Educational Center.

include Audio Visual Tcchnolosics. \\\w
created a virtual rccililv environment to sell
Clockwise from Top Left: Dick Dale, Westwind's Hawaiian dancers, and
bluesman Taj Mahal performed at Arts Jam '99.

future sealing options at professional sports
venues. ;ind Nike. Inc.. who created an

SO.OOO square loot exhibit with seven inler"This was definitely a community event,"

aclivc segments ;il the IWS World Cup in

remarked John Page, the Museum's Executive

l>;u'is. Very sliff competition indeed.

Director, "where parents, business owners,
police department, fire department and other

city officials all joined forces to help launch
Corona as a mecca for the Arts. This just goes to
show you how passionate people can be when it
Wolf Marshall, left, presents a gift of books to the Museum.
"Every artist that we contacted was not
only eager to perform but also excited about the
The Fender Roadhouse

inloriuiilion. promolions and more, visit us
on the writ ;i( mvw.lcudcr.com.

Or, as one concert-goer exclaimed, "This is

the greatest thing that ever happened to
Corona!"

opportunity to do something for the children,"
says Bettina Hiniker, assistant to the Museum's

I'or more Fcndcr-relatcd news, pnulnct

comes to music and children."

Director.
The Museum staff felt that it was important to show the widest variety of talent in order

®

To learn more about the Fender Museum

of Music and the Arts, please call (909) 7352440 or pay a visit the Museum's website at
www.fendermuseum.com.

Don't Miss the Blues Fest!
A/ATERS TRIBUTE HIGHLIGHTS FOURTH ANNUALCATALINA BLUES FESTIVAL

^'

:idi vear, music lovers from near and far

other memorabilia related to the event. As an

descend on the little island of Catalina, just

auction item in past years, each guitar has

oft i lie coast of Southern California, to bask in

raised from $22,000 to $50,000 to benefit the

• Recently, Fender Musical Instruments

"Kids Rock Free" educational program at The

bestowed a very special honor upon Eddie

Fender Museum of Music & the Arts.

Alien of UK distributor Arbiter Group Pl

the Hues.

}i\ combining legendary artists with the
holtcsi young up-and-comers in the splendid

As if all these firsts weren't enough, this

For all his amazins work and enthusiasm in

p.iraili^ setting of Catalina Island, the festival

year's festival will see Muddy Waters inducted

services the UK, Netherlands and Beleium

has '^.n -ncrcd national recognition as one of the

into The Fender Museum of Music & the Arts

over the past several years, Alien was given

••mu'-.t see" events throughout the blues and

"Fender Guitar Hall of Fame." As the father of

the Amp Guru of the Millennium Award.
Each year. Fender awards just one per-

be no exception,

both the modern
guitar band and
the inspiration

with FciK-lcr cook-

for countless gui-

'We've given this award out before.

inn up something

tar stylists,

explains Richard McDonald, Product

truly special..

Muddy is the per-

Manager for Fender Amplifiers, "but Eddie

feet first in-

has virtually redefined the role of the prod-

ductee.

uct specialist. He's incredible, one of the best

euitar community.

The vcar 2000 will

For the first
lime. the festival

son whose efforts go above and beyond the
definition of amplifier clinician service.

will t iikc on a um-

In keeping with

I've ever seen. and we're honored that he has

ficd theme: "A

the Festival's

been such an active participant in supporting

Tribute to Muddy

Tribute to Muddy

our amps.

Waters." Il was 50

Waters, artists

years a.so that the

selected to per-

lceendarv blues-

form will have

ics each year, and has a great presentation.

man cut his seminal

had some associa-

At the end of each one. he makes himself

Adds Martin Brady of Fender Europe.
Eddie does an amazing number of amp din

recording of

tion with Muddy

available to customers buy asking them to

"Rolling Stone,"

Waters, either

call him if they ever have questions or prob-

the namesake that

lems with their gear. He even publishes his

music publication

having actually
played with him,
or being directly
influenced by his

to arguably the

music.

gave birth to everything from a major

greatest rock'n'roll

mobile number and will answer a call at any
time. Now that's customer service!
• On November 2. 1999. suitar legends Eric

The lineup has

Clapton. Bonnie Raitt and Jimmie Vaughan

not been finalized

got together for a very rare jam session in Los

As part of the

as yet, but artists

Angeles. California, in support of substance

festival, to com-

who have

abuse awareness. The event was hosted joint-

memorate this

appeared in the
past include
Buddy Guy,

ly by Phoenu House and the Musicians'

band in the world.

groundbreaking
musical event, sev-

Jimmie Vaughan,

musicians and entertainment industry mem-

Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Jonny Lang, Taj

bers. In recognition of his work with the
Crossroads Center, Eric Clapton was present-

cral special happcnmgs have been planned.

Assistance Program (MAP) to acknowledge
positive, life-affirming work carried out by

First of a!], through special arrangement

Mahal, Robert Jr. Lockwood, Honeyboy

with Muddy's estate. Fender will debut the

Edwards, Doyle Bramhall II, Robben Ford,

ed with MAP'S Stevie Ray Vaughan Award.

Muddy Waters Tribute Telecaster 2000. The

Debbie Davies and John Hammond Jr. Check

Jimmie Vauehan, Brother of the late Stevie,

guilar is an exact replica of the red Telecaster

presented Clapton with the award.

Furthermore, the Regina del Mare, the

the Fender website for the full lineup.
The Fourth Annual Fender Catalina
Island Blues Festival: A Tribute To Muddy
Waters will take place on May 12, 13 and 14.

Caialina Festivals signature one-of-a-kind art

For ticket information, contact 1-800-25-

out into the open. That alone helps others

guitar created by Fender's Custom Shop has

EVENT. For additional updates and informa-

deal with what can often be a very isolating

always in the past been a Stratocaster. This year,

tion visit the Fender website: w.ww.fender.com.

situation. He has created a great public

for the first time. it will be a Telecaster. Regina

Come pay tribute to Muddy and hang out

currently on display at The Rock'n'Roll Hall of
Fame in Cleveland, Ohio.

del Marc will appear on all posters, T-shirts and

in a tropical blues paradise!

•Eric Clapton," said Buddy Arnold.
founder and CEO of MAP, "has brought his
very personal problem with substance abuse

awareness and advocacy for treatment.
Following the Award presentalion.

Clapton joined Raitt and Vaughan onstage
for a 10-minute blues jam.

i, Buddy Guy, Jonny Lang and Kenny Wayne Shepherd.
• imnlses the same caliber of talent. Check www.fender.com for the lineup.

ooking back on 1999, it's been a very busy year for the Fender

the year, spreading the good word and creating a relaxed and fun envi-

Roadhouse crew. As a way of reaching out to consumers, to

ronment for anyone to step up and choose their favorite instrument to

demonstrate the latest in Fender gear and to serve as good-will

test-drive. From established musicians to the beginners, visitors to the

ambassadors at various events. Fender unleashed four

Roadhouse have been as diverse as the events we have participated in.

Roadhouse exhibits throughout the U.S. and Europe m 1999.

Don't be surprised if one day you see a large Fender Twin Reverb out on

The Roadhouse has participated in a plethora of events this past year, in

the highway next to you—it will probably be one of the Roadhouses en

conjunction with artist clinics, national concert tours, annual fund-raising

route to the next extravaganza. If you happen to run into any of our tire-

events and nationally aired television events such as Un Vailed '99. The

less Ambassadors at some event in the year 2000, be sure to stop and say

Roadhouse Ambassadors are on the road approximately 250 days during

hello!

Jason Kay

John Dreyer

Ben Thompson

Mike Charalambous

Terror crept over me on opening

Few musicians would disagree that

Ozzfest '99 was my first assignment

day at the Texas Motor Speedway,
March 1999. The Roadhouse was

Jeff Beck is a true guitar legend.

as a Fender Roadhouse Ambas-

Of all the Fender fans I met in 1999,
nothing can quite beat the sheer

And there are few that won't cite

sador, and what a first assignment it

enthusiasm and excitement I was

on the way to the Greater

Jonny Lang as a future guitar hero.

was! Of all the shows and events

met with on 23rd September. It was

Southwest Guitar Show in Dallas,
but an opportunity to swing by for
the opening day at the racetrack

In the beginning of September 99,1
had the privilege of following the
Jeff Beck/Jonny Lang tour with the

that I did last year, Ozzfest '99 was
by far the biggest, loudest, and most

a Thursday morning and the rain
had decided to stop, bringing out

important.

the sunshine.

was too good to turn down.

Fender Roadhouse for sk dates,

On this tour, it goes without

That morning, the Roadhouse

saying, metal ruled supreme. But

was due to visit its first European
school—The Wilhelm Fabry

Soon after I opened up shop,

from New York to Chicago.

more than 80,000 racing maniacs

The tour was as special for me

with bands like Deftones, Fear

surrounded the Roadhouse. It was

as it was for all the attendees who

Factory, Primus and of course the

Realschule in Hilden, Germany.

as if I'd been transported back to
the Old West. Brandishing a trailer
full of Fender electric guitars and

were treated to a few hours of play-

one and only Black Sabbath on the

The Roadhouse pulled up in the
schoolyard, and within minutes, 600
students had descended upon the
Roadhouse to try the guitars and

ing some very fine instruments

bill, there was enough variety to

before the music started. It was a

keep anyone happy. We ran full tilt
around the array of Fender, Guild

and other various swag, I held the

joy to meet and talk with hundreds
of fans about the legend of Fender

frantic natives at bay.

and Jeff Beck. The variety of instru-

amps, Frontlines, picks, keychains

the NASCAR crowd was no excep-

There was something for

tion. All of the guitars and basses

everybody on the Roadhouse to

and DeArmond guitars available
for demoing. Things got a little nuts
at the Roadhouse when Christian
Olde Wolbers (Fear Factory) and
Chi Cheng (Deftones) were both
signing autographs. We had people
lined up waiting to play some of the

on the Roadhouse received their

marvel at and many of the veteran

cool new basses as a result.

share of attention, but the no-sur-

players received an education on

never been short of amazing musi-

ments displayed on the Roadhouse
was matched only by the variety of

cians, or friendly hospitality, and

people attending the shows.

Seriously though, Texas has

amps. The students also pumped us
for information about Fender in
order to complete an assignment
they had been given.
Fender's German amp guru,]

Oliver Schwung, performed a|
demo, and the teachers and stu-

prise favorite was the Stevie Ray

the new era of Fender and Guild

Ozzfest 2000. Hope to see you

Vaughan Strat.

instruments.

there!

dents all got up to sing. This bril-]
liant day was the first of what we're |
sure will be many more Roadhouse |
trips to schools in Europe!

NASCAR fans gather around the Roadhouse at
the Texas Motor Speedway

Jonny Lang (right) and bandmates mug at the

Christian Olde Wolbers of Fear Factory visits

Students visit the Fender Roadhouse at Hilden,

Roadhouse on the Jeff Beck/Jonny Lang tour.

the Roadhouse at Ozzfest 99.

in northwestern Germany.

Things are looking good for
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"From a blank canvas

to your masterpiece"
Welcome lo the Fender Custom Shop. You've

Your first decision: Stock Team Built.

options and how to combine them to create the

Custom Team Built or Master Built

guitar that's just right for you. Custom Team

There are three types of inslruments available

Shop Master Dealers only.

Buill models are available through Custom
from the Cuslom Shop:

just enlcrecl the ullimate dream guitar factory!

3. Master Built: In every art form, there are

Whfthcr you're looking I'or one of our stock

1. Slack Team Built: A selection of stock

those who, through years of training and expe-

Team Buill models, a customi/.cd version

instruments incorporating Ihe Shop's most

rience, have mastered their craft, those who

Ihercol' or something completely unique,

requested features and configurations I'rom

have developed the "magic touch." We have

you've come to the right place—we've got

the past several years. Tl|ese exquisite guitars

five such Masters at the Custom Shop. If you

are handcrafted by an W.c slfeam of veteran

live in the U.S. and choose to have your guitar

your guitar!
Dreams arc what make Fender's Custom Shop

the reality that it is today. From its inception in
1987, the Custom Shop has

builders, each with their own area of expertise.

Master Built, a Custom Shop Master Builder

Team Built models are featured on pages 33
through 47 of this issue of Frontline and are

will contact you, listen to your original idea

available from all Custom Shop.Dealers.

plished. He'll walk you through everything

and suggest the best way to get it accomfrom the body's design, the various neck

grown from just two guitar
builders to the more than

2. Custom Team Built: Ok, let's say you've set-

shapes, the tonal qualities of a particular wood

50 dedicated artisans
who spend their days
(and many nights)

tied on a '56 Strat N.O.S. (page 42), but you
want a flame maple neck with jumbo frets,
Noiseless pickups and a Lake Placid Blue
Metallic paint job. No problem! Virtually any

and the exact pickups and hardware that will

handcrat'ting custom
Fender guitars.

give you the look, feel and sound that you've
always wanted.

custom option is available.
But what if you're not sure

you want jiimbo.frets? How
will they feel with the 7.25"
fingerboard radius? Should
;yoii go tQ a^ 9 j" radius?
^.Wb^ya'igQima.cainEn^
'Qagi Custom^.SKop Master,' .'-...Because this particular process is a collaboraDealer. : This is a select'
group ojE.dealej^s. spread;

tion. the Master Builder might help spark new
ideas within yourself that you might not have

Igiicioss ^ffie^|®..^^^Et©^aEi6:Ii gf occurred to you before. And who knows, you
i^'unicj uel^qttaBtetSito^giM® llfmight just spark a new idea in him! Master
you thrQUgteth^pi-ocesss of (^iigni|n^your-gii^ :;';'Built models are available through Custom
Shop Master Dealers only.

Designing your dream guitar
Let's say you've decided to take the

plunge and have your guitar Custom Built
by our team of specialists or Master Built
by one of our five Master Builders. In
either case, there are many options to
consider. The following is a guided tour of
some of the possibilities. But don't forget,
at the Custom Shop, the sky's the limit.

T^^^^^'! l
^7c-y3-^

y? {/^^orv^ ^i^ijhr \

?1lection

Neck Wood

Frets

While it may not seem as important as the

Custom Shop frets are made from only the

composition of the body, the neck is actually

highest quality nickel silver and can be made
in a variety of different heights and thickness-

an equal partner in terms of the overall sound

Nut
When deciding on the right nut, remember
that the hardest and smoothest nuts are con-

sidered optimal. The traditional Fender nut is

L^±l
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

/^

achieve the sound you want, you might choose

es (see photo). Keep
the following tips in
mind when choosing the

of the guitar. In general, the more thick and
dense the wood, the brighter the tone. To

a straight-grain wood or a highly figured

frets that you want on

maple or mahogany.

your guitar:

Fingerboard
Your choice of fingerboard
will affect the tone of the

bending.

• Larger frets tend to allow for easier string

guitar in the same way as

• Smaller frets are "true to vintage" in many

the neck itself, with the
thicker woods giving a

cases and facilitate easier chordmg.

brighter tone. Custom

• American Standard frets are designed to be

Shop fingerboards are

the perfect marriage between smaU vintage

most often rosewood,

frets and modem jumbo frets.

maple, ebony or pao ferro.
But once again, if you have
an idea for something out
of the ordinary, chances
are that you can have it.

Tuning Machines
When deciding on the
tuning machines that
best suit your playing,

form hardness

here are some consider-

from surface to

compression-

molded for uni-

Neck Shape
As for the shape of the

ations to remember:

neck, you can choose from

• Vintage tuning
machines are light in

include: brass,

a number of stock shapes
in the Fender arsenal.

weight and are histori-

There are at least 13 differ-

cally correct.

graphite, LSR
roller and locking

center. Custom

Shop options
bone, plastic,

ent stock neck shapes for Ebony

nuts. Take into

guitars and four for basses (see "Shapes of

• Staggered Vintage

consideration

Things" on page 138 for more information on

are offset from each

how often you use

Custom Shop's

other L
and will eliminate a string

the effect that a metal or a plastic nut will have

neck duplicating

tree.

on the overall tone of the guitar.

neck shapes). The

your tremolo and

machine works

something like a

• Cast/sealed tuning

Inlays

key maker's

machines come permanently

While a guitar's inlays won't effect its tone,

device, so a

sealed and lubricated and

they certainly add to its beauty. Whether you

Custom Shop
Master Builder

are tension-adjustable.

prefer traditional black or white "dot" inlays,

can replicate any

• Locking tuning machines

snake winding its way down the fingerboard, a

neck that you

improve the tuning stability

Custom Shop Master Builder can set your gui-

want.

on tremolo guitars.

tar apart from all the rest.

square or trapezoid shapes, or maybe an ivory

BQd^eiecfion

to match exactly the Candy Apple Red of your
'57 Chevy. Bring it in, and we can do it. The
possibilities here are literally endless!

• Mahogany—This also

comes in a wide range of

weights and densities. A
classic tonewood,

mahogany varies from
mellow to bright tones,
based on its weight.

which yields a very bright
tone. Figured maple is

-rit

[,•&

^
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Mahogany

• Figured Maple—A very *TS'*;,-<
mw -w
dense and heavy wood

E
llk»
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often combmed with alder
or mahogany, functioning

as a top wood rather than Maple

n

solid throughout. Figured or "flame" maple
often consists of beautiful grain patterns.

a
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Parts & Finishing
Body Wood

Pickguard, Knobs, etc.

The parts you choose can greatly enhance the

sider that, like the neck, the wood of the body
will be a deciding factor in the overall tone of

Finishes
Body finishing will add the most visible custom
flavor to your guitar. The Custom Shop artisans

your guitar, and the same general rule applies

offer a wide range of colors to choose from and

Generally, these parts will have little effect on

to the body: the more dense the wood, the
brighter the sound.

will finish your guitar in polyester-urethane or

the guitar's sound. One exception might be an

nitro-cellulose materials. But it doesn't have to

anodized aluminum pickguard, which pro-

stop there. Let's say that you want your guitar

duces a brighter metallic tone.

Before you get too far ahead of yourself, con-

esthetics of your guitar. Relic, aged, flashy,
ornate, plastic, metal ... you name it.

• Poplar—A classic Fender tonewood.

Poplar is generally lighter
in weight and has a warm,
punchy sound.
• Alder—Alder is medi-

um in weight and density,
with a sweet and mellow
tone.

• Ash—Ash comes in a

wide range of weights and
densities. A very hard
wood, considered to have
the airy, smooth tone

favored by Telecaster
enthusiasts.

Ash
Body Shape
Once you've chosen a wood, it's on to

picking a body shape that is uniquely
"you." Chances are that you're already

familiar with Fender's body styles. While
you may want the classic look of the
standard Tele® body, or the comfort of a
Strat<B's body contours, you might also

want something just a little bit different.
The Custom Shop is able to recreate
some of Fender's more obscure guitars
like the Marauder or customize the more

familiar styles with thinline and chambered bodies. A Master Builder can also

create your very own original body

Strat

Tele

design!

P-Bass

-FENDER
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Pickups & Bridges

Hiind-wound pickups (cis opposed to
m;ichinc-\vound) ;n-e ;i C'uslom Sliop spc-

cicilly, ;ind I-'cndcr spccialisls li;ivc wound
pickups for everyone from Buddy f lollv lo
.limi I Icndrix to Kcnny W;iync Slic|3lici'(.l.

Bridsc
Another vcrv imnoi"l;ml coiisidei'dlion is
the bridu.c. The harder ;ind lic;ivier tlic
m;ilcri;il. the less low-cnd frequency VOLI
will have. Thdl said. decide if you w;inl ;i I'ixcd
or tremolo hridyc. Some ol' your clioices
include: vinldtic six-scrcw Ircmolo: Amcric;in
Deluxe 2-point ircmnlo vvilli |-)<>|i-in iii'm

Amci"ic;in Deluxe lockinu liricluc witli I'inc
tuners; Hoyd Rose locking Irc'molo; 'Ide

B
M

When il comes down to the pickups, toddy's

^/'.

technology makes (lie possihililies virlu;illy

style striny-tlimLmh-hody hriduc: 'I'clc-Sonic

unlimilcd. Whclhcr it's d vint;mc replied or ;i

mine which will besl snil your person;)! pldyin

I lumhuckcr, the choice is yours. You \v;inl ;i
-*€y «.

hot sound? Cool? Mellow? It's up lo you. A
Shop Muster Builder or Masler
Dciilcr can uivc you llic cx|^crl ;i(.lvice VOLI
miuht need.
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Your Masterpiece
Whether you start from one of our

?\

stock Team Built models or a blank
canvas, it will end up as a playable reality. Maybe you want a relief carving
depicting a medieval battle scene or a
guitar covered in leather to match your
cowboy boots. If you can imagine it,

the Custom Shop will bring it to life.

c'w-

D'Aquisto series

The late master guitar builder James D'Aquisto
collaborated with our Custom Shop to create this
beautiful line of Jazz guitars.

D'Aquisto Elite
The D'Aquisto Elite features laminated figured maple back and sides, hand carved Xbraced solid spruce top, 3-piece figured

HIM!
!l===i

maple set-in neck, ebony finger-

board, multiple binding,

Bi!i8
jggigi
II—I

Seymour Duncan® floating pickup and gold hardware.

fiiiii
1C:

Model Number: 010-2050
Colors: 21, 37
Strings: 250's

!•••••,
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D'Aquisto Deluxe

!E2DE

The D'Aquisto Deluxe features a laminated figured
maple body, maple set-in
neck, ebony fingerboard,

ebony tailpiece and bridge
and special design humbuck-

ing pickup.
Model Number: 010-2030
Colors: 21, 37, 38
Strings: 250's

D'Aquisto Ultra
The D'Aquisto Ultra features a solid maple body with hand
carved spruce top, highly figured maple set-in neck, ebony fin-

gerboard, multiple binding, and gold hardware. Also available with optional
Kent Armstrong floating pickup.
Model Numbers: 010-2070 (shown), 010-2080 with Kent Armstrong pickup
Colors: 21, 37
nckup, Ws without picKup ^..

Classic Rocker
The Classic Rocker combines traditional hollow body Jazz
guitar design with '50s Rock appointments. Twang deluxe!
Features include a 17" laminated maple hollow body with
black & white "checkerboard" multi-bound top, set-in 3piece figured maple neck, rosewood fingerboard with spe-

cial "diamond" inlays, multiple binding,
=t^--^,
^i-.zsp.ia's-'sespia-Sa.-s
;—'B!!B;'"'»!S-S'

c^

::<»_r-^

two Custom DeArmond® 2000 single-coil pickups,
Bigsby® vibrato tailpiece and chrome hardware.
Model Number: 010-4050
Colors: 06, 20 (brown shell binding), 38
Strings: 250's
.INE All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

~'^s

Custom Artist seriesj
Robben Ford Bite RVI Robben Ford Ultra SP Robben Ford Ultra RVI
The Robben Ford

The Ultra models

The Ultra FM fea-

f models are cutting- <y

have multi-bound

tures a multi-

^tone guitars featuring

eb any fingerboards

bound ebony fin-

Seymour Duncan®

and special tone

gerboard, special

humbuckers, versatile^

chambers. The SP

tone chambers,

electronics, mahogany

model features a

carved flame

bodies and set-in

carved solid spruce

maple top and

necks. The Elite fea-

top and gold hard-

chrome hardware.

tures a hand-carved

ware.

figured maple top and
pao ferro fingerboard
with abalone dot

Model Number:
010-3050

inlays.

iiifi

Colors: 00, 06, 38
Strings: 250's

Model Number:
010-3060
Colors: 00, 38
Strings: 250's

Model Number:
010-3040
Colors: 00, 38
Strings: 250's

^J^icL

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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1 Artist series

finish

options

Robert Gray Stratocastei® Dick Dale Stratocaster® Ritchie Blackmore Stratocaster

OOScolorsunburst
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Recognizing one of Rock's ground breaking guitarists— the

sound, sustain and expression he's known

The Dick Dale Stratocaster honors the
pioneer of Surf Guitar and his unique
sound and playing style. Features
include an alder body, special shape

for. Other features include an alder

maple neck with reverse headstock,

loped rosewood fingerboard, 22 medium-jumbo frets, '70s

body, lightly figured maple neck with
rosewood fingerboard, 21 frets and gold

rosewood fmgerboard, 21 frets, three

large headstock, deluxe locking machme heads, two Gold

Custom '50s pickups with special

Fender-Lace* Sensor pickups, one volume and two tone

vintage hardware.

switching, master volume control and

controls, 2-point synchronized tremolo, and Dunlop8 flush-

original synchronized tremolo.

mount straplock system. Also available with Roland8 GK-2

The Robert Gray Stratocaster, with its
non-tremolo "hard-tail" bridge and cus-

torn vintage pickups, gives him the

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors, consult your

price list for
availability.

Model Number: 010-9100
Colors: 00,24, 26
Strings: 250's

Custom Shop is proud to introduce the all new Ritchie
Blackmore Stratocaster. This modern version of Ritchie's
classic Straf features an ash body, set-in maple neck, scal-

pickup system.
Model Number: 010-6100
Color: 14
Strings: 250's

o

FRONTLINE

Model Numbers: 010-2400
w/Roland® GK-2 P.U.: 010-2460
Colors: 05
Strings: 250's
All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

finish

options

Albert CollinsTelecaster® Clarence White Telecastei®

^B»» ^

4»^.
24 inca silver

26 violet

^-'?

..^.^,fi'S^fw'^i

-•../'..^'•^^yft^
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67 honey blonde

79 gold frost

The "Ice Man's" '66 Custom Tele® is

Pedal steel, rock and country tones

faithfully replicated in the Albert

will emanate once you get your hands

The Danny Gatton Telecaster is based on his heavily customized
'50s Tele8. The cubic zirconium side markers will reflect light on

CoUins Telecaster. This screamer fea-

on the Clarence White Telecaster.

any darkened stage, Other features include a swamp ash body,

tures a double bound swamp ash body,

Features infclude a lightweight ash

special shape maple neck, 22 frets, two Joe Barden* pickups and

special shape maple neck with 21 frets,

body, figured maple neck, 21 frets,

a custom Seymour Duncan® humbuck-

Parsons/White B-Bender®, Scruggs

special Tele bridge and saddles.
Model Number: 010-8700 Colors: 67, 79 Strings: 250's

er in the neck position and a custom

tuners on low and high "E" strings,

vintage Fender Tele pickup in the
bridge.

custom '50s Strat neck pickup, Texas

Model Number: 010-8800
Color: 21
Strings: 250's

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Tele® bridge pickup and vintage hard-

strings
'<^MCt<&4

Model Number: 010-5602
Colors: 03
Strings: 250's
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used on guitar
onthispage
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"In designing my Custom/"Sho^

ife Guitar! We took a Tete body,
i_-acSded]salnt and 23 caratgold leaf to it,
i joined it to a Strat neck with a 15
radius rosewood fingerboard. The
wsition 'Mojo' switch changes the
each pickup from normal to
,to warm and cuddly, for a
total of fWKunds. And there are skull
>rs flying from her
fingerboari
mast to warn

I\

ness when you
these babies on."

Will Ray

ments. The five-way pickup-St

gf'ves five different humbuWjfgy s<
tings, each with a distlnclSv^s^Q usal
tone. As we know, most gufSrists are\
little vain, and want foJSe noticed
their cool looking axe^f No mater whk
finish you choose you will definitt

11 L¥ ^K

it you mean busi-

strap one of

^

,^*© 'u.

^® ^

^ f^-

<*,-7

^Q

.^••<*

^ ^.-

Tefecaster, I used the oppoUuafyto cr
ate a guitar with a unique tone, ^sj
looks and some of my favorite appeal

^

./

"With the unique five-way sefectorO-j

wiring this guitar provides the best com^v-.i
binations of Tele lead and Strat neck
pickups, enabling me to access all my
favorite Fender tones in one guitar! You
get the boldness of my gutsy '52 Tele's

stand out on st
John Jorgeys'on

with styfe."

^J

fead pickup, the majesty of a great vintage Strat neck pickup, plus the magic
'/n-between tones' found on both Strat

and Tetes. And you don't have to switch
guitars mid-song."

Jerry Donahue

S&SSSHMillj&iff
Will RayTelecaster
The Will Ray "Mojo" Tele® is a true reflection of Will's individuality
and uncompromising pursuit of tone. This amazing axe features an

John Jorgenson Telecaster
Jerry Donahue Telecaster

The John Jorgenson Telecaster combines combines respect for W
dition with flamboyant showmanship. Features include a korin

body, maple neck with African rosewood fingerboard (ebony on 06
with pearloid dot inlays (gold sparkle on 06), Sperzel Trim-locK

ash body with 23K gold leaf pattern, maple neck with Strat® head-

A tribute to one of the great Tele-Masters- Jerry Donahue. This gor-

stock, Sperzel Trim-lok® machine heads, rosewood fingerboard with

geous guitar features an ash body with bird's-eye maple top and

voodoo skull inlays, 22 frets, custom white shell pickguard, custom

back, bird's-eye maple neck, 21 frets, Seymour Duncan® single-coil

machine heads, 22 frets, matching sparkle pickguard, two custo

Jazzmaster® pickups and tone circuit.

pickups, special 5-way switching and gold vintage hardware.

Model Numbers: 010-4500,010-4540 w/hipshot shown

Model Number. 010-8902

"vintage look" humbucking pickups and vintage style bridg
Model Number. 010-4400

^s?^

68 ultra marine blue 69 cadmium orange 70 lime green

00 3-color sunburst 27 sapphire blue 38 crimson red transparent

Features & specifications subjectto change without notice.

FENDER

06 black - - 16-champignesparkte -17-silver sparkle
All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

rom the Sh
To commemorate the inaugural Chicago Grand

Pri^sponsored by Target, the Fender Custom Shop
buiH'this one-of-a-kind Target Grand Prix guitar.
^"It was Target's race." says Mike Eldred,
MaHtger of Fenders Custom Shop, "it was in

Ch

|ago. and they wanted some real blues power to

kic ?it off and get their team going."
'^Built mainly by Custom Shop Artist Builder
TodS Krause. over 200 hours went into designing
anc?uilding this unique piece. The guitar was craftec) iS> the likeness of the Target Racing Team's two-

tiraS^defending champion CART race car, and in a
tru^'collaboration between the guitar and race car

woltds, artist Troy Lee of racing helmet design
I'an^ was brought in for the custom paint job.
'^ At the race in August, legendary Chicago

bli&s artist Son Seals (pictured below) performed
extended set on the Target Grand Prix guitar,
?ing it off with "Sweet Home Chicago" and

bnjlging the crowd of 70,000 to a fever pitch.

Photo by Joseph Oliver
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Custom Artist series
WaylonJennings
Tribute Tete®

"N

The Waylon Jennings Tribute
Telecaster is based on Waylon's floral
patterned '63 Tele. Features include a
bound ash body with "white rose"
inlay, special "slim profile" maple

neck with "flying "W" 12th fret inlay,
"Elite" machine heads with pearloid
buttons, Scruggs tuner on the low "E"

string, 21 frets, 2 Texas Tele pickups
and American Standard Tele bridge.
Model Number: 010-0302
Color: 06
Strings: 250's

^

Merie Haggard
Tribute Tele
Merie's Tribute Tele—a modified Tele
Thinlme—features a laminated figured maple top, maple set-in neck

with deep carved heel, ivoroid pickguard and binding, gold hardware,
abalone "Tuff-Dog Tele" headstock

<^

inlay, Texas Tele pickups and custom
4-way switching. . : . ,^ -

Model Number: 010-0402 ^
Color: 03 - , ^

Strings: 250's ;

FENDER
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All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

^I

Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass®
A Tribute to the great Jazz Bass master-Jaco Pastorius. This faithful re-creation of
Jaco's famous "distressed" bass features a select alder body, special shaped maple

^ :. J;

,<• ^

neck, epoxy coated fretless rosewood fingerboard, and replacement P-Bass® control knobs.

Model Number: 019-6108
Color: 00
Strings: 7250's

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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finish

options

ime Machine™ series
'51 Nocaster Relic

This new Custom Shop family of guitars consists of sbi: hallmark
Fender models— '51 Nocaster, '63 Telecaster®, '56

^';

Stratocaster®, '60 Stratocaster, '69 Stratocaster, and '64 Jazz

Bass®. All are built to exacting specifications of their respective
vintages including: body contours and radii, neck shape, fingerboard radius, pickups, electronics and hardware. Origmal

materials, tooling and production techniques are employed
whenever possible.

OOScolorsunburst

Each model is available in three distinct finish packages—
1. N.O.S. (New Old Stock) as if the guitar was bought new in its
respective year and brought forward in time to the present day.

2. Closet Classic as if the guitar was bought new in its respective
year, played perhaps a dozen times a year and then put careful-

ly away. Has a few small "dings", lightly checked finish, oxidized hardware and aged plastic parts.

04 daphne blue

3. Relic shows natural wear and tear of years of heavy use—
nicks, scratches, worn finish, rusty hardware and aged plastic
parts.

'57 Nocaster Closet Classic

OSolyinpiff white

'SlNocaster
The genesis of the Telecaster® began in
1950 with Fender's .introduction of the
smgle pickup "Esquire" electric Spanish
guitar. By early 1951, a second pickup
was added and to avoid confusion,
Fender named the new "improved"
model "Broadcaster", leaving the single

pickup model to be known as the
Esquire. Unfortunately, the Fred

Gretsch Company already had a registered trademark on the name
"Broadkaster" and Fender had to stop
using the name after only a few months.

Unwilling to stop shipping guitars while
trying to come up with a new name,
Broadcaster decals were cut leavmg only

'51NocasterN.O.S.

the Fender logo. Guitars from this period were later deemed "No-Casters" by
collectors. This faithful recreation features an ash body, "U" shape maple

neck, single-ply black pickguard and
original spec pickups.
'51 Nocaster Model Numbers:
015-0102 N.O.S.

015-0202 Closet Classic
015-0302 Relic

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all

Colors: 07 (N.O.S.),

67 (Relic/Closet Classic)
Strings: 250's

colors, consult your

price list for
availability

"^
FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

finish

options

y60StratocastBi®
A detailed recreation of a 1960 Strat®
built utilizing original tooling and production techniques of the era. Features
include an alder body, "C" shape maple
neck with rosewood fingerboard,

whiteA)lack/white pickguard and original
spec pickups. Also available with gold

07 vintage blonde

hardware.
'60 Stratocaster

Model Numbers:
015-0700 N.O.S.
015-0710 N.O.S.

with gold hardware
015-0800 Closet Classic
015-0810 Closet Classic
with gold hardware

40 fiesta red

015-0900 Relic
015-0910 Relic
with gold hardware
Colors: 00, 04, 05, 40

Strings: 250's

60 Stratocaster®
Closet Classic

67 honey blonde

Note:
Every attempt is
made to accurately
"age" the "Closet
Classic" and "Relic"
models, including

fad ing the finish.
Color chips represent N.O.S. finishes.

strings

^
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

o
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finish

options

ime Machine™ series
y56Stratocasters
An awesome reproduction of the classic
'56Strat®. Features include an alder body
(ash on white blonde and vmtage blonde),

10/56 shape maple neck, single-ply white
pickguard and origmal spec pickups.
Also available with gold hardware.
'56 Stratocaster Model Numbers:

00 3 color sunburst

015-0402 N.O.S.
015-0412 N.O.S.

with gold hardware
015-0502 Closet Classic
015-0512 Closet Classic
with gold hardware
'56 Stratocaster®

01 white blonde

N.O.S. 015-0602 Relic

015-0612 Relic
with gold hardware
Colors: 01 (N.O.S.), 03, 06,

07 (Closet Classic/ReUc), 40
Strings: 250's

02 lake placid blue

032cotorsunburst

'69Stratocaster&
The '69 Strat® represents a pivotal time
for both music and Fender guitars. Its
large headstock and round-lam fingerboard took us from Woodstock into a new

05 Olympic white

era. Other features include an alder body,
"U" shape maple neck, rosewood or

maple fingerboard, white/black/white
Note:

pickguard and original spec pickups.

Every attempt is
made to accurately
"age" the "Closet
Classic" and "Relic"
models, including

fading the finish.
Color chips represent N.O.S. finishes.

Note: Not all
variations may be

'69 Stratocaster Model Numbers:
015-1700 N.O.S. (rosewood)
015-1702 N.O.S. (maple)

015-1800 Closet Classic (rosewood)
015-1802 Closet Classic (maple)
015-1900 Relic (rosewood)
015-1902 Relic (maple)
Colors: 00, 05, 06

Strings: 250's

available in all
colors, consult your
price list for
availability.

o

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

finish
options

'63Tetecaster®
The evolution of the Telecaster continues
with the '63 Tele®. This recreation features an alder body (ash on white blonde
and vintage blonde), "C" shape maple
neck with round-lam rosewood fingerboard, white^ack/ white pickguard and
original spec pickups.

06 black
'63 Telecaster Model Numbers:
015-1000 N.O.S

015-1100 Closet Classic
015-1200 Rflic
Colors: 01 (N.O.S.),

02, 07, (Closet Classic/Relic), 09
Strings: 250's
'63 Telecaster®

07 vtirtage blonde

Closet Classic

09 candy apple red

40 fiesta red

Relic'64 Jazz Bass
The '64 Jazz Bass conjures up images of
every classic electric group one can thmK

strings

of. Meticulously built to replicate the
original— this model features and alder
body, maple neck with round-lam rosewood fingerboard, brown shell pickguard
and original spec pickups.
'64 Jazz Bass Model Numbers:
015-1300 N.O.S.

used on guitars

015-1400 Closet Classic
015-1500 Relic
Colors: 00, 05
Strings: 7250's

on this page

y^yid^A
StJPCR RASS

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

©

used on the bass
on this page

finish

options

howmaster™ series

OBtolack

31 aged cherry burst

ShowmasteF series
The new Fender Showmaster guitars feature sleek

body designs with options to suit players' differing
styles. The carved tops are available in solid colors or
stunning transparent finishes. Other features include

37 antique burst

alder body, lightly figured maple neck, abalone dot
inlays, Sperzel Trim-Lok® machine heads, LSR
roller nut, 22 medium-jumbo frets, two Fender "Fat
'50s" single-coils and one Seymour Duncan® '59
Trembucker™, special 5-way switching, and master
volume and tone controls.

Showmaster Set Neck RVTT &
Showmaster Set Neck RVTT

38 crimson redtranspamt

w/stoptailpiece
Carved figured maple top with hand s^
scraped edges, set-in maple neck, rosewood fingerboard, and choice of
Fender deluxe locking tremolo or
Wilkinson® stop tailpiece.

48tealgreen

Model Numbers:

010-4390 w/deluxe locking tremolo
[ 010-4300 wAVilkinson® stop tail- ^

!!•!!!
giEgUI
•••I!

••cmi
»»i»gi?
•magll;,

WTOfW

piece
Colors: 31, 37, 48, 61, 62

Strings: 250's

with Deluxe locking tremolo

vartatiotislimii

^avaMabiilliiBI

colors, •<|)?||6iimi
prtel^iliKIBB
avaiHiifflH

FENDER FRONTUNE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

finish

options

61 bing cherry tranparent

62 colbalt blue transparent

Showmaster Standard
Alder body with carved top, rosewood or maple fingerboard, Deluxe 2-point synchronized tremolo with

^

pop-in arm.
IK

1^

I—.
I-

Model Numbers:
010-4200 (rosewood) shown
010-4202 (maple)

79 frost gold

Colors: 06, 38, 79, 86

Ih.! fc:

l^t
"'••1-

J

1^«—--&

K; * ic

l^^""""'1'.

Strings: 250's

ShowmasterFMT
Car/ed figured maple top with hand scraped edges,
lightly figured maple neck, rosewood or maple finger-

?,.—.i

board, and Deluxe 2-point synchronized tremolo with

P--4

pop-m arm.

lil—1

86 sapphire blue metallic

Model Numbers:
010-4270 (rosewood)
010-4272 (maple) shown
Colors: 31, 37, 48, 61, 62

Strings: 250's

—y—

Showmaster Standard

strings
F^t€t^

Showmaster FMT

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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imQassfc series

finish

options

Classic Player St-at
Often players take their main guitar, you know...
the one that just feels right, and add subtle
upgrades to it to accentuate the positive— taking a
good thing and making it better. Features include

alder or ash body (depending on finish), lightly
figured maple neck with "V" or "C" shape, 22
medium-jumbo frets, abalone dot inlays, Sperzel
Trim-lok® machine heads, three Custom Shop

003-colorsuRburst

"Vmtage-Noiseless™" pickups, 3-ply parchment

pickguard (gold anodized on Black), aged white
plastic parts, and custom vintage 2-point synchronized tremolo.

Model Numbers:
015-5600 (rosewood) V-neck

015-5602 (maple) V-Neck shown
015-5700 (rosewood) C-Neck
015-5702 (maple) C-Neck
Colors: 00, 01 (ash), 06, 22 (ash), 38, 62 (ash)
Strings: 250's

01 white blonde

I

032-coiorsunburst

it--l
^—.l

oefctadk

Custom Classic

Custom Classic Strat21 natural

The American Classic Stratocaster is the

Telecastei^ shown above

Custom Shop's version of Fender's

The American Classic Telecaster is the

American Standard Strat. It offers custom

Custom Shop's version of Fender's

detailing, classic Fender contours and

American Standard Tele®. Features

legendary Strat tone. Features include

include premium ash body, lightly fig-

alder or ash body (depending on color),

ured maple neck, rosewood or maple

lightly figured maple neck, rosewood or

fingerboard, 22 medium -jumbo -frets,

maple fingerboard, 22 medium-jumbo

Fender Deluxe casVsealed machine

frets. Fender Deluxe cast/sealed machine

heads, two Texas Tele single-coil pick-

heads, three Texas Special™ smgle-coil

ups, reverse control plate with 3-way

pickups, 3-ply parchment pickguard,

22 sunset orange transparent

switch towards rear, 3-ply parchment

aged white plastic parts, and American

pickguard, and American Deluxe Tele

Deluxe 2-point synchronized tremolo

bridge with polished saddles,

with polished saddles and pop-in ami.
Tmly a Custom Classic!

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors, consult your

price list for
availability.

Model Numbers:

015-5400 (rosewood)
015-5402 (maple) shown

Model Numbers:
015-5200 (rosewood) shown

Colors: 00, 01, 06, 62

015-5202 (maple)
Colors: 00, 01 (ash), 06, 62 (ash)

Strings: 250's

Strings: 250's

o

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

finish

options

Vintage Precision Bass® Custom

37 antique burst

The Vintage Precision Bass® Custom has the look of the original Fender P-Bass® with its Tele-style headstock and vintage
hardware. This modernized version features a 2-piece contoured swamp ash body, hard rock maple neck, 20 frets, one
custom vintage Precision Bass split-coil pickup (middle), one
custom vmtage Jazz Bass® bi-pole pickup (bridge), dual concentric volume and tone controls, and '56 vintage hardware.

Model Number: 019-5602

38 crimson red fransparent

Colors: 03, 67

Strings: 7250's

41 vintage white

SetNeckTele®Jr.
Cut loose and cut through with the Custom Set Neck Tele Jr.
This unique guitar is equipped with a Honduran mahogany
body with 11 tone chambers, set-in mahogany neck with pao

I

ferro fingerboard, 22 medium-jumbo frets, one Seymour

62 cobalt blue transparent

Duncan8 "Hot Soapbar" SP90-2 (neck), one Seymour Duncan
"Custom Soapbar" SP90-3 (bridge), single-ply brown shell
pickguard, and string-through-body hard tail non-tremolo
Strat® bridge.

Model Number: 010-3400
Colors: 21, 37, 38,41

Strings: 250's

67 honey blonde

strings

used on guitars

on this page

c^ia'^.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Timings, Stringings and the Capo
EXPERIMENTS AND AEROBATICS FOR ALL GUITAR STALES
hen there are so many ways to

this wealth of information!

play the guitar, you'd think that

A word of warning for tremolo users,

there would be no need for any

however. Every floating tremolo I've come

additional techniques or physical

across, unfortunately, doesn't want to know

aids. Wrong! There's an amazing

about tunings. There's no stable pitch to tune to

world of sound to explore in the way of tunings,

or from. It's just like when you break a string on

stringing and the capo.

a tremolo-equipped guitar, and the tuning goes

Most of us learn to play in standard tuning,

haywire. Of course, it can be done, but it takes

and of course you should master this normal

the patience of Job to achieve it. So I'm afraid

behavior before experimenting with aerobatics.

you'll have to hard-tail it, chaps, block up your

So, assuming you've learned to walk, let's now

tremolo or, better yet, pick up your trusty Tele.

try Hying.

Stringings

Tunings

Stringing your instrument in different ways, in

A tuning is simply the technique of changing the

combination with alternate timings, can pro-

open pitch of one or more strings. If the piece

duce fascinating results. If you want to play in

you're playing is in the
key of E major, then try
tuning your strings to
the notes that make up
the open E chord, i.e. E,

B and G#. This is most
easily achieved by leav-

ing the two Es and the B
as they are and taking
the A and D strings up a
tone (two frets) and the
G string up a half-tone

the key of C, for

"Feel free to stick your
fingers wherever they sound
good-there are no rules.

Once you've found a chord
you fancy, you can work

out what it is from the

(1 fret), producing a
beautiful, rich open E

configuration of notes. This

chord. Now, putting

approach, you will find,
is a great writing tool,

your index finger and
middle fingers in a regu-

lar E7 position will give
you a glorious A9. Slide
it up two frets for a todie-for Bsus4.
These are simple
starter chords, but go on
and experiment. Feel
free to stick your fingers
wherever they sound

by Brian Willoughby

because open chords carry
a range of overtones not
found in regular tunings, and

melodies will leap out at
you as you play around."

good—there are no

it is from the configuration of notes. This
approach, you will find, is a great writing tool,
because open chords carry a range of overtones
not found in regular timings, and melodies will
leap out at you as you play around.

ly heavy-gauge
beasts, tune the
open strings to C,
F, Bb, Eb, G and C

and the play as if
you're in the key

of E. This
approach will pro-

vide you with a

guitar paraphernalia. It's widely dismissed as

deep, powerful

the folksinger's cheating implement for key

range of chords in

changes, and indeed, one can readily see this

C. The chords will

shortcut at work in clubs around the world.

tranform them-

When a solo performer finds he or she needs to

selves: E=C, A=F,

change key but retain the same chord shapes,

B=G, C#m=Am
and so on.

out comes the capo.

This is all well and good, but where the

You can apply
these additions

capo really comes into its own is when it's used

and subtractions to

instrument playing in a chosen inversion, any

any key, of course,

additional guitars can make great use of the

but remember,

generally, that the
looser the string,
the heavier the
gauge it should be.

rules. Once you've
found a chord you fancy, you can work out what

example, why not
string up with real-

Conversely, the higher the pitch, the lighter the
string should be.
A well-practiced stringing/tuning that originated in Nashville is the "high third," which is
also called the Nashville tuning. This set-up is
like half of a 12-string tuning. The very light-

The main thing to remember is not to be

gauge E, A, D and G strings are an octave

timid—experiment with up and down shifts in

above normal pitch, and the B and top E strings

string pitch. For instance, I took my G down to

are in regular pitch.

in conjunction with other guitars. With one

capo to play chord shapes that would otherwise
be unfit for human consumption.

Of course, purists will tell you that you
should be able to work without the aid of a net,
but let them try to get their heads, never mind
their hands, around some fancy finger-picking
interplay between two or more guitars.
To see what I mean, try it with someone
else, or alone on a multitrack. Pick something in
G, for example, and then play the same figure in

D shapes with capo on the fifth fret, or in C
shapes with the capo on the seventh fret. Do
some hammer-ons and pull-offs, just to pull one
over on the purists. It's magic.

F#, and the rest up or down to the nearest B,

The Nashville tuning is a great accompani-

Naturally, it's not only the acoustic gui-

and created an outrageous, pianistic-sounding

ment for the snare drum and, when doubled

tarist that has kept the capo on the market, and

modal (i.e., no 3rd scale note) chord for a track

with a standard-tuned guitar playing the same
part, you get the illusion of a "split" 12-string.

its popularity is obvious among Fender players.

on the Nanci Griffith album Other Voices Too.
The most commonly used open tunings are

Try running it through different tunings on your

the major or minor chords of E, G, A, B, C and

Telecaster—you will break a few strings, but it's

D, but why not have a go at Eb, for example.

worth the expense.

There's that already-open G string anyway. Or

Keith Richards, Mark KnopHer, Ry Cooder,
Rory Gallagher, Muddy Waters, Bonnie Raitt,

Richard Thompson and Jerry Donahue are just
a few high-caliber players who have put the

The Capo

capo to good use.

there's nothing to stop you from adding a ninth
or a sixth, like pedal steel players do. Have fun

The Capo, or capodastra, might be the most

things. You'll be surprised how new ideas will

with it—I'll only take 10% of your royalties for

maligned, misunderstood and misspelt piece of

come to you. Besides, it's a lot of good fun!

Keep experimenting and trying new
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series

finish

options

06 black

^.%%^%^

l**,—^-.;.^;-^ '"'•/,/.

^^^^^^^^
43pewter

^^c^^^^a

71 candygreen

Jimi HendrixTribute SteEria&castei®
(U.S.A.) The Jimi Hendrix StratocastensanSrrorimagsofthe guitar;

»-'^. —.';..•;..

that gave us the stunning performanee-of .the "Star Spaaigled Banner"; at the famous "peace and music" festiVaTof '69. - / : • ''

n
-Ml
'^^:'... j''-'}

.^H;S,A.) .The Epe^^%((^;rt?del^ ;J

The mystique of that elusive, maj.estic Hendrix tone.'.. the' uni'que string

- resigned to • rea^at&;.the;-jpdfc^and' •f^ P^"^

tension of a right hand Stratocaster.struag.4eft Handed combined-wi& .
three reverse-staggeted, vintage ';69^ ^fiieQ magnet-.pickups sets tfae

jEric's-Pavonte Smt®,but m^modi^
trOnics.that QOU^I pro.^ide^afatjtCT sQ&dw^i L.<<

stage. Pickups, cohtrok ^nd an original styled-3-w.ay.selectorswitGlr?r&-

-needed. :-Uriiqu& feati.^ei •incl|u(ie;^,, special .-• i

housed in- a. tri4antmated <hfte/black/white pick'guard. The vintage

"V" --shape .deck,. 4hre&-^oLc}.;'y®id{tes.LaGe^-—^

tinted maple-ne^c, wfth-late r60s stylej^arg&headstock an..d imrrtfr image

Sensor ^5dfriactiyeffu^

Fender/decal is equipped with a 21 iEret maple fingerboard.The'<dder

blocked' synGSroQized ftMuolo^btt4ge.t,/ ^T 7.^

body -is finished in-tW same' cofor-as Jimi's perfwmance gw,tas,- dassi.q,

strings

Olympic White." Hgr.dware -includes a- vuita^^FeiAolo (remember the
cascades of sound'duripg thg'"r6ekets red glare1'?), ^classic "F" tuners
by Schaller, an^'a.fom-. 'bdti-ne^ plaite stamped.y^i Jimi's;image
Authentic accessories "include'S-speciiAl wo^Efn StraFr,&''vih^to'ilcSb\e

with molded ends (one right angte);plus ^^r'way Selector swifeli;modification

kit.

/".-:";

•

'

'

.-.

^<-'?rv.

Model

Model No. Body Fingerboard MachineiHeads Frets Bickups '% ^

Jimi Hendrix Tribute Stratocaster 010-6822

on these Strats

Eric Clapton Stratocaster

010-7602

Alder

Maple

Alder

Maple

Controls Switching Bridge

Vintag;e "f 21 Nickel Silver -3-Reverse Stagger Vintagg: Vot, Tone, Tone 3-Way

Synchronized Tremalo

. Ciilors
_Q5

Vintcige 22 Nickel Silver, - SGoldfender-l.aceSensdra-WilumeJBX, Mid Boost 5-Way Synchronized fremahftlocked) 95,06,43,58;-71

FENDER

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty -

finish

options

03 2-color sunburst

41 vintage white

57 surf green

Iw^

•»fc*«y"-.
Vtvl-

67 honey blonde

76 midnight purple

•^^

Jeff Beck Sft^focaster®
;<-:tl!

—^
"3
-.i-^

-^ ^:^.^^;^'^'BW<iy^uy;|^^-is^ reSTfot

(U.S.^^te'Jeff.^ck'Stratocasl^isthBcuh^
-^ ^';4oQof^^^u^i)nate'gi!itar^nee^s: A^^^
^^spun^s c^^oa^.e^'frbm this.^quty— breatfatak-

y' n^SJr\Jtn^ebno:e. ? Biid^jVegendary so&nd
;^aes 'thr^g.K;''?'y§p;;,fc®i^ours.! Features

• ^ 'i^cli^ aspi^i^ ^sha^n^

^'. -. /ia^artnLqnifis,1 ferbgi^us tremplo'effefcts .and muoh.
more. • ttfffque .''Natures' {ncbide a-deep; *\SOs neck

. •-- 'P&der-Lipe?iSens6FS^4tH'25db active mid•/^'A.^'-.

shape,•Avo ,^old: Pender'-Lace® Sensors tpj the 'neck'

.

"i;:A

'bebst circuit.'

.-^---.:'..';'.-'-^;--'--"'>.

^'..^

;

_i and; middjle positions,; and dual;Gold.Ferider-Lace®
"• ^;^Sens^s^iQthN'ffKig^. ^ '. ; ^-. ^, /.^•' ^, J,

strings

'~—^yr. ;>"

.•; _sffr'

'-.-»€.'

.s-r^-"^-. •

'^^.^^^

^y'.'t.^ • " .^/,,'...j...

Model - .. -

-MBeckStratocaster
Buddy Guy Stratocaster

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

OM-9600

Alder

Rosewood

010-7802 Ash

Machine Heads

Frets

Deluxe l.dctoig . .11 ?ckel Silver

Maple

Features & speGifications subject to change without notice.

Vintage

22 Nickel Silver

Pickups
1 Gold Lace: IBua^Gotd Lace

: -Controls.' '^.y^" - Swnchtag,' '

Britfge /

•VSIume.-Tone.m^y "5-WapBig^up.Spfltta =' • SynchronsedliwMlo •

-3 Gold Fender-Laee Sensors • -?f,rex,'M(B^sosr -:"'^ ,5:Way.. ,-;

FRONTLINE

Sy/icrtnaized-BB/noto

Colors

4k6frJi
03. 67

on these Strats

series

finish

options

I

00 3-coliOrsunburst

• .fltii-iiiiiiiimw

?ffftita?

StevieRayVaughan Stratocaster

JimmieVaughan Tex-Me)TStrats)

(U.S.A.) The Stevie Ray Vaughan Signature model

(Mexico) The Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat features

respectfully replicates Stevie's favorite guitar. Pure Texas

simplicity of design, directly reflecting his deep roots and

blues— Stevie style! Unique features include a special

traditional playing style. Features include a special "V"

"oval" neck shape, Pao Ferro fingerboard, three Fender

shape neck, three Fender Tex-Mex pickups with hot

Texas Special™ single-coil pickups, gold plated vintage

bridge, and special tone control wiring.

hardware with left-handed tremolo, and special engraved
pickguard.

strings
7 ^^W(SUPER BULLETS

ORtfteseStrats

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Stew'e Ray Vaughan Stratocaster

010-9200

Wder

Pso Ferro

Vintage

21 -fumbo

3 Texas-Special

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremoto (left-handed) 00

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat

013-9202

Poplar

Maple

Vintage

21 Med-Jumbo

3 Tex-Mex

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremoto 03,05,06, 09

Bridge Colors

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Artist sei

finish

options

09 candy apple red

41 vintage white

:::Wwtte'blue;:

Bonnie RaittStratocaster®

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster

(U.S.A.) The Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster emulates her

(U.S.A.) Swedish guitarist Yngwie Mahnsteen first

favorite vintage Strat® with some attractive additions.

hit the U.S. music scene through a Guitar Player

A narrow neck shape and 9.5" fingerboard radius

Magazine Spotlight column and from there, hit the

make for excellent playability. Other features include

ground miming. From his days in the '80s rock scene

three Fender Texas Special™ single-coil pickups and a

to sold-out performances showcasing his classical

white sheU pickguard.

influences and prodigious technique, Yngwie has
remained truly one of a kind. Fender is proud to introduce the aU-new Yngwie Mahnsteen Stratocaster. In

sWs
e^SISS^

addition to Yngwie's trademark scalloped fretboard
and brass nut, new features include a late '60s large
headstock, original synchronized tremolo and aged
plastic parts.

'JWW^r&
Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Bonro'e Raitt Stratocaster 010-9200

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

22 Nickel Silver

3TexasSpeciaf

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

00,88

21 Med-Jumbo

2 DiMando YJM, 1 DiMarzio HS-3

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

09,41, 72

21 Med-Jumbo

2 DiMamo YJM, 1 DiMarzlo HS-3

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

09, 41,72

Model

nty

Yngwie Malmsteen Strat

0.10-7100

Alder Rosewood (scalloped) Vintage 'F

Yngwie Malmsteen Strat

010-7102

Alder

Mapfe (scalloped)

Features & specifications subjectto change without notice.

Vintage •F

Colors

SUPER BULLETS

series

finish

options

00 3-colorsunburst

02 lake placid blue

06 black

09 candy apple red

10 black with gold paisley

11 black with candy red paisley

23 pearl white

40 fiesta red

Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster® James Burton Standard Telecaster
(Mexico) The Richie Sambora Standard Strat features a

(Mexico) The James Burton Standard Telecaster reflects this great

hum/single/single pickup configuration and locking tremolo.

player's roots with its 50's styling and classic Tele® tone. Features

No problem rockin' on this one! Unique features include a

include a '50s "U" shaped neck, vintage six-saddle string-through-

DilVtarzio® PAF humbucker in the bridge position and Floyd

body bridge and two Fender Texas-Tele® single-coil pickups.

Rose® It locking tremolo.

Richie Sambora Stratocaster
41 vintage white

77 frost red

(U.S.A.) The James Burton Telecaster is loaded with modem features

classic design with "flash." Unique features mclude "star"

yet retains the classic Tele sound and feel that James likes. Features

fingerboard inlays, three Fender Hot-Noiseless™ pickups,

include paisley and solid color finishes, three Fender-Lace®, and spe-

aged white plastic parts and a 12db active mid-boost cu-^uft.

cial 5-way "Strat-o-Tele" switching.

Model

Model No.

Body Fingerboard Machine Heads

ffichie Sambora Standard Strat 113-2700 Poplar Rosewood

80 arctic white

James Burton Telecaster

(U.S.A.) The new Richie Sambora Stratocaster combmes

_-Cas^Seafed

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

21 Med-Jumbo 1 Dimanio PAF, 2 Single-Coil Vol. Tone, Tone 5-Way

fiicffie Sambora Stratocsster

010-2602

Alder

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Hot-Noisefess Vol, Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way;-:

James Burton Standard Tele

013-8602 Poplar

Maple

Vintage Styfe

21 Nickel Silver

2 U.S. Texas Tele

-lames Burton Telecaster

010-8602 Poplar

Maple Bite w/Peari Buttons 21 Nickel Silver . 3 Fencfer-taceSeonsors

o

Vol, Tone
Vol. Tone

3-Waf-

Bridge

Colors

Floyd Rose II Locking Trem 02,06,09,80
Synchronized Tremolo
Vintage 6-Saddle

5-Way "Strat-o-Tone'S-T-B Strat Hardtail

00,40,41

09
10,11, 23, 77

All.Fender,IGuitars:cany a timited'yetima warranty,

American Special seri
\

|^ JimiHendrix

finish

options

Royd Rose®

T"Jc Voodoo Stratocaster

Classic Strat HSS/HH

The Voodoo Stratocaster is a tribute to the

For players who want to access a wide variety of

voodoo master himself— Jimi Hendrix. For

extreme tones. Fender offers the Floyd Rose

years players have been putting left handed

Classic HSS and Floyd Rose Classic HH. Both

necks on their Strats in search of that elusive

guitars feature the Floyd Rose Original locking

sound. This only got them halfway there. The

tremolo plus newly designed Fender humbuck-

Voodoo Stratocaster completes the equation

ing pickups.

003-colorsunburst

05 Olympic white

with its completely left-handed string path.
The HSS model has two Fender American

The unique string tension created by the MB Standard single coils in the neck and middle
Voodoo's reverse headstock, combined with JBiB positions and one Fender DH-1"'Humbucker in
the scorching tone of reverse staggered pick- IBM! the bridge. The DH-l's magnetic pole pieces
ups and the reverse angled bridge pick- ^ BBB are Fender-spaced for proper string balance.
up— take it over the top. Combine all WM The HH model beefs k up with a double dose of

that with a right-handed con- UB Fender DH-1 Humbuckers in the bridge
toured body, tremolo and con- JBKR / r an(^nec^ positioris, combined with speI. trols, and your there. Woven C^'IBBB '7 i cial 5-way switching that offers a wide
"strap and white-coil cable ; \ VSS-.---^ /, array of fat humbucker and cutting sin-

09 candy apple red

included. \ |.i <..»... // gle-coil tones.

i .' /••--1.1
/ -\ - :3^

38 crimson red transparent

'90sTele®Thinline

Tele-Sonic™

A beautiful, double bound, semi-

The Fender Tele-Sonic™

hoUow ash body with a single f-

takes the Telecaster con-

hole sets the stage for the '90s Tele

cept to a new level with

Thinline. This eye catching guitar

its chambered mahogany

comes equipped with American

body, 24.75" scale, twin

Standard pickups and hardware,

DeArmond® single-coil

and a white shell pickguard.

pickups and Wilkinson®

Natural and Olympic White finish-

stop tail-piece.

41 vintage white

es have brown shell pickguard and

strings

binding.

st in i< m 1111 r

used on these Strats
Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets
1/ooDoo Stratocaster 010-6602

Alder

Maple

Vintage "F°

Floyd Rose HSS

110-6500

Alder

Sosewood

Vintage

fJoydftoseHSS

110-6502

Alder

Maple

FloydRoseHH

110-6700

Alder

fiosewood

- -FIOyd-RoseHH

110-6702

Alder

Maple

Vintage

'90s 7e(e Ihiflfi'ne

v.M&.l

Pickups

21 Med.-Jumbo 3 Rei/erse Stagger Wntage

Controls Switching

Bridge
00, 05, 06

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremoto

5-Way

Ftoycf Rose Original Locking Trem

00,06, 09, 41

5-Way

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00, 06,09, 41

22 Med.-Jumbo

lDH-l,2Sin&le-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

l/intsge

22 Med.-Jumbo

lDH-l,2Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

Spec;af5-Way Ftoyd f?ose Original Locking Trem

00,06, 09, 41

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol, Tone, Tone

Speciaf5-Way Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00, 06, 09, 41

010-8202

Ash

Maple

Dfe. Cast/Sealed22 Med.-Jumbo

2-Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

010-1800

Mahoeanv

fiosewood

Dlx. Cast/Sealed22 Med.-Jumbo

2-U.S. DeArmond 2K

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

6-Saddte S-T-ff 00.. 05:05, 21. 38

-%TOO^

32,38

used on these Teles

rican Vintage series

finish

options

WStratocastei®

'62Stratocastei®

The American Vintage '57 Stratocaster

The evolution of the Sfratocaster contin-

recreates one of Fender's most famous

ues with the the American Vintage '62
Strat® All origmal specs are detailed

designs. All original specs are detailed

003-eolorsunburst

including neck and headstock shapes,

including neck and headstock shapes,

body radii and contours, 12th fret dot
positioning, and hand beveled pickup

body radii and contours, 12th fret dot

magnets. Also available left handed.

magnets. Also available left handed.

positioning, and hand beveled pickup

"01 white blonde

"r"' l|S^S-c©l0r sunburst

06 black

50 butterscotch blonde

78aztecgold

'SZTelecaste? ?&

'52Tele*|ipeciali

TKis fatthful-reissue pays homage-to Feiad^r'sorig-

The ultimate urelegatice^anidsunpUcify. This

inal classic ^at-reyolutior^zed'th^^
Itsref&eiaK^^^miandfiinct^^ the

featured modem Tele wmrig, a luxurious 2-

Telecast^OH&^tfctgffiostj^^l^

cdlorsunb.uEst lacquer fihishand is adorned . '|

spec)al: edition-jofi^ender's original classic

ments in,, musical ^tia.stQr^ Alt' ^gmal spect are'

with gold.jplat'ed vintage hardware. All other

de(;aitel :^!^s^^^ii8b»^e^£s^bpx^a^vis,

features are true to original specs including^
neck shape, fingerboard radius, and pickups.

hardware, pic^pyand.elecfTOm^'^

leftXahded.

-. ..1*-*-

3^*ylN

84 copper

strings
^^^G(%A

used on these Strats

used on these Teles

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

'57 Stratocaster

010-0102

Alder or Ash

Mapfe

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vols-fme, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

'57Strat(lef<y)

010-0122

Alder or Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

?1.Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

03

'62 Stratocaster

010-0100

Mder

fiosewood

Wntage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

^/ay

Synchronized Tremolo

00,05,06,09,40,46

'62 Strat (lefty)

010-0120

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3WntageSingfe-Coif

Vof, Tone, Tone

3-IVay

SyncfironizedTremoto

'52 Telecaster

010-0202

Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Singfe-Coi;

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

•52rete(feft»'}

010-0222

Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-SadcUe

50

'52 Tefe Special

010-0212

Ash

Mspfe

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2WntageSingfe-Coi7

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

03 with gold hardware

Colors
01 (ash), 03,06,09,40,78

00
50,84

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

American Vintage seri

finish

options

'62JazzmasterR
The guitar that was at the heart of '60s
Rock Instrumentals, '70s New-Wave, and
'80s Alternative. Now made at Fender's
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in
Corona, California, this classic Fender
model features a contoured body with
off-set waist, switchable lead and rhythm
circuits with independent volume and
tone controls, and floating tremolo with
"Tremolo-Lock."

o$6^itj{ii®<

06 black

09 candy apple red

40 fiesta red
'^s

T62 Custom Telecaster

y62JagMar®

Bound fqr; glory! Now: made at

The,'62^Jaguai;"is a re-creation of

Fender's sfate-of-the-art:I maQufactur-

^Fender's .premier guitaff from \he '60s.

46 sherwood metallic

ing facility in Corpna, California, this

^Bilaaii's, surf&oards, and crashing reverb! -

. '60s classic features alf original detail-

,;TsIoy|gma^e^at Fever's' state-o^the-art,

ing including body binding, neck -

iBatiu.ifeetuFing.- faietlity in Corona,

shape, fingerboard radius, hardware,^

;Califomia;^ this hallmark Fender model
features a" contoured body with off-set

pickups and electronics.

waist, switchable lead and rhythm circuits with independent volume and tone
controls, and floating tremolo with
"Tremolo-Lock."

strings

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads

Frets

Switching

Pickups

'62 Custom refe 010-6200 Double Bound Alder Rosewood Vintage 21 Nickel Silver 2 Vintage Single-Coll
'62Jazmaster 010-0800
'62 Jaguar 010-0900

Alder

Vol. Tone

Bridge

3-Way Vintage 3-Saddle

Colors
00, 06,09

Rosewood Vintage 21 Wckef Sffw 2 Wntage Smgte-Cod 2 ?f, 2 Tone 3-Wsy Roafng Tremoto _00; 05, 06. 09, 40,^6
Rosewoocf

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Vintage

22 Nickel Silver 2 Vintage Single-Coil 2 Vol, 2 Tone 3-Slide FloatingTremolo__00.05._W,09._40.46

FRONTLINE

on these guit'11

ican Deluxe series

finish

options

003-colorsunburst

The Vmtage-Noiseless pickups used on
the American Deluxe Strat® and Tele®
employ a stacked-coil design to recreate
the sound of Fender pickups from the
late '50s and early '60s without the hum
normally associated with single-coils.

01 white blonde

American Deluxe
Stratocaster®
The American Deluxe Stratocaster is the
ultimate in high-performance.
Classically contoured solid "tonewood" bodies and new distinctive neck
shapes fit like a glove. Other features
include three Fender Vintage-

Noiseless™ pickups with hot bridge for
exfra punch and sustain, polished
chrome locking machine heads, American Deluxe tremolo with
polished steel saddles, highly detailed fret and nut work, abalone
dot inlays, and aged plastic parts. Available right or left handed.
Additional configurations include the American Deluxe Fat Strat®,
which features a new Fender DH-1™ Humbucker in the bridge
position and an LSR Roller Nut. The two Noiseless pickups in the
neck and bridge position are wound extra hot for proper balance
American Deluxe Stratocaster®

with the humbucker. The American Deluxe Fat Strat is also available wifh an optional Fender Deluxe locking tremolo.

48 tea! green transparent

American Deluxe Telecaster
The top of the Tele chain! The American Deluxe Telecaster
offers two Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ Tele® pickups. Other
features include bound-top alder or ash body with contoured back, highly detailed fret and nut work, abalone dot
inlays and aged plastic parts.

Also available with

strings

Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge
with individual volume, tone
and string output controls.

K on these Strats

onthisTele

Model

Model No.

Body

Stratocaster

010-1000

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

Stratocaster

010-1002

AISerorAsh

Mapfe

Fingerboard Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Deluxe locking 22 Med-Jumbo

3WntageWoisefess

Controls Switching Bridge

Colors

Vol, Tone,Tone

5-Way Dfx. 2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

5-Way Dlx. 2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Deluxe (.ocking 22Med-Jumbo

3 Vintage Noiseless

?1,Tone,Tone

Stratocasterffefty) 010-1020

Alder or Ash fiosewood

Defuxe (.ocking 22Med-Jumt)o

3 Vintage Noiseless

Vol. Tone, Tone 5-tVay Dlx. 2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,OUashJ,06,38

Stratocasterflefty) 010-1022

Alder or Ash

Maple

Deluxe locking 22 Med-Jumbo

3 Vintage Noiseless

Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way Dlx. 2-Point Synchronized Trcm

00,01 (ash), 06,38

FatStrat

010-1100

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

Deluxe (.ocking 22Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1

?1, Tone,Tone

5-Way Dlx. 2-Pomt SyncAroneed Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

FatStrat

010-1102

Alder or Ash

Maple

Deluxe toctong 22Med-Jumt}0 2WntageWoisefess,lDH-l

Vol. Tone, Tone 5-Way

Dlx. 2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Fat Strat locking 010-1190

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

Deluxe Locking 22 Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Dh.2-Point locking Trem

00,01 (ash}, 06,21 (ash,), 38,48 (ash)

FatSbatl.ocking 010-1192

/UderoMsh

Maple

Deluxe (.ocking 22Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Woisetess, 1 DH-I

?1, Tone, lone

5-Way

Dlx. 2-Pomt Locking Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Tetecaster

010-4600 airier or Ash Rosewood Deluxe Cas(/Seafed22 Med-Jumbo

2 Vintage Noiseless

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Deluxe 6-Saddfe S-T-B

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Jelecaster

010-4602

2 Vintage Noisefess

Vol. Tone

3-IVsy

Deluxe 6-Sadcffe S-T-B

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

AlderorAsh

Maple DetoeCast/Se
)etoe Cast/Sea(ed22 Med-Jumbo

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Hot Rodded American Standard serii
Roadhouse , Lone Star
-f

andBigApple

Lone Star pickup config. (HSS):

Big Apple pickup config. (HH):

-2 Texas Special single-coils

-1 Seymour Duncan

(middle & neck)

This blistering trio of Strats come factory
equipped with some of the most popular

finish

options

"Pearly Gates Plus" (bridge)

-1 Seymour Duncan

-1 Seymour Duncan

Custom '59 (neck)

"Pearly-Gates Plus" (bridge)

aftemiarket modifications. Sizzling pickup

003-colorsunburst

configurations, flashy shell pickguards, and

Hot Rod paint jobs give each model its own
f"

personality and vibe.
The Roadhouse is fitted with three Fender
Texas Special"" single-coil pickups for that

05 Olympic white

"Smokey-Roadhouse" tone. When you're
pickin' the Roadhouse, the grinnin' comes
easy.

The Lone Star comes stock with two Fender
Texas Special single-coils and a custom

06 black

Seymour Duncan® "Pearly Gates Plus" humbucker. Special 5-way switching allows all
the classic single-coil Strat combinations as
well as the scorching humbucker by itself.
Available in your choice of six Hot Rod colors or special Sienna Sunburst with ash body

09 candy apple red

(maple fingerboard only).
The Big Apple has a vibe aU its own with an
awesome combination of classic and modem tones. Dual Seymour Duncan® humbuckers— in conjunction with a super 5-

22 sunset orange transparent

way switch— travel the tonal streets from
crystal clean single-coil sounds to
unabashed humbucking
aggression. Available in
your choice of six Hot Rod
colors or special Sunset

44 shoreline gold metallic

Orange Transparent with
ash body (rosewood fingerboard only).

Alder body colors:

00, 05, 06
(brown shell pickguard)
09, 44, 45
(white shell pickguard)

45 teal green metallic

Special ash body
colors: 22

47 sienna sunburst

(brown shell pickguard)

47
(white shell pickguard)
Roadhouse

pickup config. (SSS):
-3 Fender Texas Special

strings

single-coils

Model

Model No.

Body

Roadfiouse Strat

010-7300

Alder

RoadfiouseStrat

010-7302

Alder

tone Star Strat

OM-7900

Alder

Lone Star Strat

010-7902

Alder of Ash

Big Apple Strat

010-7200 Alder or Ash

Machine Heads

Colors

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

fiosewood Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22Med-Jumt)o

3 Texas Special

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

2-Point Sychmnized Jrem

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22 Med-Jumbo

3 Texas Specfaf

Vol.Tone. Tone

5-Way

2-Point Sycfironized Trem

00,05,06,09,44,45

2-PointSychromzedrrem

00,05,06,09,44,45

Fingerboard

Maple

Rosewood Deluxe Cast/Seated
(Kapfe

Deluxe CasVSealed

Rosewood Deluxe Cast/Seated

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

22Med-Jumt)o

2 Texas Special, 1 Dwcan'HB

22Med-Juml)o 2 Texas Special, 1 Duncsn'HB
22Med-Jumbo

2 DuncarrHB

00,05,06,09,44,45

Vol, Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way

Vol. Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way

2-Point Sycfironized Trem 00,05, 06,09,44,45,47 (ash)

Vol, Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way

2-Point Sychronized Trem 00,05, 06,09,22 (ash}, 44, 45

SLH'I K lilll || IS

on these Stratocasters

finish

options

ot Rodded American Standard series
U.S. FatTele

003-eolofsunburst

The U.S. Fat Tele comes hot-rodded from
the factory with an American Standard

Tele8 bridge pickup and a Fender DH-1™
neck humbucker. Unique 5-way switching
delivers all the traditional tones that have

i&Solymipic white

kept the Tele8 on top for over forty-five
years plus all the "trick" humbucker tones
previously unavailable from a stock instrument.

06 black

y—09 cafidy apple red

4Willi(ie g&kt metafflc

45 tejaB|reen metallic
''-^.

strings

^w.

-w»<

BigApple-Hard-Tail

Nashville B-Bende^Tele"

The Big Apple Hard-Tail h^s a vibe all

Molded after the personally customized

its own with an awesome combination of

instruments of some of Nashville's top

classic and moderit tones; Dual Seymour

players, the Nashville B-Bender Tele

Duncan® humbuckers— in conjunction

delivers classic Tele and Strat tones com-

with a super 5-way switch— tray'el'fhe

bined with striking pedal Steel effects.

tonal streets from crystal clean single-

Features include: a strap activated

coil sounds to unabashed humbucking

Parsons/Fender B-Bender system, two

aggression. Available in your choice of

American Standard Tele pickups
(neck/bridge), one Texas Special Strat

six Hot Rod colors.

pickup with custom staggered magnets

SUPER BULLETS

(middle), and special 5-way "Strat-oTele" switching.^

used on this Strat

^w.
used on these Teles

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Big Apple (hard-tail)

010-7230

Alder

Rosewood

Deluxe Casf/Seated

22Med-Jumtio

2 Duncan'HB

U.S.FatTele

010-8000

Alder

fiosewood Deluxe Cas(/Seafed

22Med-Jumbo

lSingle-Coil,lHB

Vol. Tone

Special 5-Way

6-SaddfeS-r-B

00,05,06,09

Nashville 8-Bender

010-8342

Popfar

22 Med-Jumlio

SSingle-Coll

Vol, Tone

Special 5-Way

6-SaddleS-T-B

00,05,06,09

Mspfe

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

RENDER

FRONTLINE

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Vol, Tone, Tone Specisf 5-WayS-J'-8 Haiti Tail (non trem)

Colors
00,05,06,09,44,45

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

American Standard

finish
options

'-fv^-^^

WIWorsunburst

American Standard Stratocaster®
The American Standard Stratocaster is the result of over forty years of elec-

03. wffite blonde

trie guitar evolution. This great American classic is loaded with contemporary features— 22 medium-jumbo frets, our patented Bi-Flex™ tmss rod
and micro-tilt neck adjustment, deluxe cast/sealed machme heads and the
Fender DeltaTone™ pickup system. Truly an industry standard! Available

right or left handed.

IS Olympic white

American Standard Stratocaster "Hard-Tail"
When the Fender Stratocaster with "Synchronized Tremolo" debated in
1954, a "hard-tail" non-tremolo version was also introduced. It featured

06 black

the same string-through-body design as the Telecaster yet retamed the new

6-saddle bridge for individual string adjustment. The direct-to-body bridge
and string-fhrough-body design resulted in distinctive tones and enhanced

playability. Fender continues the tradition with the American Stands
"Hard-Tail" Stratocaster.

21 natural

24 inca silver
•^"*

American Standard Telecaster® .;::•
Today's version of the original that
started it all. The American
Standard Telecaster incorporates
the best of the old and new— timeless tone and styling, fast-acdon

93 purple metallic

satin finished neck, deluxe
cast/sealed machme heads. Fender
DeltaTone™ system and six-saddle
string-through-body bridge.

Available right or left handed.

strings
rs^i<

TT. I 1.1 1.1 1.1

SUPCR HUI I ETS

Pickups

Model No. Body Rngertoard Machine Heads
Sbatocaster,

010-7400

MderorAsh

Stratocaster

010-7402

Merer Ash

Str<|((left/)

010-7420

• Alder

ShatW

0107422

Hairl-TailStrat

010-7430

Controls Switching

fiosewood

Deluxe Cast/Sealeil

22Med-Aml)D

3Sing(e-Coffw/Deftslone

Vbf, Tone, Tone

.miiKilK^eStrats

5-Way

2-PDmtSynclirDnizedrrem

00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93

Maple

DetoeCast/Sealed

22Med-Jumbo

3Smg(e-Coif»/Defta)bne

IW, Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-PDmtSyncfifDnizedTfem

00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93

Sosewood

Deluxe Casf/Sealed

22Med-lumbo

3Smgl6€oil

Vof, Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-PomtSy(icfironi2edrnsm

00,05,06,93

Afder

Maple

Deluxe BasVSealeil

22Med-Jum(w

3Smgle^oil

?1, Tone, Tone

5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,05,06,93

MerorAsh

Rosewood

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22Med-Juml)o

SSmgte-Coifw/Denarone

?1, lone, Tone

5-Way

S-T-BHanf-raiffron-tremJ

00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93
00,01 (ash), 05,06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93

Hard-TailStiat

010-7432

MderorAsh

OeteeCsst/Seafed

22Med-Jum()o

3Singfe-Coifw/DeteTone

?1,Tone, Tone

5-Way

S-J-BHanl-Tail(mn-trem)

Tefecaster

010-8400

MaorHs

Rosemw).

Deluxe Cast/Seafed

22Med-Juml)0

2Smgte-Coilw/DeteTone

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-SaddleS-T-B

00,05,06,21,24,74,93

Telecaster

010-8402

Msrw^h

Mapfe'

Deluxe Casi/Seafed

22Med-Jumbo

ZSingfe-Coifw/DeftaTone

?1, Tone

3-Way

6-SaddfeS-T-B

00,05,06,21,24,74,93

Tele (lefty)

030-8422

Maple

Deluxe Csst/Seated

22Med-Jumt>o

ZSingle-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

6-SaddfeS-r-B

00,05,06,93

~wT

/ Maple

Features & speoifications subject to change without notice.
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BSIi! on these Teles

series
nf/

'50s i

'GOsSb-atocaster*''
Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art manufactur-

ing facility in Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico—
i/ these tuneless classics feature deep body contours,
characteristic neck shapes, aged plastic parts, and
your choice of six classic Fender colors.

^' .

^,:;g::E:,|^

''' '.'/,:• iy^^s^^^v^
^X;r,i '50s-Stratocaster®

70sStratocastei®
The U-shappd neck, large headstock and
"bullet" truss rod are unmistakable features that define an era. Now made at
Fender's manufacturing facility in
Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico— this

beautiful replication has it all.

§6 burgundy mist metallic

strings
^Os Stratocaster*

afr

SUPER BULLLTS

ittre^eStratocasters

Model . Model No.

Body Neck Shape Fingerboard

'SOsStfatOcaster p.i3-3;002

Poplar or Alder

'50s"V

'SosSbatooaster. 013-.1000

Poplar or Wder

70s Stratocaster 013-7000

Ash

70s Sttatocdster '013-70p2

.Ash

Controls

Switching

Bridge

3-Smgfe-Coi;

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Sync/irongedTrem

03 (alder), 04, 05, 06,54, 57

21

3-Slngle-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone-

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

.00fafcter.),02,05,06,56,66

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00, 05, 21

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00,05,21

Machine Heads Frets Pickups

Maple

- WntageStyfe -•

21

'60s •C"

Rosewood

Vintage Style

70s-y"

fiosewoocf

Vintage "F

•70s"U"

Maple

Vintage "P

FRONTUNE

Colors

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty
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Fender "WidSRange" Humbucker '""'

'SOsTeIecaster®

72 Telecaster Custom

Pomona Avenue 1950— the genesis of the mod-

Ready to rock! This axe delivers the Tele®

em electric solid-body guitar is artfully captured

twang with the added punch of a neck-position

in this timeless collectible. Now made at

Fender "Wide-Range'w,humbucker. Bullet truss

Fender's state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in

rod, 3-bolt Micro-TiIt"' neck attachment, and

Ensenada, Baja Califomiay-Mexico — the new

chrome-tipped "skuled" knobs complete the

Classic Series '50s Telecaster features an ash

picture.

body, U-shaped maple neck, and vintage Tele®
pickups.

^J-^Js
Model

Model No.

'50s Tefecaster 013-1202

Body Neck ShapeFingerboard Machine Heads Frets
Ash

'50s "U"

Maple

1/infage Style 21

Pickups
2 Single-Coil

Controls Switching

Bridge

Vol.Tone 3-Way Vintage 3-Saddle

Colors
01, 03. 06

^72 Tele Custom 013-7500 Poplar or Alder 70s "U" Rosewood Vintage 'F 211 Single-Coil, 1 Wide-RangeHB 2 Vol. 2 Tone 3-Way Vintage 3-Saddle 00(alde^06
72 Tete Custom 013-7502 Poplar or Alder 70s "U"-

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Maple Vintage "F 21_ ISngle-Coil, 1 Wide-RangeHB 2Vel,2Tone 3-Way Vintage 3-Saddle 00 (alder). 06

FRONTLINE

SI-IPFR 250'"

:.^^

finish

options

003-colorsunburst

06 black

21 natural

strings

•69Tete'mnline

72Telecastei®1hinline

BuUt with pride at Fender's manufacturing facil-

Exquisitely finished semi-hollow ash body

ity in Ensenada, Baja Catifomia, Mexico— the

Telecaster! Bullet tmss rod, 3-bolt Micro-Tilt"1 neck

'69 Tele® Thinline features a lightweight semi-

attachment, dual Fender "Wide-Range" humbuckers,

hoHo\v body with a single f-hple, glossy finished

and signature f-hole accent this faithful '70s repro-

maple neck, and Schaller® vintage "F" machine

duction.

heads. Finish options include Black, Natural
Mah,qgany and classic 3-Col'of Sunburst on ash.

/• z_ ./

off these Telecasters

Model

Model No.

Body

'69Telec^sferThinline

013-6902

Mahogany or Ash

'60s"U"

Maple

'72Te1ecasterThinline

013-7402

Ash

70s "U"

Mapte

Neck Shape Fingerfaoaird

Machine Heads
:; Vmtage "F'
Vintage 'F"

o

, Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddfe

00 (ash), 06, 21

21

2Wide-RangeHB

Vol, Tone

'3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

00,21

Frets

Colors

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Deluxe seri

finish

options

I

02 lake olacid blue

06 black

PusR-buiton activates bridge pickup
for a total of seven pickup
^ ^combinations.

09 candv aoole red

32 brown sun burst

38 crimson transparent
\'fiiS^^.9Maw.-t

1^-^
?.-

^^"^^r
67 honey blonde

80 arctic white

Super Strat"

Powerhouse StratR

Beautifully adorned and classically contouredj the.

"Boost" your tonal vocabulary with the Deluxe

Deluxe Super Strat features an ash body, lightly tinted

Powerhouse Strat. Classic Strat design featuring the

maple neck, gold plated vintage style hardware, brown

newly designed Fender "Powerhouse" ultra quiet pickup

shell pickguard and newly designed "Super Fat-Super

--^system.-A unique 12db .active mid-^b'oost circuit-pro-

Strat" single-coil pickups. Deluxe "Super Switching"
gives you sevjep :pickup combinations -to choose from-;^Ivai

.r

i

:-'

i'.

duces tones from shimmering clean to scorching "hum.;hueker-likfi" leads; . ^ :in;;i<-" i' ,;.;-

strings

'

i; i ;';••/ n
^•t- .'—-

(:; 1.1

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

<y3-9400

Ash

Bridge

Super Straf

Rosewood

Wntage Styte

21 Med-Jumbo

3SuperFatSingle-Coils

Vol. Tone, Tone

7-Way

Super Strat

013-9402

Ash

Synchronized Trem

Maple

'/('ntage Style

21 Med-Jumbo

3SuperFatSingle-Coils

Vol. Tone, Tone

Vav

Colors
06,32, 38, 67

SUPER BULL ITS

Powerhouse Strat 013-9500 Poplar Rosewood Vintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo 3 Powerhouse Single-Coils Vol, Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way Synchronized Trem 02.06.09^80
PowerhoaseSUat 013-9502 Poplar Maple Vintage Style 21Med-Jumbo 3 Powerhouse Single-Coils" Vol. Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way Synchronized Trem 02,06,09.80

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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on these Stratocasters

luxe series
Double Fat Strat&
Double Fat Strat Floyd Rose
The new Double Fat Strat feature newly
designed Fender humbucking pickups.
Two Tex-Mex Humbuckers and special 5way switching offers a broad spectrum of
humbucking and single-coil tones.
Bombs away! Also available with an orig-

©etrtapk

inal style Floyd Rose® locking tremolo.

tffi'i,:%,S!»>fc'gsi

imits

FatSfraf&

Nashville Tele6

Fat StratRoyd Rose

Down home and versatile, the Deluxe
Nashville Tele is outfitted with a Tex-

Extreme tones with a '70s vibe. The new

Mex™ Strat8 Pickup sandwiched between

Deluxe Fat Strat features the newly

two Tex-Mex Tele pickups. This Music

designed Fender humbuckmg pickups.

City namesake also features 5-way "Strat-

Two Tex-Mex™ single coils m the neck

o-Tone™" switching for a unique combina-

and middle positions and one Tex-Mex

tion of tones. Also available with

Humbucker in the bridge.. Special 5-way

^T^ic^
st in i< 1:1 11 i i is

Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge with con-

switching offers a broad spectrum of

centric volume and tone controls for mag-

humbucking and single-coil tones.

netic pickups, volume control for piezo

Bombs away! Also available witfa an
original style Floyd Rose®lQcking

bridge and individual string output balance

tremolo.

controls.

A

on these Stratocasters

I'^^ic^

th&NashvilleTele

Model

Model No.

FstStrat

013-3100

Body Fingerboard Machine Heads

Pickups

Frets

Controls

Switching Bridge Colors

Popfer

ftosewood

Vintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-Mex HB, 2 Tex-Mex Single-Coil Vol. Tone, Tone Speciaf 5-Way Synchronized Trem 06,80

Fat Strat Ftoyd Rose 113-3100 -Poplar
Double Fat Strat

ftosewood

Vintage Styfe 21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-Mex HB, 2 Tex-MexSingle-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

Speciaf 5-Way Double lockingTrem 06,80

013-3300

Poplar

Rosewood

Wntage Styfe 21 Med-Jumbo

2Tex-MexHB

Vol. Tone, Tone

Specia/5-Way Synchronized Trem 06,80

Double Fat Floyd Rose 113-3300

Poplar

Rosewood

Vintage Style 21 Med-Jumbo

27'ex-MexHB

Vol, Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way Double locking Trem 06,80

Nashville Tele

013-5300

Alder

Rosewood

WntageStyte

21 Med-Jumbo

2 Tex-Me^ele, 1 Tex-MexStrat

Vol. Tone

5-Way Vintage 6-Saddle 06,09, 32,80

Nashville Tele

0.13-5302

Alder

Maple

Vintage Styfe

21 Med-Jumbo

2 Tex-Mex Tele, 1 Tex-Mex Strat

Vol. Tone

5-Way Vintage 6-Saddle 06,09, 32, 80

Nashville Power Tele 013-5000

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo as above p;us Fishman Power Bridge Vol. Vol. Tone

FRONTUNE

5-Way Vintage 6-Saddfe 06, 09, 32,80

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Deluxe

finish
Options

i»'^
06 black

09 candy apple (ed

32 brown sunburst

80 arctjc white

Toronado™

Cyclone™

The new Fender Toronado features an off-set

Stirring up the dust with a radical new design is the all

waist body with rounded, comfortable comers.

new Fender Cyclone. Equipped with a Tex-Mex~ Strat®

Two Fender special design "Atomic-

single-coil slanted in the neck position and a new

Humbuckers" with individual volume and tone

Fender special design "Atomic-Humbucker""' in the

controls allow you to "dial-in" a variety of

bridge, the Cyclone offers a rocking combination of

explosive tonal combinations. Deluxe Fender

tones. The original Jazzmaster® headstock, 24 3/4"

gig bag included.

scale and off-set waist body give you an alternative look
combined with a comfortable feel and excellent playa-;

strings

bility Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

•At^l

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Cyclone

013-0500

Poplar

fiosewood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

1 Atomic HB, 1 Tex-Mex Single Coil

Vol. Tone

3-way

Toronado 013-0700

Poplar

Bosewood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

2 Atomic HB

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Strlng-Thru-Body HardTall

Colo^
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on these guitars

indard series

finish

options

Standard Stratocaster
-@";

The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation from
which all Strat® models come. Fast action maple

"-©;

neck, comfort-contoured body, three single-coil

...In

pickups and standard synchronized tremolo— it's
where the tradition began and still carries on today.

Available right or left handed with either rosewood

06 black

or maple fingerboard.

Roland® Ready Stratocaster
Additional configurations include: Roland8

Ready— with its built in Roland GK-2A pickup

iniiu

32 brown sun burst

system, you can drive GK-2A compatible products
right from the guitar's on-board controls.

FatStrat &
Fat StratRoyd Rose®
Fat Strat— with one humbucking, two single-coil
pickup configuration; Fat Strat Floyd Rose®—
with one humbucking, two single-coil pickup con-

73 midnight blue

figuration and Floyd Rose licensed double locking
tremolo.

75 midnight wine

Standard Telecaster

80 arctic white

strings

The guitar that started a musical revolution. So simple, yet incredibly versatile.
Since its introduction in the early '50s, professional guitarists of all musical genres have relied on the Fender Telecaster for its powerful tone and smooth playability. Today's Standard Telecaster incorporates the best of the old and new—
fast-action maple neck, casVsealed machine heads, two classic smgle-coil pickups and combination six-saddle/string-through body bridge.

onthisTelecaster

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Sfratocaster

013-4600

Poplar

Rosewood

Machine Heads Frets
Cast/Seated

21

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

3 Single-Coil

Vol.Tone,Tone

5-Way

Stef. Synchronized Trem

Colors
06,32, 73, 75, 80

Sfratocaster

013-4602

Poplar

Mapte

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Stratocaster (lefty)

013-4620

Poplar

fiosewood

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06,32,73, 75, 80

Sfratocasterffefty^

013-4622

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Sestecf

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Stcf. Synchronized Trem

06,32, 73, 75, 80

Roland Ready

013-4660

Poplar

fiosewood

Cast/Seafed

21

3 Single-Coil, Roland GK-2A

V,2T, 2 button Synth

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06,32, 80

FatStrat

013-4700

Poplar

fiosewoocf

Cast/Seated

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Stef. Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

FatStrat

0.13-4702

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Seafed

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Stcf. Synchronized Trem

06,32,73, 75, 80

Fat StratFloyd Rose .113-4700

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

013-5102

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Seafed

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-Saddle String-Thru-Body

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Tefecaster

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty
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Five Decades of the Fender Bass
A GLANCE BACK AT THE ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR

by Morgan Ringwald

Bass Pictured: Fender Custom Shop
Vintage Precision Bass Custom.
Traditional Meets Modern Styling.
See page 47 for details.

or years after the ground-breaking
introduction of the Fender Precision
Bass in 1951, most people referred to
any fretted electric bass as a"Fender
Bass," regardless of its design or manufacturer.
Such an honor was the result of the fact
that the '51 P-Bass created a new category of
instrument—the electric bass guitar. As the PBass caught on, bass players were often

required to master both the upright bass and the
"Fender bass."

Like any invention, the Fender Precision

only the upright acoustic bass, which just could-

Bass did not spring magically from the inven-

n't compete with the volume put out by the rest
of the band.

The wide acceptance and use of electric

tor's head. Leo Fender was an immensely prac-

bass opened new musical avenues. As it evolved

tical inventor, and the majority of his inventions

The Precision Bass was neither the first

through the 1950s and '60s, the electric bass was

addressed the everyday needs of working musi-

fretted bass nor the first electrified bass. There

a key component in the core sound of rock-

cians.

were many ingenious attempts at amplifying an

The Precision Bass was inspired primarily

upright before Leo Fender, but nothing ever

Jim Roberts wrote, "Most histories credit the

by the growing size and volume of music groups

really did the trick, volume-wise. Some bass

electric guitar with inspiring the birth of rock,
and while guitar did play an important role, it

in the 1940s. With

players tried resonator basses, while other

electric guitars,

bands even brought in two or three bass players

was really the Fender bass that made this new

drum kits and often

for a concert to give them more volume on the

genre possible."

several other musi-

low end.

'n'roll. As former Bass Player magazine editor, /;

Roberts notes that both the electric guitar

dans playing in

The Fender Precision Bass, and its match-

and the modern drum kit had been around since

ensemble, there was

ing Bassman amplifier, was a breakthrough.

the '30s. "The missing ingredient," he adds,

quite a lot of sound

Now, bass players could pump out nice round

"[was] an instrument that could provide a

on stage. Before the

tone at volumes comparable to any drummer or

strong, punchy foundation that would let the

electric baSS gUitar, PhotobyDmMZaworekl/Courtes^fCaroll^

electrified guitarist in any band.

guitar and drums get much louder—and rock."

bass players had Studio Legend Carol Kaye

Beyond the extra volume, the Fender

More than any single individual,
Motown session bassist James
Jamerson defined the Motor City
sound and set the standard

Id

for bass players everywhere.
Jamerson's session credits include
hundreds of records, many of them
seminal in the history of R&B and
rock'n'roll. From Marvin Gaye to the
Four Tops, from Jr. Walker and the All
Stars to the Temptations, from Stevie

Fender Bass:

One of the
20th Century's
Great Inventions
by Quincy Jones

more, Jamerson defined the bass sound

Editor's note: In June of 1999, as the 20th
century came to close, USA Today polled

of more than one generation.

several leaders from various industries on

Wonder to the Supremes and countless

what they considered the most significant
technological achievements in what USA
Today labeled a "Century of Innovation."

8HOTGl\

Contributing on behalf of the music industry, legendary musician and record producer
Quincy Jones selected the Fender bass guitar. With the permission of Jones and USA
Today, we are pleased to reprint his com-

Precision Bass provided a hidden benefit for
working musicians. Working guitarists had
often complained to Leo that if they could only
double on upright bass, they could double the
number of paying gigs they could get. The

But The Funk, that all-encompassing, deep,

Precision Bass' fretted neck, guitar-like format

rich, warm and groovy sound of an electric bass

and precise intonation (hence the name

guitar in the hands of pioneering musicians.

"Precision Bass") was designed to facilitate any

In this small tribute, what leaps out is the
sound of the bass guitar coming into its own as
an instrument: the funk. We're not just talking
about movie-soundtrack disco from the 1970s.

From its earliest days in the hands of jazz

guitarist's attempt to make a transition to bass.

great Monk Montgomery, the electric bass has

The story of studio bass legend Carol Kaye

been about laying down the rhythm of the band.
You feel the electric bass in your bones; it takes

testifies to the success of Fender's design.
"I was a studio guitarist m L.A. from late

hold of you. The bass guitar has given us the free-

1957," says Kaye, "but I accidently picked up the

dom to get lost in the music, and that's got to be

Fender Bass, as it was called back then, when

the funkiest thing ever.

someone didn't show for a date at Capitol. It was

A lot of great bassists over the years have

more fun playing bass, and we made hit after hit,

contributed to the popularity of the electric

and the rest is history."

bass, but one man stands out above all the

If you have ears, you know some of Kaye's

rest—James Jamerson. James Jamerson wrote

most famous bass lines—TV theme songs such as

and played many of the classic bass lines that

M*A*S*H, Mission Impossible, Batman, Hawaii

came out of Detroit's famous Motown studios in

5-0, Brady Bunch, Get Smart, and many more.

the 1960s and early '70s. With his infectious

Kaye also played on countless hit records by The
Beach Boys (including the Pet Sounds album),

grooves, he was responsible for defining the

Frank and Nancy Sinatra, Elvis, Stevie Wonder,

Jamerson played three Fender bass guitars

Ray Charles and the list goes on.

sound of a musical generation.
throughout his life, but the one that we hear on

Leo Fender was neither a guitarist nor a

most of those Motown recordings is a 1962

bass player. He was not a great blues man; he

Fender P-Bass with sunburst finish. On the heel

never graced the stage of the Grand Ole Opry,

of the bass' neck, Jamerson had carved the

and he never wrote any songs that can be attrib-

word "funk" into the wood, and the guitar that

uted to the birth of rock'n'roll. But Leo

had produced more hits than any other in histo-

Fender's contribution was, through his instru-

ry was officially dubbed the "Funk Machine."

ments, to forever change the way it would be
played, heard and felt.

Fender Bass came along and gave music its
real sound. The electric guitar had already
been around,but the Fender Bass pumped up
the sound,and those two locked up
That changed Motown, rock'n'roll and
all types of music. That bass sound in "I
Heard it Through the Grapevine" or "My
Girl" thumps. There would be not R&B without the Fender Bass.

The Fender Bass is an amplified bass
guitar. An upright couldn't cut through. The
Fender Bass electrified the rhythm section.
They already had electric guitars, drums and
keyboard. But the Fender Bass, that's the
sucker that changed everything.
You can't hide a Fender Bass. As an
arranger and an orchestra leader, I recorded
with the Brothers Johnson, man, that stuff
was so strong. Any bass line that you can
remember is a bass line that comes from the
Fender Bass.

Even Miles Davis had to change the way
he played when it came to using the Fender
Bass. He had to play in a rhythm frame of
mind.

To most other musicians, that bass was un-

The Fender Precision Bass got the electric

and his neck was bowed due to lack of truss rod
maintenance. He rarely cleaned his guitar, and

many companies have taken the P-Bass concept

he never cleaned the fretboard. To Jamerson,

and gone a hundred ways with it. More impor-

the sweat and dirt on the bass was the secret of

tantly, the electric bass in all its forms opened

his sound, the essence of the funk.

to electric rock'n'roll and the modern band.

An invention that changed the music industry
was the Fender Bass. In the early 1950s, the

playable. Jamerson kept his action very high,

bass guitar industry started, and over the years

up the world to the possibility of larger venues,

ments.

Just days before Jamerson died in 1983, the
Funk Machine was stolen from his house. To this

There are more detailed historical facts

day, it still has not re-surfaced. There are stones

about Fender electric basses, such as who sold

of bassists who stumble across a '62 P-Bass in

the first bass and who bought it, who first played
it live, and who first pulled out all of the frets

pawn shops who then take it home and unscrew

and covered the fingerboard with heavy epoxy.

It's become a legend—the holy grail of all basses.

the neck plate, hoping to find the word "funk."

And we haven't even mentioned the Jazz Bass.

Jamerson's bass was not magic—it was just

There have been pioneers of the electric bass

a '62 Fender P-Bass—but together, they made it

over the past 50 years that are just too numer-

possible for all of us to keep finding inspiration

ous to even attempt to list.

in a piece of wood with four strings.

®

Musician and Record Producer Quincy Jones

I

series

finish

options

^

"s^l
\'a.''

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass

StuHamm "Urge "Bass 11

(Japan) As a^bassist, Marcus Miller has
performed waith Miles Davis, David

'(U.S.A.) The new Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass
D. features the tonal magic of classic Jazz

Sanbom, Luther Vandross, Joe Sample,

'a^^ecisi(S^asses^athJaetivfr^lectron-

McCoy Tyner & Jackie McLean, Cjrover4

^es'Sand j^tempGTa.F^ styUng. ^ ^ Features

Washington, Jr., Aretha Franklin,-and

?~\
w?^';include^s|leek

strings

alUer :body.i3^" scale

y lengthjggmdtehing p.aAf^d headstock

Roberta Flack. Without 3.. doubt, Marcus
Miller's defming groove is being. felt

(except-.'^tpburst), Femter Jazz Bass®

around the -w^rid by bass players who

Noisele^m.ckups and active electtpials^-,

consider hi&fwork to be the pinnacle of the

^ . 7^. ^•.•.^•.^S^.

craft. Features include 2-band active EQ

^yicfc^

and BadAss.IE bridge.
-s) "?.';'

SUPER BASS
^ ..'

Model

/;

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass

lositNe basses

%&.';;::

Model No.

Body Fingerboard

025-7802

Ash

Bouncf Maple

Vintage Styfe

Poplar

Rosewood

Oefuxe Lightwieght

Stu Wan m 'Urge"Bass II O.i9-1500

Machine Heads

Frets '-'- -'

20

•fekups
Bi-pofe

^ ^ Controls •-?; ^Switching
Vol. Vol. Treble, Bass

' Active on/off

Bridge
BsssAssII

24 2 Noisetess Azz, 1 Custom P-Bsss* Vof, Btend, 3-bancf EO 3-WayMiniToggle Combo S-T-B/Top-Load

FENDER

Colors
00, 05, 21
00, 06,85, 86

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

-•^

Artist sen
n^

OtGaftllM

44 shoreline gol

•• ^^r^^sSSiigM

Roscoe Beck V Bass

Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass

(U.S.A.) The Roscoe Beck V String is

Jaco Pastorius was a beacon for genera-

truly a one-of-a-kind design. Players wiU

tions of aspiring bass players, bridgmg

love. the tradifional Jazz feel^ combined

the gaps between R&B, rock,'jazz, classi-

with the graphite reinforced .necR. Other

cal and Caribbean musics. He changed

features include ^a.pao ferro :fingerboard,

the musical world with his uncanny gifts

spefcial Jazz Bass® V pickups, and special

and visionary approach to the instrument.

^vitGliing. ~ ^.
^( „ ^ -'

tool— a Fender Jazz Bass. Available fret-

And he did it with one fundamental
ted or fretless.
y

^vtd?

.1

is> >

rr"":y^ sx'^r^
Machine Heads

Frets

Paoflrffi

Cast Open Bad

,22

Rosemod

Vintage Reversed

20

Finger

Model

MoilelNo.

Body

fioscoe BeckV Bass

019-6500

Alder

Jam Pastorius Jazz Bass

019.6200

Alder

Jam PastoriusJazz Bass (fretless)

019-9208

Alder

Clear Coated fiosewood

Vintage Reversed

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Pickups

_.^' 'ti^^

Controls ^ .i

2 Special Design HB "Push/Pull Vol. Tone 3-Way,2Mmi 3-WayToggle
<sa'*y^^-

2 Vintage Bifole
2 Vintage fli-Po(e

0

Vol,Vol,Tone ^ ~^g•^s-^'&'i
.^^y:^
Vol, Vol, Tone

FRONTLINE

^.,,^f^§

_£^^t_

GotislipafWi^^p.^
- •Wn^4-Ss?'^

Vi^^-ssaas'

LtA

SUPER BASS
Colors
'00,09, '44,45

00
00

o

i»

1 '• ^

srican Vintage series

finish

options

,.'-^*^^j» i -W

^

'57 Precision Bass &
'62 Presicion Bass®
Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951
in response to requests from musicians
for a louder, easier-to-handlS" bass. This
new instrument ^s named the Precision
Bassj^Jnlike its predecessor— the
acou^ stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had
frets, which allowed bassists to play with
precision. Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was born and the sound of
popular music changed forever. The
American Vintage '57 and '62 Precision

Basses pay tribute to the originals with
accurate detailing from their respective
vmtages.

?"r-w»Tm»yr"';y^E'"'

40 fiest red

strings

^'Aon these basses

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

/5?W°c»'sion Bass

019-0115

Alder or Ash

Maple

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Spllt-Coil

Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

01 (ash), 03, 06, 09

'62 decision Bass

019-OU6

Alder

Rosewoocf

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Split-Coil

Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00,05,06,40

Colors

v -^

All Finder Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

American Vintage seii

finish

options

003-colorsunburst

01 white blonde

02 lake placid blue

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red

, t

\\

21 natural

75 Jazz Bass'

'62 Jazz Bass
First introduced in 1960 as the deluxe Model," the

The continuing evolution of the Fender Bass— revisited.

Fender Jazz Bass has stood tifetdlft of time to become

Contrasting bound fingerboards and block' ihlays are

one of the most played instm^gits in modem musical

standout features of this '70s classic. The rosewood fm-

history. AH original Fender TjSi'sts such as the off-set

gerboard version features white binding, pearloid block

waist body, ultra slim fast-acfibn neck and full-range

inlays and white^ack/white pickguard. The maple ver-

40 fiest red

sion features black fingerboard binding, btack btock

bi-pole pickups are detailed in this faithful reissue. /-

inlays and black/white/black pickguard. Other .features
include a soMd ash body, "bullet" truss rod and 3-bolt
Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment.

strings

^.
Fingerboard

Frets

'62 Jazz Bass 019-0209 ^Alder Rosewood
(U9-03£
75 Jazz Bass

Ash Bound Rosewood

(U9-0302J'. Ash Bound Maple

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Pickups

20 Nickel Silver 2 Vintage Bi-Pole . 2 Concentric Vol. Tone Vintage 4-Ssddfe
'tage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver 2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

flftO&'El

'intage Reverse

20 ?cke( Silver 2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00, 06,21

0

on these basses

•^ !~i^ir.<v:>"»i(^B»»-«i-''i<8y;^;prr • ^
•'•it"'''

<e»

series

finish

options

-.:^"6<^".'']^:'':^.
K,'. • •' ::"
-*,

s-^j

-y--

t^"-.

•f^''

003-colorsunburst
<-,

^v

American Deluxe Precision Bass®
The American Deluxe P-Bass® offers tons of tonal variations. The

I'fj"*" ; three-band active EQ combined with a vintage P-Bass pickup and

01 white blonde

special design humbucker make this an axe that can cut any gig.
41-"— t. Other features include a graphite reinforced neSSk, premium alder or

^, | ash body (depending on finish), and combination string-through-

"^•K.-'^-iWh^.-u^;.
•i.^>ttU

ru6o3y7:F5p:-1oa3~5ri'(Ig5"Ty'g5^[\^fiial'ff&Tn a 5-string version.

•II-1

!

.

!

;

06 black

Zlnaturat
•-?<?" SI^Ek^
<?'

Precision Bass® V
-y—..

38 crimsofftransparent

aSI

48 teal green

ffir;
IW-i'—i-

ii il !1

^

^

strings

^

%^!CL^A
SDI'IK H/\SS

on these basses

Model

Model No.

Body

1 Bass

019-5200

Weroikb

FIBgeffioanl Machine Heads Frets
Rpsewiod Deluxe Ugbtweig W 22»<e()-Juml)o-''.

1 Bass

019-5202

/UderorAsfi

iBassV

019.5900

/llderorAili

,fKcisimBassV

019-5902

MSerwfeh "-.Maple OefuxeUglitweig '(it SSMed-Jumto

Maple Deluxe Uglilweig[lit, 22Med-Ambo

Pickups

Controls

ISplit-CoiUHfl

Vol, Blend, 3-MEQ

ISpfit-CoiUHB •

Paoftrro Deluxe Uglitweij ;W 22Med-Jumtii). ,•:.-.y)Jlit-Ci)i(,lHB
ISplMiHHB "•

0

Switching

Bridge"F

Colors

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01 (ash), 06,21 fasb), 38,48 W 94 (ash)

?), Blend, 3-tond El?

Combo S-T-B/lbp load

00,01 fasli), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash), 94 (ash)

?1, Blend, 3-tond£(;

CnmbcS-r-B/Topload

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 3S, 48 (ash), 94 (ash)

-Vol, Blend, 3-tondEQ

Combo S-T-B/Top Load

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48/ashJ, 94 (ash)

FENDER •I ^ FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

American Deluxe sen

options

•^
American Deluxe Jazz Bass®
Classic features combined with the best that modem technology has to offer, the latest version of the Fender Jazz
Bass once again captures the spirit of innovation. A threeband active EQ and special design Noiseless J-Basss pick;-v>;

00 3-color sunburst

1

ups are featured along with a graphite reinforced neck, premium alder or ash body (depending on finish), and combi-

'.'.''

nation ^ing-through-body/top-load bridge. Also available
in left handed, fretless and 5-string versio.ns.

'./- . •

(:••:'. •

i?;..,?;*^^

^•. Five string
Jazz Bass®

48 teal green

strings
to
Jazz Bass'

Switching'

Model No.

Body Fin
ingSBioard

019-5800

•Weror/lslr-''RosmBo(t-

Oetatightweigfit 22ffied'»>a.' ;-2Sp.ecH]>Des^nNoisetess

Vol. Blend, 3-ianitEO

Machine Heads Frets _da

Pickups

Controls

''-~'~--- Bridge •—-•

Colors

Combo S-r-B/Top toad

_ 00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (asli), 38,48(asli)
W,01(ash),OS,21(ash),38,4S(ash)

lai Bass -"

029-5802

Afderor/lsh

Mapfe^

PelweU^tweiStit 22Meil-lmtm

•2'Spec610estenNoisefess

Vol. Blend, 3-tondfO

- CsiSsStS^fiWi

JazzBassV ~:

019-5900"-' WerorMh

Paofemi

Oelwe tightweiglit _22MecUuml)o

2SfieQa?eslSrff6!seless~

?l,Bfend,3-tond£9.

— - ComtoS-r-B/Toptoad

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Jazz Bass V -

019.5902

Hide! ovAsti

Maple

?1, Blend, 3-bandEQ

ComtoS-r-B/Toptaad

• 00,01 (asli), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash):

]azzB3ss(fstless)

019-5808

Alder orAsti

temd

Volume, TuaeS-banslEQ

Combo S-f-B/Iop load

00,01(ashj,?,38

-y

OeteUgMm-W o»12Med-Jumt)o -Kescjal.g^frifoiseless

BelwiiffitvieiSht

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

2 Special OesignNoisetess

®

FRONTLINE

-(^tC(S4

on these basses

rican Standard series

finish

options

American Standard Jazz Bass

003-colorsunburst

Id.

The evolution of a classic. First introduced in 1960 .as the
"Deluxe Model", the Fender Jazz Bass has become one pf
the most played instruments in modem musical history' As
with all American Staridard instruments, the American
Standard Jazz combines traditional tone and feel with modem "players" features. Also available in fiy'6-stringaa4 fretr '

01 white blonde

less versions. • . * y*~ .' * 'y.t/T
I

/-'

'-^

/

"^^' '^
'^

^-.-Y,^ }

05 Olympic white

^_^^
••".'r' -.
•ia

'

''f

/" W Eretless Jazz Bass® ^ ^./- '^.

?. >/ '

^-./' f 1

06 black

21 natural

24 inca silver

74 aqua marine metallic

^j

»• /

American Standard
Precision Bass®/*^: - c
Fender invented the Electnc Bags irf 195i m response to ^.
requestsffrom'musidans^qr EFlirtdeir ossier-to-hMidle
bass. This newinstjument was named th& Precision
Bas§. Unlike -its pretiecesga— the acoustic''stag^up J

93 purple metallic

strings

basj,'^eT-Bass8.1gd^teii^which^aflbv^d:bassBts)o't'
plax With precision; l^esdlessto.say,ifl 'sew playing sen-

sation" was bomand<fe^un±of^^aAnusic''chai^e^

Model No.

Precision Bass

019-2200

Alder or Ash

r Body - "

•iVy

*. ^

'».^»

MffDwy&h/ Machifietfeads
Ro^ewoo'd

Frets.

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

Bridge

Colors

Pickups

Controls

1 Split-Coll

. Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24,74,93

PWsion Bass

019-2202

Alder or Ash

Maple

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo_. IS^Iit-Coil

-Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

Ja& Bass

019-2400

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Ju^bo

•4Wofe

Vol. Vol, Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, J4,93

Jazz Bass

019-2402

Alder or Ash

Mapfe

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

2Bi-Pole

•Vol.M Tone

String-Thru-Body 00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74,93

Alder

Rosewood

Cast/Open Back

2 Bi-Pofe

VOI, Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 05, 06,93

Alder or Ash

Pao Ferro

Cast/Open Back

2-Bi-Pote

Vol, Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash),05, 06, 21 (ash), 24, 74, 93

Jazz Bass (fretless) 019-2408

on these basses

.•-r-;7'»:

Model

Jazz Bass V

019-2500

20 Med-Jumbo

0

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

I

Hot Rodded American Standard serii

options

\ •s»^W,,--"

"^ -^ .

'i l r

••.•^t^'-^^

f® t.

a^}

^ • ,^* < -..:'};

«*. t (
¥"?•'
:a""'

^1

-1^'' k.

003-colorsunburst

\'y -—fct ..

l"l

;/'-

finish

[;•( -'

HofRoddedP-Bass®

05 Olympic White

Blending the best of the past with the latest irfender Bass'
design, the Hot Rod P-Bass deUvers classic Precisi9n and Jazz
Bass tones with .style and comfort. Features include1 contoured

alder or ash body, modem sUm profile maple neck wftfajgraplaiile
reinforcement, rosewood or maple fingerboard, ,QI

Vintage P-Bass split-coU pickup, one newly designed ^ffo^

06 black

Vintage"' Bi-Pole Jazz Bass.picJqip, bro\yi^sl3.eU.p^^u^,.and
•comffiriation string-throilgh-bQdy/top-load'Jmdge. 'Also avail-..
able l~eft handed.' HardsheU rriolded case included. ,,
:"T'v^k..

y

:;- /, III

..

•

•y' iB

^

•

-

-

!

.

..

^

.

.^,

•»,•'•

'/.'.'.

Mial

>i'i;

21 natural

^lii-;'r1Si81'
w
^ ^l^..dllB^
iiair

22 sunset orange transparent

strings
hv>

-^.

^

'• t -»

flodel <-

:*- ...^' "• 't-^.<*

Controls rSS^ttidge ' - '7V- .

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

HotRodP-Bass

CUS-.ISOO

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

Cast/Open Back

20Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

WboS-T-B/Tap-paad ; ...

HotRodP-Bass

019-1902

Alder or Ash

Maple

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

Combo S-T-B^Top-Load .

Hot Rod P-Bass (lefty) 019-1920

Alder or Ash

Rosewoocf

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

lSplit-Coil,lHotBi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Torn"~ combo s-r-e/Top-i^ae^ .'

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

0

FRONTLINE

ColCTS
00,05,-06,21(ash),22(ash)
00,06^21 (ash). 22~{ash)
•t)Ci'95;06,21(ash),22(3shl

on these basses

luxe series

finish

options

"•^

Deluxe P-Bass® Special
Fender invented the electric bass— and
its two styles. The Fender Jazz Bass® and
Precision Bass® have constituted the
essential choice for bass players over
decades. Until now, players had to
choose one or the other. The new Deluxe
P-Bass Special features a "best of both

09 candy apple red

worlds" combo with an alder Precision

Deluxe Active Jazz Bass®

Bass body, satin finished maple Jazz Bass

The time-tested features of our

neck, and a P/J pickup configuration. A

Standard Jazz Bass, combined with,,

U.S. vintage bridge and a gold anodized

U.S. Deluxe, pickups and active ,elec-

pickguard complete the package.

tronics give the Deluxe Active "Jazz
Bass some extra growl for the gig.
Also available in a five string version.

21 natural

32 brown sunburst

80 arctic white

P-BassLyte Deluxe
(Japan) The P-Bass "Lyte" is a sleek version
of the classic Fender Precision Bass®. The

•r<r

lightweight contoured basswood body, ultra
slim neck and deep cutaways will
inspire long playing sessions and
provide easy access to extreme
upper registers. Active electronics
deliver a variety of tones ranging

A

from classic Fender growl, to modem slap and thump.
The P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe takes it a

step further with its satin finished
natural mahogany body, humbucking J-Bass® bridge picku{) and
gold hardware. A midrange

strings

on these basses

boost/cut control is included for
added tonal flexibility.

Controls Switching

Bridge

Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Frets

Pickups

P-Bass Special

013-5700

Alder

fiosewood

3ack
Std. Open Be

20 Med-Jumbo

1 P-Bsss, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Ssddfe

06, 09, 32, 80

P-Bass Speciaf

013-5702

Alder

Maple

3ack
Stof. Open BE

20 Med-Jumbo

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol. Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

06,09, 32, 80

P-Bass Lyte Deluxe

025-9800 Mahogany fiosewoocf

Mini

22 Nickel Silver

Active Jazz Bass

013-6700

Poplar

Rosewood

Active Jazz Bass V

013-6800

Poplar

Pao Ferro

Fingerboard Machine Heads

P-Bass (mid), J-Bass fbricf; ^e)Vol, Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

Die-Cast

21

Sack 20 Nickel Silver
Std. Open Be

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

4 Sacfdfe Top-Load

06,09,32,80

20 Nickel Silver

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

4 Sacfdte Top-Load

06, 09,32, 80

Mini

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Standard sen

"u-'Ayf.

^
w

"^w,-

Standard

»(; •...

•^

-*t

options

Standard Jazz Bass®

Precision Bass®

First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model", the
Fender Jazz Bass has stood the test of time to become

Fender invented the Electric Bass

one of the most played instruments in modem musi-

, "m 1951 in response to requests

cal history. Many Fender Firsts such as the off-set

from musicians for a lo'uder, easi-

waist body, ultra slim fast-action neck and full-range

er-to-handle bass. This -new

's,

finish

bi-pole pickups are standard features on the new

instrument was named the

06 black

Standard Jazz Bass. Also available in left hand, fret-

Precision Bass. UnUke its prede-

less and five-string versions.

cessor— the acpystic stand-up
bass, the P-Bass® had frets, which
allowed bassists to play with precision. Needless to say, a "new
playing sensation" was born an4

32 brown sunburst

the sound of popular music
Left-handed Jazz Bass.

changed forever. The. new Fender
Standard Precision features a comfort-contoured body, rosewood
fingerboard. and split-coil hum
canceling pickup. •

73 midnight blue

;.'^i

75 midnight wine

80 arctic white

Fretless Jazz Bass

strings
Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Mdchine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Precision Bass

013-6000

Poplar

Rosewood

StcLOpen Sack

20

ISplit-Coil

Jazz Bass "

013-6500

Poplar

Rosewoocf

Sttf. Open Back

20

231-Pole

Jazz Bass (lefty)

013-6520

Poplar

Rosewood

Std. Open Back

20

2 Bi-Pole

Jazz Bass (fretless)

013-6508

Poplar

fiosewoocf

Stcf. Open Back

2 Bi-Pole

Jazz Bass V '(five string)

013-6600

Poplar

Pao Ferro

Stof. Open Back

2Bi-Pole

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

FENDER

20

FRONTLINE

Controls

Bridge

Colors

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Vol. Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Vol. Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Vol. Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Vol. Vol, Tone

5-Saddle Top-Load

06,32, 73, 75, 80

Vol. Tone •

'%^icte
SUPER BASS

on these basses

Slap Bass & Beyond
DOUBLE PLUCKING AND POPPING TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISES

by Ray Riendeau

here are many articles, books and videos that cover the basics of the
slap bass, but I've found that that's what you get—the basics. Slap bass
is an exciting and evolving approach to the bass guitar. Right now,
there's a kind of information void on some of the newer techniques

used by myself and players such as Victor Wooten and Bill Dickens.
To fill this void, I would like to present some slap grooves that I hope
will give bass players out there a few new concepts and some new grooves in

which to play with these concepts. I also hope these exercises will help you
generate more ideas that will push the slap bass style even further forward.

Double Plucking
Let's start with what I call "double plucking." The idea here is to use both

your index and middle fingers for popping instead of the traditional one finger. Using two fingers opens up many more rhythmic possibilities.
Exercise 1 below is a muting exercise using triplets. To mute the strings,

let your left-hand fingers just lay across the strings of the neck (see Figure 4).
This will create a percussive tone when you attack the strings with the right
hand. This exercise is great for getting used to using two fingers for popping.
Play as cleanly and evenly as you can.
Exercise 2 is a groove that uses the double-popping technique. Once
you get the feel for double-popping, take the technique, go out and create
your own grooves. Remember, you can use any combination of notes, muted
or unmuted.

-31 .^3^

Bass Key

r^'^r3^

T = Thumbed note

s

H = Hammer-on

u

I

Pl = Popped note
L-3J^3JL/3Jt^3-J

L-3JL-3JL/3J|^3-J

TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

using index finger
P2 = Popped note
using middle finger

-3"1

-31 _^<3^

A knowledgeable and inno-

r3'1'^r3^

r3"n'-^r^

vative bassist. Ray

CM

Riendeau has worked with
Gary Hoev, Machines of

I

Loving Grace. Rob Halford
L.3-JL/3-L3JL-3-J

^3-JL/3-J^3JL-3J

TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP TPP
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

and many other recordin.e;
artists. He's also a teacher,
clincian and has authored
two instructional books.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Slap Bass right-hand position.

Playing a thumbed note.

Popping with fingers.

Muting with the left hand.
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The Bass Player's
Bassman Amp
THE R&D OF FEN&ER'S'NEW ^ST (^ENTURVBASS AMPS
by Alan di Perna
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he Fender Bassman amp holds a
unique place in history—it was the

grid's very first bass guitar amp.
Designed by company founder Leo
r. the Bassman was introduced in 1952 as
a companion to Fenders new Precision Bass.
• world s first viable electric bass guitar.
Jhe^ earliest Bassman models^ featured a
style front panel and one 15-inch Jensen
speaker. By 1955. however, the Bassman'fea"

tured a wide-panel cabinet and four 10-inch
speakers. Ironically enough, this 4x10 Bassman

very quickly became popular with guitarists as
well as bassists, and is now considered one of
the all-time classic "brown tone" guitar amplifiers. In fact. Fender still offers the'modern guitar player the classic Bassman sound with its~'59
Bassman. But what about the modern bass

player? The style, sound and art of the electric
bass guitar have evolved considerably since

• 'TENDER — 84 mONTLINC

1952. And this year. Fender is introducing I
brand new line of Bassman amps, specifically
geared toward the needs of the contemporarj
electric bassist. The idea was to create'some!
thing as revolutionary and relevant to today'J,
musical world as Leo's original Bassman wal

back in the'50s. ^
•There was a time in Fenders history

when interaction with professional players wa|
a key part of the company's design philosophyl

says Richard McDonald, Marketing Manager

"With the cabinets," adds Glenn Cooler,

can still get the sounds you need for some of the

for Fender amplifiers. "Part of the direction of

the project's principal draughtsman, "we

more traditional styles of playing. Also, two

the company at this point is to re-embrace that

achieved a distinctive new look by adding

tens give you the ability to handle more power

doctrine. The new Bassman amps are a reflec-

angles and curves."

than one big 15-inch speaker. And that's critical

tion of that."

The net result of all this creative thinking

when you have an amp that's as powerful as the

A hand-picked cadre of pro bassists

is a complete line of exemplary bass amplifiers.

400-watt Bassman. To make a 15-inch massive

worked closely with the Fender design team
headed up by Fender Vice President of

There are four models in all, power rated at 25,

enough to handle the heat, you'd have a prob-

60, 100 and 400 watts, which means that there's

lem getting certain sounds out, particularly the

Electronics R&D Dale Curtis to cre,ate the new

a Bassman that's right for every gig, from the

more contemporary sounds."

Bassman line.

smallest club to the biggest stadium, from home

Every amp in the new Bassman line is

"We spent an enormous amount of time

recording to high-powered session dates. All

equipped with useful, well-thought-out features

on this project, as we do on most projects," says

models are combos, all solid state. The top-of-

like an effects loop, separate tuner output and

Curtis. "The first thing we do is create what we

the-line Bassman 400 model is a full-featured

an "Enhance" switch. The latter provides an

call a sound sample, made out of whatever we

instant mid-range cut, yielding a punchy sound

can use—breadboard or bits of other Fender

that's ideal for those aforementioned string

products, all cut, jumpered, hacked up and

slapping and popping timbres. The controls are

reassembled in Frankenstein fashion. We create

comprehensive, but intuitively easy to use.

something that has the right features and the

"We make it hard for the user to make

right sound. We prove to ourselves that we can

the amp sound bad," says Curtis. "Some com-

do it before we develop the product in the tra-

panics give you 50 knobs so you can dial in your

ditional sense of designing the circuit board,

sound. It's essential to be able to dial in your

cabinet and chassis. This way, also, we avoid

sound, of course, but how many sounds did you

painting ourselves into a corner, so to speak. We

have to go through that weren't what you want-

can keep the process open and adapt new ideas,

ed? Sometimes 50 knobs will actually make it

if necessary."

more difficult to get to the sound you really

"At this point in the project, it still wasn't

want."

called a Bassman," adds McDonald. "We didn't

Another key design criterion was to make

deliberately set out to make some amps and call

the amps eminently road-worthy. The new

them Bassmans. We just set out to make a great

Bassman enclosures are tougher than a pair of

sounding and great looking amp. Only once

Doc Martens, with black iron front grilles that

we'd achieved that did we ask, 'What should we

also enhance their stylish modern look. The 25

call it?'"

says Curtis. "We weren't going to call anything

"The first time someone
said, let's call it a

a Bassman that wasn't absolutely terrific, for

Bassman,' we actually

obvious reasons. And it wasn't until well down

got a little frightened. We
weren't going to call
anything a Bassman that
wasn't absolutely terrific,

"The first time someone said, 'Let's call it
a Bassman,' we actually got a little frightened,"

that sound sample path—when we had all these
Frankenstein amplifiers that sounded fantastie—that we started developing enough confidence to say, 'You know, these could be
Bassmans.'"

Along with the sound and features, the

for obvious reasons."
-Dale Curtis

look of the new Bassman amps was a key consideration. Everything about the new amps'
styling announces that the 21st Century

and 60-watt models can kick back to a 45 degree

angle (like a floor monitor). The larger models
come with casters for enhanced mobility. The
25-watt Bassman even comes equipped with a
CD-input for practicing with album tracks.
"Even with the smallest Bassmans, we
weren't out to make a cheap amplifier," says
Curtis. "These are quality amps. The small
model is a practice amp for serious musicians.
It's got the features they want."
But what about the classic Bassman that
several generations of musicians have come to
love? Fear not. Fender will continue to produce
the '59 Bassman reissue. Look at it this way:
Fender Bassman amps now come in two flavors,

Bassman has arrived.

vintage and modern.

"As far as designing the look of the new

bruiser with a three-band EQ section (the low,

"In my five years at Fender," says Curtis,

amps," says Shawn Greene, Fender R&D's

mid and hi bands are aU sweepable), a built-in

"I can honestly say I've never been involved in

graphic designer, "the challenge Marketing

compressor, dual 10-inch speakers and a horn

a product I was more proud of. These new

gave us was to push the envelope, to make

driver.

Bassman amps have good tone, good reliabili-

something stylish and futuristic and yet keep it

"The 10s and horn are really great for

'Fender.' The techno-style front panel says 21st-

modern bass sounds and techniques like string

they're going to look and sound modern for a

century Fender."

slapping and popping," says Curtis. "But you

very long time."

ty—everything you expect from Fender. And

Fender's Marketing and R&D staffs worked for hours in order

Fender R&D's graphic designer Shawn Greene developed the

The Bassman series features 25-, 60-, 100- and 400-watt mod-

to dial-in a new, feature-laden bass amp design.

modern-yet-classic styling of the Bassman series amps.

els. A bass amp for any occasion. See pages 86-87 for details.
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i Newest
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Bassman series
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Bassman 400
Fully featured to equip working pros with the tools to get the
job done right, with no compromises. Features like Room
Balance to quickly adjust your overall tone for the architecture of the room, and Enhance to shift EQ from pizzicato to
slap-happy funk timbres. Foot-switchable Semj-Parametric
tone shaping, tuner-out and mute, balanced ltneoyfwi[tbj^el[
and even a space for your favonte Faek^e®^i;
^sxsm

Specs: 350 Watts @ 4 Ohms, solid-state, 2 x 10" 8 ©Ni
Eminence drivers, 8 Ohm Foster horn, EFX loop, Active/^ali
sive input pad setector, Tuner out jack, Tuner mute vifltH^tN^;
ing indicator, BalarroetNine-out with level control, ©au^lRloiiill
balance; bass; treBfe; 3-band semi-parametric EQ, Signal! pnr^*
sent indicator, Pregfrip clip indicator (dual LED yellow /;re<31),;
EQ active indicator^Power amp clip indicator, Compresso^
Master volume, Enhance, Rack space in cabinet for tuner of
effects, Casters, Blacl^Tbtex, Metal grill, Footswitch: 1 -button
== EQ; included, WeightKSO Ibs., 36.4 kg.

Bassman® 410 enclosure
Bass players that need a kicking 410, (Bassman 400 Head customers!)
Specs: 4 x 10" Eminence, Bullet horn, 8 Ohm, 300 Watts, 68 Ibs,
30.9 kg.

Bassman® 115 enclosure
Bass players that need extension cabs
Specs: 1 x 15" 8 Ohm, 150 Watt, 57 Ibs., 25.9 kg.
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lassman series

Powerful, toneful, portable and flexible... responsive, urticulate
and piinchy... a tight low end with focused mids und transparent
higSi.f. These are a few of the adjectives hcissiatf, used when

asked to define their ideal bass rig... so with your help, we have
designed tlie new Bassman line of professional bass imips to
embody those characteristics.

b^^W^1& ^ ^__^^ C ' I

Bassman® 100
It'Si'&WmE&Biem'ything you asked for in a medium power platform

that speaks wiTR^RB!BB^mja^ii2^itIonal 15" driver and horn configuration, parametric mid /cSTTlMBUl^level and frequency.
Enhance, eompressor, :EFX loop, lunra bal-

; anced l^^^o^t^fm^^
13ii4-0hffi Eminence"
,>,|Qain;;bass;

Ithe flMUBassman 60's
lliifiGim&irimore in^Bls.^Bues, and well

«— A. Os. ®~

^ ,^, ^ ^ —. Y"~ li

^ -E ^ ^ ^ *^ Q-) ^. <b/ ^

^|ons. too. No flap, just tight, round. defined
ic-imds, EFX loop, line out. Enhance cir-

lllltreool.sti
CS: 6JM6tts @ 8 Ohms, solid state, 12" 8
Olim j^Binence driver, Piezo horn.
Acty^Tassive input pad selector. Gain:

^bsil^treble; parametric mid control (mid

e

& frequency). Enhance button. Tuner
[t jack, EFX loop, XLR out jack. Tuner
'mute with flashing indicator. Power amp clip
indicator, Preamp clip indicator, Limiter-select

^

Bassman®25

.I. fit

This amp challenges the notion that a lower
werWattage
Wattage bass
bass amp
amp has
h; to be featureless junk. For
starters, the 25's wedge design put its beefy, flexible tone where you can hear it. Auxiliary inputs
and a level control make rehearsing to CDs and tapes a blast. Headphone jack, tuner out. linfc out.
EFX loop. Enhance circuit and 3-band EQ round out this little dynamo's
profile.

^

Specs: 25 Watl^pfDhms, 1 x 10" 8 Ohm Eminence driver. Active
and passive JdBBTs. EFX loop, Headphone jack, Aux. \\
jacks tbi'JBSfimin with CDs), Aux. Level^inlB^T line out.
ra1<er out f8"0tlfi»).try a 4^^T^ab!. Tuner out jack.
Tuner rt switch with indiealOT" Volume. bass, mid. treble.

Enhancdg^itch. Wedge c^jj^Pi design. Weight: 33 Ibs. 15 kg.

Features & specifi^Cns subject to changeWithcitrt notice.

-<
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switch. Wedge cabinet design. Black Tolex.
Metal grill. Weight: 50 Ibs. 22.7 kg.

mp Custom Shop
Vibro-King

^^^ [ Q ^^^^ | ^^: cl^^, ^

The Vibro-King is 60 watts of pure tube heaven. Sporting the classic 3-10" combo format
first seen in the tweed Bandmasters of the
'50s, it's a feast for the ears ancTtfie eyes.
Point to point hand wu-ing, tilt-back legs and
birch plywood cabinet.
Specs: 60W RMS, three 10" Jensen P-10R
speakers; Features: tube Reverb. Performance
tested, matched Groove Tubes™. Controls:
Dwell, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch, Tremolo con-

trols: Speed, Intensity, Effects Loop, Volume,
Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for tremolo and
"Fat". Weight: 73 Ibs. Size: 23" high, 25"
wide and 10.5" deep.

Vibro-King212
Enclosure (not shown)
Features two 12" Celgstion "Vintage 30"
speakers, bu-ch plywood, closed back cabinet,

IPPED

blonde Tolex covering, Oxblood grill cloth.
Vibro-King 212 enclosure: 40 140W power

handling. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 22"high x
25"widex 11.25"deep.

i™^^£,&^Sd^ip.rtKgE,atBK^!^is;*^Tj'ci;;£^^
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Dual Professional®
Big brother to the Vibro-King, the DiB^rei,^
features classic Fender tone-shapmg, vibrato
and reverb. Point to point hand wiring, tiltback legs and ivory radio knobs.
Specs: 100W RMS, two 12" Celestion
'Vintage 30" speakersf^eatures: tube Reverb
controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch,
Tremolo controls: Speed, Intensity, Effects
Loop, dual selectable Volume & Fat contisj.ls,
Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for tremolo
and channel. Weight: 76 Ibs. Size: 19.87"
high, 26.15" wide and 10.37" deep.

All Fender
tube amplifiers
come equipped
with performance
tested, matched
Groove Tubes™
for optimum power
amp performance,,

Amp Customs
Tone-Master®
The Tone-Master is everything its
name implies: great up-front sound.
with power to spare.
Specs: 100W RMS, Point-to-point
wiring , two channels, "Vintage,"

'Drive", each with Volume, Treble.
Bass, Mid, "Fat" switch; 2 Effects
Loops (1 per channel), chrome-plated
brackets for mounting to enclosures,
footswiteh. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9"
high, 24" wide and 9.5" deep.

Tohe-tVlaster Enclosures

^=^^:^a^

^es'er 4I2 -6" end»—^. ^,... s... ^,^, ,,,,,,^

Fender Electronics are

covered by a limited
5-year transferable

^,» ^y-30 ,6^ Enclose: W^, 74 ,bs. S.e: 21.^ x 32-^»

warranty
(U.SA. and Canada
only). See back of

No,.: Ton.-M,s,er 212 ,ko a.,,l,bl. »„„ Celesno, GI280 ,p.A.rs

warranty tag for details

^-^:

•^st~
features & specifications subject to change without notifce
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intage series
'59 Bassman
Considered by many players to be the most significant, influ-

ys'^^^we-fft^ifs^i^.

ential, guitar amplifier of all time. If you're looking for pure,
limitless Fender Tone, this reissue of the King of Amps is
guaranteed to please. Our original tweed covered Narrow
Panel design with vintage grille, and "Chicken Head" knobs.
Specs: 45W, four 10" Jensen P-10R speakers; Features:
Chrome control panel, controls that go to "12," Vintage grill
cloth. Weight: 53 Ibs. Size: 19.87"high x 23.5"wide x
10.5"deep.

f 63 Fender Revert)'
The all-tube driven, outboard reverb unit that brought the sound

of rocking auditoriums to guitarists ready to ride tKe wild the
surf.

Features: Dwell, Mix and Tone control, brown with tan grill
cloth. Weight: 13 Ibs. Size: 10.5"high x 18.8"wide x 7.5"deep.

^: ^

Bill Hughes in the design lab

'93 Bronco®
The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording. Classic Fender clean as well as screaming distortion sounds are easily coaxed from this little beauty.
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tweed covering, dual selectable channels (Normal,
Drive) w/separate Volume controls. Treble, Mid, Bass, External Speaker jack,
Headphone jack. Weight: 14 Ibs. Size: 12"high x 13.5"wide x 7.5"deep.

"I never pushed the volume past two, and this little beast was slamming my eardrums.'

Guitar School Magazine April 1996
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Vintage seri
'65 Deluxe Reverto®
The Club Master...For Rock, Country or Blues players
that want a lower Wattaga amp (22 Watts) they can turn all
the way up, and dig dow^ deep into the poweEamp. The

00 -'« ;fi ^\ 00 .^ -A -^«% ^ -^

fat, soulful tones heard dji many of our favorite guitar
tracks come churning out of the tube power amp section of
a tube amplifier. As a matter of fact, many of those recordings are Deluxe Reverb amps! Crank-up this. faithful reissue for more than twice your daily requirement of Fat. ..
Fender Tone.
Specs: 22W, one 12" Special Design speaker; Features:
two channels. Normal and Vibrato, all-tube Reverb,
"Black face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch for reverb
and vibrato. Weight: 42 Ibs. Size: 17.5"high x 24.5"wide x
9.5"deep.

All Fender
tube amplifiers
come equipped
with performance
tested, matched
Groove Tubes™
for optimum power

Fender Special Design Speakers are custom-voiced
Eminence drivers made in the USA, and available as
original equipment in Fender amps exclusively.

..ic
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amp performance.

'65 Twin Revert)'
An authentic reproduction of the hardest
working amp in show business! If you
need a husky, confident, clean sound
with enough head-room to compete on
stage with a heavy handed drummer, the
'65 Twin Reverb is the amp for you.
This amp has seen action in every imaginable musical venue, and continues its
musical legacy today.

*I
1.

Specs: 85W, two 12" speakers. Features:
two channels, all-tube circuitry, tubegenerated Vibrato, spring Reverb, tiltback legs. "Black face" cosmetics, two-

<1
•i.
--'ll

button footswitch. Weight: 64 Ibs. Size:
20"high x 26.5"wide x 10.5"deep.
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Prosonic Head
Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way rectifier switch (Class
A/cathode bias, tube rectifier, Class AB/grid bias/tube rectifier, Class

u

AB/grid bias/SS rectifier); Dual selectable channels, Normal and Drive,
independent cascading Gain controls for Drive channel, Effects Loop,
two speaker outputs, one-button footswitch, speaker impedance switch,
birch/maple ply cabinet. Weight: 35 Ibs. Size 9"high x 24"wide x
9.5"deep.

issiEEsl
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Prosonic/Tone Master
Enclosure
The Prosonic/Tone Master enclosures are
designed for use with Prosonic heads.
Specs: 280W power handling, four 12"
Celestion Vintage 30 speakers. 160, imp;
Features: Birch ply construction, removable

§sg 3E

§

casters. Closed back, hidden slant speaker
baffle. Weight: 88 Ibs. Size 27.75 "high x
27.25"wide x 13"deep.

"The front-panel controls are sparse, simple and powerful. The
Prosonic produces a staggering range of distortions. You can dial up

EQUIPPED

mild drive by setting gain 1 low, gain 2 off and the master high. Ridini
gain 1 (with gain 2 off) yields a creamy but punchy drive, very much
like the sound of a vintage, mid-powered combo, but with a touch
more bottom end and attack. Dial in gain 2 for raucous post-modern
sizzle, ripping harmonies, and hair-trigger-but-controllable feedback."
Guitar World December 1995

Prosonic™
The Prosonic puts more absolute gain and sustain at your fingertips than you would think is
legal! Independent Cascading Gain controls
provide an incredible range of pure hard driving tube energy. Pre-Distortion Tone Controls
sweep through a barrage of cool, workable
tones. Great violin-like woody, sustaining distortion at any volume; creamy, fluid and
bristling with harmonies. A Trio of Rectifier
settings to choose from, and a Normal channel
that starts with swirling-Jangle and moves on
to a swampy-snarl as you crank up the volume.
Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way
rectifier switch(Class A/cathode bias, tube rectifier, Class AB/grid bias/tube rectifier, Class

AB/grid bias/SS rectifier); Dual selectable
channels, Normal and Drive, independent cascading Gain controls in Drive channel. Effects
Loop, external speaker out, two-button
footswitch, birch/maple ply cabinet. The
Prosonic combo has two custom-designed 10"
Celestion speakers and all-tube spring reverb.
Weight: 54 Ibs. Size 18.5"high x 24"wide x
10.5"deep.

1
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Professional Tube sen
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Twin Amp™
One of the most versatile professional amps

@@^^^^\^^^^^\^^^,

we make. It has the responsive, throaty, clean
power associated with Twin Reverb amplifiers
for the last thirty years, and a whole lot more.
Two power modes allow players to select

either 100 Watts (for the big stages), or 25
Watts (for the studio).
Reverb can be assigned to channel 1,channel
2, or both, and the same is tme for the effects
loop. Preamp out. Power in, Balanced line out,
Impedance select, EFX level select, even bias
pots so you can tweak your new tubes without
pulling the chassis out.

Specs: Switchable power levels (100W/25W),

S^ESS®

two 12" custom designed Eminence speakers,
selectable 4/8/16^ imp; Features: Dual selectable channels with independent tone controls,
dual selectable Gain in Normal channel, spring
Reverb, and Effects Loop assign switch. Line
Out, External Speaker out, three-button

rlBHaBa

footswitch. Weight: 77 Ibs. Size 20.75 "high x
26.25"widex 11.5"deep.

Custom Vibrolux Revert)
Not a reissue, but a modem interpretation
of a great collectable Fender amp. Turn
this amp on 10... turn your guitar down
to play clean, and crank it up when you
want to soar. No channel-switching
required with this super-responsive 40
Watt all-tube amp. The more dynamic
your style, the more you will like the
Custom-Vibrolux Re verb. This breathy
amp will whisper, or scream, in reply to
intensity changes, in your pick-attack
alone! If you're looking for a professional amplifier that will showcase the
nuances of your playing style, check out
the Custom-Vibrolux Reverb.
Specs: 40W RMS at 40, two 10" Jensen
P 10R speakers. Features: Dual channels,
Normal and Bright, both with tube
Reverb and Vibrato, all-tube circuitry, tilt
back legs, ivory radio knobs, two-button
footswitch for reverb and vibrato.
Weight: 46 Ibs. Size 19.75"high x
25"wide x 8.75"deep.

"The clean tones are absolutely gorgeous, with nuance of response to finger pressure and pick attack that transistor and highly dampecTamps
can't duplicate, exuding a smooth, wonderfully controllable transition to distorted tones. There's a whole world of emotion between 4 and 8 on
the volume knob." Guitar Shop December 1995

J

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Pro Junior™

All Fender

Designed in the tradition of the model "600" and

tube amplifiers

early Champ circuits: the Pro Junior is a small

come equipped
with performance
tested, matched
Groove Tubes™

amp capable of delivering 'Big Tone'. A pair of
a

EL-84's. "Clean to Drive" volume. and a tone

control keep the Pro Junior pure and uncomplicated. A favorite in recordin.s studios!
a

for optimum power
Specs: 15W. 10" speaker. Features: All-tube cir-

amp performance.

cuitry. unique "clean" to "drive" Volume control.

Tone. Weight: 20 Ibs. Size: 14.5"high x
15.25"widex8.75"deep.

I
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Blues Junior™

*»''

This bis brother to the Pro Junior takes our 15
Watt-All Tube Preamp and Power Amp platform and pushes it through a 12" Fender
Special Design speaker: add comprehensive
tone controls, and footswitchable "Fat" circuit
for even more sonic fun.

Specs: 15W, 12" speaker. Features: All-tube
circuitry, "Fat" switch, spring Reverb.

Footswitch jack for "Fat'ro?i?%£^^^.&31.'
Ibs. Size: 16"high x 18"wide x 9.18;73^

^
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Hot Rod Deluxe

aea

Three channel Hot Rod tube preamp coupled to a
matched pair of Groove Tube™ 6L6s delivering a
blistering 40 Watts. Single 12" Fender Special
Design speaker, chicken head knobs. EFX Loop and
external speaker jack. Don't be fooled by this amps
portability: this is a loud. penetrating amplifier with
If

OUI a PJ 21

enough guts to carry the room. Genuine Fender
reverb. footswitch and nylon cover included.
Specs: 40W 1-12" speaker. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size:
18.75"high x 23.5"wide x 10.5"deep.

"Considering all the good things I've been
hearing lately from other players, as well as
what my own ears have told me, it just might
"Finally, More Drive is just what any lead channel should be - insanity. It's the kind ofsaturated distortion that simply melts in your mouth. (Be sure to watch the volume, too, since this
extremely loud 40-watter could probably melt your eardrums, too.)" Guitar Shop August 1996
—FEN6ER- 94 -FROWyNE—

be the best time in 30 years to try out a new
Fender amp. Now go give this Hot Rod your
own road-test." Guitar Shop July 1998

I

Fender American Tube series
HotRodDeVille
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Touch sensitive dynamics and unmatched versatility have

0

made the DeVille the amp of choice for guitarists of every
imaginable style. Three channel Hot Rod tube preamp, 60

@

Wan tube power amp fueled by matched Groove Tube™

•

s

I

6L6s. Available in 2 x 12" or 4 x 10" speaker configurations.
EFX Loop, extension speaker jack, and genuine Fender
reverb, 2-button, 3-function footswitch, and nylon cover
included.

HotRodDeVille410
Specs: 60W 4-10" speakers. Weight: 50 Ibs. Size: 23.5"high
x 23.5"wide x 10.75"deep.
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"Lead and rhythm transitions are easily navigated with slight changes in guitar volume and
picking intensity. The More Gain mode unleashes a huge amount of gain into the drive channel. And since there's no bogus "heavy metal" scooped EQ presetto contend with, you actu,1 ally get to sound like you. Wow, what a concept!" Guitar Player August 1996
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HotR(MlDeVille212
Specs: 60W 2-12" speakers. Wcii:hl: 53.5 Ibs.
Size: 21 "high x 24.25-wklc x l().75"(.lccp.

EOUIPPED
Fender Special Design Speakers are custom-voiced Eminence drivers made in the
USA, and available as original equipment
in Fender amps exclusively.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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itereo amps
SFX Stereo Satellite
0 £. ^

yW^

The SFX Satellite turns any amp with an effects
loop into an SEX stereo guitar rig. A complete
range of specially programmed Fender Digital
Signal Processing including Reverb, choms,
delay, flange and more. A full 80 Watts of
power, a 12" Fender Special Design speaker and

the spatial magic of SFX.
Specs: 80 Watts, 32 stereo digital presets, SFX
Matrix, Fender Special Design 12" speakers.
Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 19.6" high x 24.5" wide x
15.6" deep.

Fender Special Design Speakers are custom-voiced
Eminence drivers made in the USA, and available as

EQUIPPED

original equipment in Fender amps exclusively.

Ultimate Stereo Chorus® DSP
The king of stereo choms amps gets Fender's
"state-of-the-art" digital signal processing.

Versatile and flexible effects that will free you
from stomp box bondage. Combine the
Ultimate's fat-stereo-tones with delay, reverb
and various modulation effects like flange and
chorus for incredible sonic variety.
Independent DSP level-out controls for
reverb/delay and modulation, hundreds of
EFX combinations and footswitchable bypass.
Specs: 2 x 65 Watt stereo @ 2 x 8 Ohms,
solid-state, 2 x 12" Eminence Fender Special
Design speakers, 2 Channel (normal & Drive)
with LED indicators, DSP peak indicator, 2 x
volume; treble; mid; bass; reverb/delay level,
Gain and presence in drive channel, Mid boost
in drive channel. Drive select switch, 16 digital delay and reverb combinations,
Reverb/delay defeat switch, Delay/ Reverb
level control, 16 digital modulation EFX (chorus, flange). Modulation defeat switch, 16 different rate patterns for modulation EFX, 1
Modulation level control. Stereo and mono
EFX loop, 3-button footswitch (channel,
reverb/delay/modulation) included, Casters
included. Black Tolex, Silver grill, Weight: 47
Ibs. 21.4kg.

I

Princeton® Stereo Choms DSP
You know it had to happen, Fender's guitar specific in-house
.\ .\. \ \. A \ \ \ • V

Digital Signal Processing meets the award winning Princeton
Stereo Chorus amplifier. This match made in guitar heaven offers
players a powerful array of on board digital effects, and the
Princeton's notoriously fat stereo tone, all in one killer combo. An
incredibly versatile, dynamic, and expressive amplifier, the new
Princeton® Choms DSP is the musical chameleon for any occasion.

Specs: 2 x 25 Watts Stereo, two-10" Fender Special Design speakers. Features: operation - normal and drive, 16 digital reverbs and

delays with separate level and bypass, 16 digital modulation EFX
with separate level and bypass, 16 selectable modulation rate
options. Volume, global EQ= Treble, Mid, Bass, Drive select,
Gain, drive Volume, Limiter & Presence, 3 button footswitch
included (ch. select, rev/delay defeat, modulation defeat) Weight:
48 Ibs. Size: 17.5" high x 22.5" wide x 10.5" deep.

Ultimate Stereo Choms™
Our most sophisticated chorus amp. Analog chorus and
extensive tone-shaping features make the Ultimate
Chores an amp that truly lives up to its name.
Specs: 2 x 65W RMS, two 12" speaker. Features:
Channel switching, Channel one; Volume, Treble, Mid,
Bass, Reverb, Channel two; Volume, Gain, Treble, Mid,
Bass, with Mid boost, Presence, Reverb, Chorus; Rate
and Depth, Mono and Stereo Effects Loops, two-button
footswitch for Chorus and Channel Select. Weight: 48
Ibs. Size: 18.5"high x 26.25"wide x 10.25"deep.
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Princeton® Stereo Choms
Compact and highly efficient, the Princeton Chorus couples rich
sound and smooth distortion with Fender's spacious stereo analog choms.
Specs: 2 x 25W RMS, two 10" speakers. Features: Channel
1; Volume, Channel 2; Gain, Mid boost, Limiter, Presence,
Treble, Mid, Bass, Stereo Choms, Reverb. Mono/Stereo
Effects Loops, two-button footswitch. Weight: 48 Ibs. Size:
17.5"high x 22.5" wide x 10.5"deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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-Touch™ series
Stage 100,160™
Befitting their name, Stage amplifiers will deliver the goods in
any performance situation. Both models feature three channels
engineered to provide crystal-clear headroom, raucous bluesy
middle ground, and fully saturated gain. Independent reverb controls, balanced line out, and the responsive feel ofDyna-Touch™
cu-cuitry are just a few of the Stage's features pros appreciate.
Undisputed kings of big Fender tone, raw power, and professional features. Stage amps represent the top .of the Dyna-Touch™
line.
Specs: 160 Watts, Two Celestion G12T-100s. Features; Three
channel operation (Normal, Drive, More Drive), Normal channel- Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb, Drive channel- gain,
Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb, EPX Loop, balanced line
out, 2-bttn. 3-function footswitch included. Weight: 53 Ibs. Size:
18.5" high x 26.1" wide x 10.3" deep.

Specs: 100 Watts, Celestion G12T-100. Features:
Three channel operation (Normal, Drive, More
Drive), Normal channel- Volume, Treble, Mid,
Bass, Reverb, Drive channel- gain, Volume,
Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb, EFX Loop, balanced
line out, external speaker out, 2-bttn. 3-function
footswitch included. Weight: 42 Ibs. Size: 17.5"
high x 22.4" wide x 10.2" deep.

Deluxe 90™
A step up in power and features, the Deluxe 90 offers the versatility of
i^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^'SS^^

three channel operation, Dyna-Touch™ circuitry, and a premium
Celestion® G12T-100 speaker. When you have to go over the top the
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full-tilt dynamics of Fender's More Drive circuit has the gas, and the gain
to get you there.
Specs: 90 Watts, Celestion G12T-100. Features: Three channel operation (Normal, Drive, More Drive), Normal channel- Volume, Treble,
Mid, Bass, Drive channel- gain, Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Master
Reverb, EEX Loop, 2-bttn. 3-function footswitoh included. Weight: 33

EQUIPPED

Ibs. Size: 16.5" high x 20.6" wide x 9" deep.

Dyna-Touch™ serii
Princeton®65
An extraordinary mid-sized amp. The Princeton's Normal channel captures
Fender's trademark responsive, swirling tone, thick and bouncy, with
bristling reverb. But it doesn't end there, this potent combo's lead channel is
simply ferocious, full of overtones, and just plain fun. Dyna-Touch™
Interactive Circuitry responds to every inflection in your playing, and puts
you in control of your tone. A gig-worthy 65 Watt amp that acts a lot bigger
than

it

looks.

,

Specs: 65 Watts, 12" Fender Special Design Speaker. Features: Dual
footswitch selectable channels, Volume, Treble & Bass controls in ch-1,
drive, Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass in ch-2, Fender Reverb, EFX Loop, dual
inputs, external speaker jack, footswitch jack, pilot jewel, traditional Fender
styling. Optional 1-bttn footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs, Size: 16.5" High x 18.75"
wide x 9" deep.

Engineer
Dave Lewis
tweeking
on a "Dyna"

senes amp

Champion 30™
A powerful, toneful, portable amp that doesn't know when to quit. The ever-ready
Champion has everything you need for rehearsals, home recording, or after hours jammin with your pals.
Specs: 30 Watts RMS, 10" Fender Special Design speaker. Features: Dual footswitch
selectable channels, Fender Reverb, dual inputs, external speaker jack, footswitch jack,
pilot jewel, timeless Fender styling. Weight: 25 Ibs, Size: 15.5" high x 17" wide x 8.25"
deep.

Bullet™ Reverb
Classic Fender Tone and style in a 15 Watt practice amp.
Don't be fooled by its friendly demeanor, plug the
mighty Bullet Reverb's external speaker-out into any 8^

enclosure (like the GE412) and be prepared to Rock!

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube emulation power
amp, dual selectable channels (Normal, Drive), Treble,
Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb, Headphone
jack, external speaker jack. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size:
12.5"high x 13.25"wide x 7.25"deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

nic series
Acoustasonic™ Stereo SFX
Independent channels for acoustic instruments and vocals, 300 degrees of balanced dispersion

(via SEX matrix). String Dynamics control, feedback eliminating Notch Filter, Dual Channel
power amplifier, and 32 Stereo Digital presets are but a few of this amps many features.

Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W RMS), 32 stereo digital presets, SFX Matrix, Fender
Special Design speakers 10", 8" and Piezo horn. Weight: 62 Ibs. Size: 29.5" high x 17.5" wide
x 13" deep.

"Suddenly you're swimming in the sound of
your guitar: Its dancing behind your head,

Music & Sound Retailer
awarded the
"Acoustasonic™
Stereo SFX"
"Amplifier of the Year"
for 1998.

lapping at you from every corner of the room,
floating right above the floor, and all without
appearing to be any louder than it was
before, ...unlike other stereo amps, the

Acoustasonic's stereo imaging can be heard
and felt from virtually anywhere in the room.
Guitar World November 1998

Fender Electronics are

covered by a limited
5-year transferable

warranty
(U.S.A. and Canada

only). See back of
warranty tag for details

Acoustasonic™ Pro

Sunn design engineer Mike Cozza oversees Shown Greene soldering

The new Acoustasomc™ Pro offers players the ultimate in acoustic instrument amplification. Guitars,
violins, mandolins, and voice are all reproduced with
exceptional purity. Two channel operation, 160 Watts
of toneful stereo power, dual processing and 99
sophisticated digital muld-effect presets voiced at
Fender's in-house digital lab. Stereo choms + multitap delays + reverb; flange; auto pan; vibratone™;
reverb halls, plates, and rooms to name but a few.
Store your favorite four presets with the push of a button, and access them with the included footswitoh. All
the features perfbrmmg professionals demand.
Specs: 160 Watts stereo (80x80), two independent
channels. Gain, Treble, Mid, Bass, EFX send. EFX
return, master Volume, instrument and low-Z inputs, 2
x 8" speakers & high frequency horn, dual notch filters. String Dynamics™, Stereo RCA inputs with
level control, attack control, tuner out and mute. balanced Line Out, stereo master EFX Loop, mono
instrument channel EFX Loop, 4 button footswitch
included. Weight 45 Ibs, Size: 18"high x 24"wide x
12"deep.

FENDER •Uir FRONTLINE

Acoustasonicsem
Acoustasonic™Jr.
Designed to meet the challenge of amplifying an
acoustic-electric guitar, the Fender Acoustasonic
Jr.'s exclusive patented String Dynamics™ control
responds to your attack, instinctively adjusting the
high frequency output to compensate for the varying textures of your acoustic performance.

^•^i

Specs: 2 X 40W, 80WRMS power, 2X8" special
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design speakers and Piezo horn, Stereo Effects
,

Loop, Phase Switch, tuneable Notch Filter.
Weight: 43 Ibs. Size: 15.5 "high x 22.4"wide x
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Kictiafd -Faith works 'at Tre&SieTs disk

Tdniey Ti'minez hcthd KuiTSs prototypes

Acoustasonic™30
The newest member of the family offers the "award winning"
acoustic reproduction of the Acoustasonic series in an even
more portable floor wedge design. Two distinct channels,

^

Fender's patented String Dynamics control, specialized Foster
Culver acoustic driver, vivid chorus, assignable reverb, feedback eliminating phase reversal cu-cuit and an XLR input for
vocal applications are but a few of this little performer's features. Perfect for all acoustic instruments.
Specs: 30 Watts @ 8 Ohms, solid-state, 1x8" 8-Ohm Foster
Culver Acoustic driver, Piezo horn, 2 channels (mstrument and
microphone), instmment input, XLR microphone input,
Volume, treble, middle, bass, line out, String Dynamics control
(patented). Chorus with defeat switch, Chorus modulation/rate
control, Feedback suppression phase switch, Spring Reverb,
Reverb channel assign
switch. Brown Tolex, Wheat
grill. Wedge cabinet design,

ft:'

Weight: 34 Ibs. 15.5kg.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice,
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Roe • Pro 1000 head
The Roc'Pro 1000 head offers the same features as the Roc'Pro 1000
combo.

Specs: 100W RMS. Features: channel switching, Normal Channel;
Treble, Mid. Bass. Tube Drive Channel; 12AX7, dual selectable Gain,
Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb, adjustable Effects Loop with mix control,
Line Out, two speaker outputs, three-button footswitch. Weight: 24 Ibs.
Size 9.5"high x 22.5"wide x 10.25"deep.

Roe • Pro 1000
The Roc'Pro 1000 offers real tube distortion and enough wattage to let
clean tones sparkle and distorted tones claw through the band.

{

Specs: 100W RMS, 1 12" Fender Special Design speaker. Features:
channel switching. Normal channel; Treble, Mid, Bass, Tube Drive channel; Tube Preamp, dual selectable Gain, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb,
adjustable Effects Loop with mix control, Lme Out, external speaker out,
three-button footswitch. Weight: 41 Ibs. Size 17.5"high x 22.5"wide x
10.25"deep.-
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GE-412 Speaker Enclosure
The GE-412 speaker enclosure is desigried for use witH^Rbc*Pro amps.
Specs: 8£2 300W power handling,, four 12'^ Fender-Special Design speakers.Features: closed-back, stacking cup6,-easlmetgl,logo, heavy perfor-ate'd metal; grill,
black tolex covering. Weight: 60 lbs.:§.?e^;5;"high x "27.5'Wule'x 13"deep. •

Roe* Pro 700
The Roc'Pro 700 is the 70W combavCT^Bofthe^QO(lfffodeI^.\^--^Specs: 70W RMS, 12" Fender Special Design spea&er; Feature-sfehwae]-^^
Normal channel;. Treble, '^Ifd^
Bass, Tube Drive channel;

• .i& ® ^ € ^ <t <t ^ t ,1' <» 700 •1B^ube" p^afflp'3'r^fe<NB^^
|,Bass, ^ Reverr-^-^Usta^e?

[^^cts^i^CK>p^lLiRe^9®%iweF;a
Is.butttaa.foDt^wAteh.-V^ight? 33
)&..-. Size-;'l6.S"b%ir.^x

^0.5"wide?x 9.75 "deep. :\ ;f,:

GE-112 Speaker Enclosure

"In either gain mode the
Pro is capable of bruising
distortion..."

Guitar Player November

1997

The' GE^1I2'speaker enclosure is designed for.Qse~-wi&y'
Roc'Prcramgs.'^ ;- I :• ' ^^'A
"r

Specs: 8n SOW power^ handling, one 12"-Fe&dei-'Sj»ea^^'
Design speaker. -Features: closed-back, stacking cugs, east "'metal logo, heavy perforated metal grill, black tolex covering, '?
Weight: 41 Ibs. Size l8"high x22,5"wide x 11 "deep. --
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AutomatteSE"VI y^
The Automatic SE/isTprogranmiedW-prpauce a. wide: array Of classic Fender
tones... froitti clean to overaiive; SpecK 2S'W ^RMS,; one^l2" :speaker; Fepder

»^4'hi;<1.."

Reverb, mono Choms,.push-bUtton seleetable./ehannels^^
optional fobtswiteh. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 17.5"hig}]i x -l7"w'3e x 9.5"desp,_
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AutDmafl^GTM
The Automatic GT is an over the top demon, with two clean channels and three
crunchier settings ranging from totally volcanic to apocalypli.6. Specs: 25W RMS,
•.one 12" speaker; .Fender Reverb, mono Chorus, push-faj.tton selectable channels,
Ytepe/CD,^iriput' jacks, optional footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 17.5"high x
.17'" 'wide. x-. 5"^ deep. " :.:"',

TheAmp$anrlvr
The ultimate .^t battery powered portable
amplifiers, this is the amp for musioians on
the go. The Amp Can (patent pending) was
created for the player looking for a small,
rugged, high quality amp for acoustic guitar,
voice, electric guitar, keyboard, etc. ..
Specs:. 15W RMS, Battery or AC powered,
one Fender-Special Design 6" speaker;
Features: Two fully independent channels
(Guitar & Line-with Distortion/Mic),

"I love everything about the Amp Can; the

Liwi/Mic channel has 1/4" input that will

sound, the construction and even the

accept - an assortment of microphones,

image. It's output is loud and clear, and

synths.-dryrh machines, etc... Battery charg-:

the features are unfussy and unobtrusive.

er included. Weight:' 13 Ibs. Size: 8.75"fegK

Add the fact that you get a hefty battery

x7.75"wide^6.75"4eep.- -,:-. ...^,.^
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thrown in too, and I'm convinced that it
won't be just buskers who'll want a closer

"Afferfour hours of pickin', strummin' and

look."

singin', mostly with the volume cranked, I ran

Guitars March 1998

out of gas before the Can did. Not bad...for
an amp in a can."

"At full volume, with overdrive, you get the
works: loud, toneful distortion with heaps
of feedback, plus enough sustain for

Guitar Shop January 1998
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smooth legato passages or chainsaw low
Es from humbuckers."

Guitar The Magazine, UK April 1998
ieatfeiis subject'to'etl^ngewrttioutnotice.
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rorrtman series
Frontman25R
Specs: 25W, 10" speaker; Features: dual selectable channels Normal and Drive, remote channel
switching capability, Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume,
Gain, Drive, Reverb, optional footswitch. Weight:
25 Ibs. Size: 15.5"high x 17"wide x 8.5"deep.

Frontman 15G
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selectable channels Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid,
Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive. Weight: 15 Ibs.
Size: 12.5"highx 13.25"wide x 7.25"deep.

Frontman 15R

"Push the gain to 3 o'clock and you'll be

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selec-

greeted by a surprisingly meatywall of

table channels. Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid,

crunch, replete with tons of harmonies for

Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb. Weight: 15

you edge-of-the-pick diggers.

Ibs. Size: 12.5 "high x 13.25 "wide x 7.125"deep.

Guitar Shop March 1997

Frontman25B
Great for practice and recording, the

Frontman 25B has been turning up in
some of LA'S top studios where it's being
used to "...give the tone some air."

Features: Three-band EQ,
Deltacomp™, Headphone jack, Tolex
covering. 25W RMS, 10" speaker, Hi/Lo
inputs, Tape Input, Effects Loop.

Weight: 32 Ibs. Size: 18 "high x
14.75 "wide x 10 "deep.

Frontman 15B
.Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features:
Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass. Weight:
21 Ibs. Size: 15"high x 13.25"wide x
9.75"deep.

"The Frontman is a blast to play through
"When all you want to do is play, the
Frontman is a great way to satisfy your jammin' Jones - without a lot of hassle."
Bass Player August 1997

SFX Stereo Keyboard 200
The definitive amp for modem keyboardists. SFX technology takes your onboard stereo patches
and creates a smooth, sweeping stereo image that skates around the room. Featuring 32 Stereo
Digital presets including a vintage Fender Vibratone™ effect that will give you the spins. Three
Channel (2 stereo, 1 mono/mic) preamp. Dual Powered amplifier. Delta Comp™, Sub woofer line
out, line inserts and more.
Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W RMS), 32 stereo digital effects, SFX Matrix, Fender Special
Design speakers 12", 10" and Piezo horn. Weight: 82 Ibs. Size: 33" high x 19.5" wide x 13.5"
deep.

KXR200
Our most powerful Keyboard amp gives you 200
Watts of power and the flexibility of 4 independent channels. The KXR 200 will help make your
musical point very clear!

Specs: 200W RMS @ 4Q, 15" speaker plus dual
piezo horn, four channels with independent EQ,
Volume, Insert, Reverb Send, Effects Send, XLR
input in channel four, switchable Delta Comp™
limiter, Master Reverb, Master Volume, pop-in
casters, recessed handles, Tolex covering.

Weight: 88 Ibs Size: 29.75"high x 21 "wide x
12"deep.

KXR100
Great sound and lasting value make the KXR 100. A
farvorite with keyboardists.
Specs: SOW RMS @ 40,, 15" speaker plus dual piezo
horn, three channels with independent Volume, XLR
input (channel one), four-band master EQ, Delta
Comp™ limiter. Master Reverb, Master Volume,
Effects Loop, Record-Out jacks (RCA), Headphone
jack, Tolex covering. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 27.5"high x
20.5"wide x 12"deep.

KXR60
Medium powered and small enough to fit in the back
seat. The KXR 60 is an ideal amp for club or single gigs.
Specs: 50W RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-electric horn.
Features: Two channels with independent Volume, fourband master EQ, Delta Comp™ limiter. Master Reverb,
Master Volume, Effects Loop, Tape-In jacks (RCA),
Headphone jack, Tolex covering. Weight: 46 Ibs. Size:
22"high x 18"wide x 12"deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

IVlQdelTlBujtar^mNlfier ^
1(X) Watt Alt T^e^u^ampiiSen Two xha^
tion -with separate EQsfVoliame, Treble, Mid and Bass
;;oji-thecleari;jide;<^n. Volume/Treble, Mid and Bass'
en the high gaurt^cMannel. Presence control aiid standby
switch round out the front panel. Comprehensive EFXLo.opfeaturmg separate send and return
:Gteait and drive channels: "Areaa/club swttcfc reduces
power from 1-00 Watts to 25 Watts.^Inno-vativfc "Tube
Pairmg" circuit takes failed output: tubes^ out of-the cir;<^it,andJceepsliieam^ruMing^; " ; ...^
Specs: 100 Watt tube head , 2-channel, 4, 8 or-16 Qhffl:
load switch, TQOWf25W operation. -EFX Loop witb: sep-:
arate send and-return levels fox bothrehannels^bailancjeei
Iine(>ut;'Wedght75 Ibs. Size 11.75" tegh^x ;25.5" wide x
,t:H^5":deep::^r;:::-.-.: -^ ^'^:'ll:-:f^"': ^—^^.:-

1V16icleiT4^EhGl0Sure
The ^perfect complun^nCto the Model T Head. A
stackable-4 xl 2"-cabinet-loaded with Celestion®
-,Gt2T-75_ speakers, ready to handle up to ,300
Watts of high gain power. ^ ;-, ^. ; ^-Specs::Celestion^Gt2^-75:iy -drivers,' 13-ply

Edfter's (We
. Award

birch constmciion, 3QO-Watfs.^:Weight:;971bs.
Kenny Olson of "Kid^Rock" stands on his rack of ^'Ts"

Size: 30" high x 30" wide x 15":<leep.-,: .'^ ^

"A Magnum Weapon for
the Truly Power Mad."
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Sunn guitar am
ModelTSOC
Guitar Amplifier
All the killer instincts of the Mbdel T in a
mobUe 1 x 12", 50-Watt combo with
reverb. AH tube design, channel switching, tube driven EPX loop with separate

II

sends and returns for both channels and

HHiili

50 Watt or 12.5 Watt operational modes

pumping through a Celestion G12T 75.
The T50C also utilizes a tuned semisealed cabinet that projects like an open
back, with the bass response of a sealed
cab. Tons of pro features like, external
bias adjustment port, power tube failure
circuit and indicators, external speaker
oat with switohable 16, 8, 4-Ohm impedance, preamp out, power in and a threebutton fdotswitoh (channel, EPX,reverb)
.itiisluded.
^ Specs: 50 Watts @ 16, 8, 4 Ohms

-(switcKable), 1 x 12" Celesdon G12 T 75,
2 channel (normal & drive), "Spring
Aeverb, All Tube design: 7 x 12AX7; 1 x
':12AT7, 2 x 6L6GC, Tube driven EFX

"*li'u*i***iHSiti

"loop with iridependent send & return levels for each channel. Volume, treble,middle,;bass , Gain, treble, middle, bass, presence, Preamp out, Power amp in» 50
-Watts/ 12.5 Watt operation, Power tube
failure indicator. External Bias adjust-

^W*»?|.^

ment points, Pootswitch 3 button - 3 function (channel, EFX, reverb) iricluded,
Tuned semi-sealed cabinet'(projects like
:an open back; bass response of a sealed
back). Weighty 70-lbs^ 31.8- kg •::'.-,-,;

iVtodelTSOGllZ
-Spees: Cetes5oii-GI2T:75, MOhin.T^
.Wat(s,-42-lfc&,?19.1.kg^:;:,-^^ - .-.,.,;

•Sunn electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details.

feafuTes.&specrfications.subJectto change without notice.

€^ft

FRONTUNE

inn bass amps
1200s Bass Amplifier
An incredible 1200 Watts of power in a two space rack mountable Bass amp. Two channel. Master volume operation and the ability to mix in real tube
distortion when your sound requires that EDGE. Footswitchable ten band graphic EQ, High/Low split band compression, EFX Loop, high and low
enhance, mid notch, tuner out, and more! Specs: 1200 Watts, tube preamp, footswitchable ten band graphic EQ, High/Low split band compression, EEX
Loop, high and low enhance, mid notch, tuner out, balanced line out, 3 button footswitch and more! Weight: 32 Ibs. Size: 3.5" high x 19" wide x
16"deep.

sunnjef
•w «

lnpul .l^ ^
'Pl." * t'fi~

300T Bass Amplifier
All the same features and flexibility of the 1200S preamp design, backed by an all
tube 300 Watt power amp. If the gig calls for fat, toneful grinding bass that unmis-

^8S

takably says "All TUBE POWER," then this is the amp that can deliver the goods.
Unique current feedback design allows the use of vented baffle enclosures such as

the SUNN 410H.
Specs: 300 Watt tube head, 2 channel operation, 3 button footswitch included.
Weight: 75 Ibs. Size: ll"high x 26" wide x 16"deep.

Sunn 215 Enclosure
Serious Rock and Grind from this monster 8 Ohm, 2x15" Eminence loaded cabinet.
300 Watt power handling with casters included.
Specs: 2 x 15", 300 Watts, 8 Ohm, 13- ply birch construction. Weight: 87 Ibs. Size:
41" high x 25.5" wide x 17" deep.

Sunn410H Enclosure
The tight punchy sound contemporary bassists insist on. 8 Ohm, 4
x 10" Eminence loaded cabinet

with piezo high frequency horn
and "L" pad control. 300 Watt
power handling, front ported and
stackable with casters included.
Specs: 4 x 10" 8 Ohm, Eminence
loaded cabinet, piezo high frequency horn and "L" pad HF horn
control, 13-ply birch construction.
Weight: 97 Ibs. Size: 27.5" high x
25.5"wide x 17" deep.

Ray Riendeau with his
t\vo 1200s and four 410Hs

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Squiei® Standard series
StratDcastei®

'-.Sv^

In the late '60s, Juni Hendrix shook the world to its foundation playing his "big
headstock" Stratocaster in a way that redefined rock guitar. The Squier Standard
Stratocaster brings home classic tone and style with versatile 5-way switching
and three hot single-coil pickups. Silky die-cast tuners make tuning a breeze.
Also available left handed.

StratOCaSter® Left -Handed

FatStrat8

\^.
Some players like to slam a little extra voltage into the front end of their amps
when they solo. So, if you're into a little high-gain antics, plug in a Squier Fat
Strat, flip the versatile 5-way selector switch all the way down and let 'er rip.

Double Fat Strat

^
If you think gain is more than just a four-letter word, play this guitar. It's
equipped with two scorching hot Squier humbucking pickups that will leave your
breathless. The Squier Standard Double Fat Strat combines the attack of a chain
saw on steroids with the comfortable feel of an old pau- of jeans.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Stratocaster

032-1600

Soh'cf Hardwood

Rosewood

Cast/Seafed

21

3 Singte-Coi'l

Vof, Tone, Tone 5-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Stratocaster

032-1602

Soh'cf Hardmood

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Stratocssterfi-eftyj 032-1620 Sofid Hardwood Rosewood Cast/Seated 21

3 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06,19, 32, 77, 80. 91

Controls Switching

032-.J700 Solid Hsrdwood Rosewood Cast/Seated 21 1 HB, 2 Single-Coil Vol. Tone, Tone

•ff'^."-
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Colors

5-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Fat Strat

032-1702 Solid Hardwood Maple

Casf/Sealed 21 1 HB, 2 Single-Coil Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Double Fat Strat

032-1800 Solid Hardwood Rosewood

Cast/Seafed

2 Humbucking

Vol. Tone, Tone

3-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06, 19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Casl/Sesfecf

2 Humbuckint

Vol, Tone, Tone 3-Way Fulcrum Tremolo 06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Ooubfe Fat Strat 032-1802 Solid Hardwood Maple
.K".-^r^

Bridge

T

Squiei® Standard series
Telecaster®

^

"Sp^,^ \' ...t

Whether you're into chicken-pickin' or area rock, every guitar player should have

0 0

a Tele in his arsenal. The Squier Standard Telecaster offers a winning combination of simplicity, great tone and form-follows-function design. Spend your creative energy working on your music instead of working on your guitar.

Stagemaster™ HH

Some players just want the latest in style and performance from their guitar. In
response, Squier introduced a sleek new body with two scorching hot Squier
humbucking pickups and double-locking tremolo on the Stagemaster HH. The
slim neck is shaped for speed and comfort, with a flatter radius that won't choke
when your bending strings like a pretzel.

Stagemaster™ HSS

This sleek, new design from Squier is fitted with two screaming single-coil pickups and a scortching hot Squier humbucking pickup. The Floyd Rose'" licensed
double-locking tremolo on the Stagemaster HSS will stand up to your most athletic dive bombs and stay in tune. Versatile 5-way switching delivers a wide
range of sonic possabilities.

Stagemaster™ HSH
/^-n.f

^^^
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Loaded with two scorching hot Squier humbucking pickups and a screaming single-coil, the Stagemaster HSH offers 5-way switching and the ultimate in tonal
versatility. The sleek body is equipped with a double-locking tremolo for whammy bar athletics and a slim neck with a flatter radius that invites string bending.

Model

Model No.

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Telecaster

032-1202

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6 Saddfe Top-Load

Stagemaster HSS

132-2700

Rosewood

Cast/Seafed

22

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem

06, 77, 81, 87, 91

Stagemaster HH

132-2800

Rosewood

Cast/Sealed

22

2 Humbucking

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Ooubte Locking Trem

06, 77, 81, 87, 91

StagemasterHSH

132-2900

Rosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

22

2 HS, 1 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

Doubte Locking Trem

06, 77, 81, 87, 91

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Colors
06,07, 19, 32, 77, 91

Squie^ Affinity series

This cool little guitar is not just for beginners...after all, why should traveling mean

leaving your electric guitar behind? With the Mini and a battery powered amp (see
pages 103,150), your music can go anywhere. It's a great gift idea for any guitarist
and, especially for smaller players, the Mini is a perfect first guitar.

StratB

OK, so you want to play electric guitar, but you're on a
tight budget. Before you settle for a second-hand pawn
shop special, check out an Affinity Series Strat. All the
essentials are there for a rockin' good time; a slim, sculpted solid hardwood body, a great feeling neck and single
coil pickups with more bite than ajunkyard dog.

StrafPak
A great gift, even if you buy it for yourself! Everything you need in a convenient box and ready to rock. An

Affinity Series Strat is matched to a powerful (15Watt) Squier Champ 15 amplifier and packaged with an
instructional video, an electronic tuner, a comfortable strap, a mgged cable, an extra set of strings and some
picks. Plug in and rock out!

Strat Pak Model Number: 031-0800 Strat Pak Includes:
Squier Affinity Strat with gig bag; Squier Champ® 15 amplifier
(15 watts, 8" speaker, variable gain); video; chromadc tuner;
strap; cable; set of strings; picks.

Classic electric guitar designs are few and far between, but the Tele is definitely
one. Its early '50s roots still show in a no-frills guitar with a slim, comfortable
neck and solid hardwood body. Fine for every kind of music from country to
gmnge, the Affinity Series Tele won't get in your way when you're trying to find
your musical voice.
Model

Model No.

Fingerboard

Scale

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Colors

'Mini'

03.1-0100

fiosewoocf

22.75"

Standard

20

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

5-Way

6-Saddle Hard Tail

06,58

"Strat"

031-0600

Bosewood

25.5"

Standard

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

"Strat"

031-0600

Maple

25.5"

Standard

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Fulcrum Tremolo

"Tete"

031-0200

Rosewood

25,5'

Standard

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6 Saddfe Top Load

FRONTLINE

06,58,80,90
06,58,80,90
06,58, SO, 90

basses

P-Bass® Special

P-Bass® Special 5

Here's a bass that's greater than the sum of its parts. The

Five-string basses have become essential for a lot of today's

Squier P-Bass Special loads a solid hardwood body with a

musical styles. The Squier P-Bass Special 5 was designed by

powerful Precision Bass pickup and adds a Jazz Bass bridge

bass players...a fact you'll immediately appreciate when you

pickup for extra spank. The neck profile is from a Jazz

plug one in. The ergonomics are excellent, the tone is power-

Bass... slim, comfortable and easy to play. (Also available left-

ful and well balanced, and the feel is more like an instrument

handed.)

that costs several times as much. A great update to a classic
design.

SUPEK BASS
Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Pickups

Bridge

P-Bsss Speci'sf

032-1500

Solid Hardwood

Rosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

20

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz I3ass

Vol. Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, .19,32,

P-Bsss Special (Lefty)

032-1520

Solid Hardwood

Rosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

20

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz IBass

Vol. Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

P-Bass Special 5

032-1505

Soffcf Hardwood

ftosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

20

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz I3ass

I/o/, Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06,19, 32, 77, 80, 91

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

77, 80, 91
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Bronco™ Bass
Built slightly smaller and with a 30" scale for comfort,
the affordable Squier Bronco Bass is an ideal student
model that delivers great tone and feel. It's as easy to
play as it is to own and a popular bass for guitar players
that want a bass for occasional recording or live perfor-

Njt!
N-—

P-Bass®
When it comes to pure, thundering bass, nothing else
will do. The Affinity Series P-Bass is full-sized, fullfeatured and has the unmistakable look, comfortable
feel and deep sound of the world's favorite bass. It's
a solid value that no other bass can match. A great
bass for students...or their teachers.

Bass Pak
A great gift, even if you buy it for yourself!
Everything you need in one convenient box. An
Affinity Series P-Bass is matched to a powerful

(15Watt) Squier BP-15 amplifier and packaged with
an instructional video, a comfortable strap and a
mgged cable. Plug in and get ready to rumble!

Bass Pak Model Number: 031-0900 Bass Pak
Includes: Squier Affinity P-Bass® with gig bag;
Squier BP-15 amplifier (15 watts, 8" speaker, headphone jack); video; strap; cable.

^
1''^

Model No. Fingerboard Scale Machine Heads Frets
Bronco Bass
031-0400

Pickups

Controls

Rosewood

Standard 19Med-Jumbo ISinsle-coil

Vol. Tone

Rosewood

Standard

21

Vol. Tone

FENDER

1 Split-Coil

FRONTLINE

Switching

Bridge
Sadcffe Top-Load

Colors
06.58

4 Saddte Top-Load 06, 58, 80, 90

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Woods, Body Shapes and Hardware
AN ACOUSTIC GUITAR SELECTION GUIDE

by Ron Huntoon

ince the introduction of the first steel-

and sides to give a warmer, better balanced

string acoustic guitars in the late 1800s, a

tone. Maple bodies in these sizes tend to be too

These near-jumbo sized instruments have

consistent theme has existed in the

bright and harsh. Mid-sized auditorium and

dominated the acoustic guitar world since the

range.

world of acoustic guitars: constant innovation

grand auditorium models bring the widest

1930s and no matter whom the manufacturer,

and improvement, not only in sound but also in

palette of frequencies and tone colors to the

structure and appearance.

mix because all types of tonewood, various

the width, length and depth of the body are
fairly standardized with few exceptions.

This 100-year marathon of form-follows-

scale lengths and decorative appointments are

Hundreds of thousands of dreadnoughts are

function development has yielded such influen-

used in these categories, along with many vari-

tial designs as the archtop jazz guitar, the
dreadnought and jumbo flat tops,

ations in body shape. These body sizes are gen-

sold in the world each year and have in fact
become what most people think of when you
say "acoustic guitar."

resophonic, bowl-back and

The modern steel-string

acoustic-electric styles with
as well as ultra-modern graphite

acoustic guitar developed in the
United States over the first third
of the twentieth century, with its

and graphite-supported designs.

roots in European "gut-string"

sophisticated electronic packages,

Most of this effort has focused on

instruments. By the last third of

the goal of "larger and louder" to

the nineteenth century the

fill the seemingly insatiable

"Spanish" or "classical" guitar

appetites of guitar-music lovers

had completed its nearly 300-year

around the world. While today's

evolution into what is still accept-

first time guitar buyer may be con-

ed as standard design.

fused by all the different styles of

With few exceptions, and

instruments available, the experi-

some nods to space-age compo-

enced player is bridled with the
dilemma of deciding which flavor

nent integration by individual

to choose from that vast menu.

instrument we call the classical

hand-crafters, the nylon-string

guitar has changed little since the

How Body Shapes
Affect Tone Production

Fender acoustics with an assortment of body shapes (I to r): SJ-65S (jumbo); DG-21S (dreadnought); CG-21S (classical); FR-50 (grand concert size, resonator guitar).

late 1800s. Gut strings, of course,
were replaced with nylon when
modern chemistry made its con-

Generally speaking, the larger the
guitar, the louder it will sound
and, consequently, the body width
and depth will produce more bass

helped the classical guitar achieve

response.

"concert hall" status.

tribution to issues of consistency
in tension and longevity, and

Jumbo guitars—With bodies
approximately 17 inches wide and 5

Acoustic Cutaways

inches deep, jumbos are regarded as the

Borrowing from an option introduced

cannons of the acoustic guitar world.

to arch-top, "f-hole" guitars in the late

Typically made with backs and sides of

1930s, today's steel- and nylon-string

maple to recover clarity in the tonal

instruments also provide options to

spectrum, these big boys can certainly

simplify upper-register fingerings with

fill a room with sound. However, guitars

a number of cutaway styles. Cutaways

of this size and power are usually hard-

are named after decorative styles

er to record with, so, most players will

developed in Italian schools of artistic

choose smaller bodied instruments to

design. The "Venetian," or rounded,

make recordings and will leave the jum-

cutaway was developed in a style popularized by craft artisans from the area

bos for the live stage. Jumbos made of
rosewood produce a more mellow tone
than maple and are very popular for
their power and rich resonance.

Fender electric/acoustics showing the two different cutaway styles (I to r):DG27SCE (dreadnought) with Ftorentinetcutaway; CG-24SCE (classical), DG41SCE (dreadnought) and JG-26SCE (auditorium) with Venetian cutaway.

around Venice, Italy, while the sharp
cutaway was developed from a style

identified with artistic thought from the
region of Florence, thus, "Florentine."

Concert and dreadnought gui-

tars—Steel-string guitars with body widths
from approximately 14 inches to 16 inches fall

erally believed to be the best for tonal balance,
clarity of individual notes and blend of chord

same way, so it's just a matter of personal taste

into categories known as concert, grand con-

Structures. These are the favorites of modem

which cutaway one may choose. There are

cert, auditorium, grand auditorium and dread-

fmger-style players.

some slight changes in tone production in a

Functionally, the two styles work the

naught, small to large. The smaller sizes are

The next category of acoustic guitars is

cutaway vs. a non-cutaway guitar. When the

often called "folk guitars," while the dread-

commonly known as dreadnought. This body

side edge of the guitar (the rim) is brought

naughts fall typically mto a uniform pattern

shape took its name from a battleship that was
used during the early 1900s also known to be

closer to the sound hole to accommodate the

and are recognized by a thick waist between
the upper and lower bouts. The smaller

wide across its mid section. The overall shape

resulting in a tighter, brighter tone.

concert and grand concert sizes accentuate the

has been described as rectangular with a soft

middle and upper end of the frequency range

waist curve yielding a large soundboard and

and because they lack deep bass response, are

strong tone character across the full sound

Necks on most acoustic guitars are made of

usually built with mahogany or rosewood back

spectrum but stiU emphasizing the low-mid

mahogany, whether carved from one piece of

<s>i

cutaway, the top will be stiffer in this area,

Necks, Fingerboards and Hardware

t
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Tuning machines (I to r): Classical tuning machines on an engraved gold-colored plate; enclosed,

Fender GC-23S with a solid spruce top; Fender JG-26SCE with a solid cedar top.

die-cast machines with colored buttons; individual covered tuners with chrome buttons.

Close-up of solid spruce (top right); close-up of solid cedar (bottom right).

stock or two narrower pieces laminated togeth-

are installed into a die-cast housing that is

er for strength and stability, often with a runner

sealed and permanently lubricated. Classical

as knot holes, may cause lower grades to be

of maple or some other hardwood down the

guitar machines are traditionally mounted

rejected.

middle to increase stability and enhance beau-

three-on-a-plate style, but open, with engrav-

Names like Sitka, Engleman, German,

ty. Mahogany is chosen for its strength and its
clarity of grain, which allows for consistent

ing and fancier shaped buttons. Because of the

Alpine and Adirondack all describe species of

lower tension exerted from nylon strings, lubri-

spruce or pine trees that yield most of the raw

machining and sanding results. Maple is also

cated machines of the die-cast variety are not

lumber used for guitar tops. A method of lum-

used for neck stock, for its increased density

necessary.

bering called "quarter sawing" allows the grain

and rigidity, usually when the guitar body is
also made from maple.

of a slab of spruce to run at a 90-degree angle,

Soundboards and Bracing

Neck material makes a unique contribution to the overall tone of an instrument when

With all the talk about tonewoods, shapes and

the neck is firmly attached to the body of a gui-

wood components, the soundboard or "top" is

tar using any fonn of glued, set-neck construc-

ular grain pattern and possibly even flaws, such

still the most important contributor to a gui-

or perpendicular to the surface of a board and
provides the greatest "strength to surface
area"for guitar tops. The wider the grain pattern, the more flexible the top; but if it's too
wide, the top loses strength and cosmetic issues

tion. A firmly glued-in connection

begm to surface.

between the body and neck not
only stabilizes extraneous body

spruce is split in two and opened like a

vibration but also completes a reso-

book and joined in the center) ensures

nance cycle under the full length of
the vibrating string, much like

that tension will be equally distributed
and climatic changes will act equally

Book-matching (when a piece of

neck-through electric guitars and

on the two sides of the top, reducing

basses.

the danger of splitting during dry sea-

Fingerboard material also

sons. Cedar, a.k.a. Spanish Cedar or

adds to the resonance aspects of a

Red Cedar, has been traditionally

guitar's performance, as well as

used on classical guitars for tops to

strength and beauty. Most guitars

create warmer musical textures.

employ rosewood, a light-brown

Because cedar is softer and more flex-

wood that often shows a very dark

ible than spruce, it provides a wide

and open grain pattern.
Rosewood's medium density tends
to soften tone character, is easier to

variety of tone color and has become a

Left: Jumbo guitar top with X-braces and struts; Right: Fender SJ-65S with maple back

strong choice for steel-string finger-

and sides and Fender SJ64S with rosewood back and sides.

style players who wish for more
dynamic range than they can get from

work into shape and permits easier

spruce tops.

installation of fret wire.
Ebony, also used as fingerboard material,

tar's overall performance. A whole book could

Braces and struts are strips of wood that

is harder to work with because of its density,
but offers greater stability and brighter tone

be written on the subject, but a few generaliza-

keep the flat, interior surfaces of acoustic gui-

tions can be noted. Lammated spruce tops pro-

tars from becoming warped or broken from the

character. Longer scale guitars (25-1/2 to 26-1/4

vide excellent strength for entry-level guitars

tension of guitar strings. They are typically

inches) have used ebony fingerboards quite

and actually provide superior performance for

crafted from spruce and have become the sig-

successfully.

many acoustic-electric models by minimizing

nature of an individual builder's style and

feedback when stage sound pressure levels

sound. The main two braces for a guitar top,

drive the guitar body with excess vibration.

(called an X-brace) cross between the bridge

Tuning machines are a critical aspect of a
guitar's performance from a practical standpoint; no guitar, regardless of its potential for

With that said, there's no question that a

and sound hole and provide most of the sup-

great tone, will be satisfactory if it can't be

solid spruce or cedar soundboard will provide

port needed to keep a top in shape. Other

tuned properly. Typical machine sets use a tun-

the fullest potential for great tone and volume.

struts are placed around the guitar's top to sup-

ing post with a cog gear attached that fits

Solid spruce tops are generally graded "A,"

port stress points and to "tune" the guitar's
sound.

against a worm gear on a shaft with a tuning

"AA" or "AAA" depending on strength-to-

button attached.

flexibility ratios and somewhat on appearance

The shape of the braces also has an effect

All this machinery is mounted on a plate
that is then fit to the headstock of the guitar.

parameters. A perfectly clear-grained, book-

on the tone character and often, the braces are

matched top with slightly increasing grain spac-

carved, shaved and scalloped to remove weight

Often, three gear sets are mounted on a long

ing from the center, outward, wiU earn the

and rigidity from certain areas of the top to

plate; some are covered for protection from

triple-A grade, while spruce with more resin

increase volume and to accent certain frequen-

dust and moisture. The best tuning machines

coloring, excessively wide grain spacing, irreg-

cy ranges.
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ics/Becbics
DG-41SCE

DG-27SCE

It's the top-of-the-line, and the DG-

Professional features, versatility and an

41SCE proudly looks, feels and sounds

affordable price aU in one package. The solid

the part! This rosewood and solid spmce

spmce top and mahogany back and sides pro-

cutaway comes complete with the

vide a full-bodied acoustic tone, while the

Fishman Acoustic Matrix Professional

piezo pickup with four-band active EQ insures

pickup and preamp system, gold tuners,

a top-notch plugged-in sound. A Florentine

end-pin jack and special inlays.

cutaway allows easy upper-fret access and a
bound neck and body gives the DG-27SCE its
classic look.

Model Number:
095-4105-021
Strmgs:

Model Numbers:

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

095-2705-006 black
095-2705-021 natural

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

21 natural
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JG-26SCE

DG-22CE

DG-20CE

This mini-jumbo cutaway

The beautiful flame-maple top,

Equipped with the Fender

electric has Fishman

back and sides are available in

piezo pickup and an onboard

Acoustic Matrix electron-

five colors. All have a Fishman

preamp with active EQ, this

ics. Featuring satin-fin-

Acoustic Matrix pickup teamed

guitar is ready for stage or

ished, solid cedar top with

with an onboard preamp and

studio. There's beautiful,

mahogany back and sides

powerful EQ for excellent tone

high-gloss-finished

and all-new pearl die-cast

and control. Midas-touch gold

mahogany on the back and

machine heads.

tuners, too!

sides and a select spmce top.
Die-cast tuners, too!

Model Number:

Model Numbers:

095-2605-021
Strings:

095-2205-021,028,030,032,036
Strings:

Model Numbers:

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

095-2005-006 gloss black
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

095-2005-021 natural gloss

variations may tes

available in all ^
colors; consult your

price list for
availability.

FENDER

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

DG-11E

DG-10CE

Same great instrument as the DG-11,

Our most affordable acoustic-electric, this

but with the addition of the exclusive

model features a beautiful satin finish,

Fender piezo electric pickup with sep-

mahogany body and spmce top. The

arate volume and tone control.

Fender transducer pickup system has
onboard volume and tone controls for

Model Number:

convenience and flexibility. Also avail-

095-1101-006 (black)
Strings:

able in a left-handed version.

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Model Numbers:
095-1005-021 right-handed
095-1025-021 left-handed

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Solid-Top Dreadnouj
DG-41S

DG-25S

DG-22S

Our finest six-string acoustic ^

This six-string dreadnought

Flame-maple back and sides are

features a gorgeous rosewood ^

also features a satin-finished,

matched to a solid spruce top for a

body with solid spruce top,

solid cedar top with

brilliant "unplugged" tone that cuts

gold tuners and special

mahogany sides and all-new

through with strong mids and

snowflake position markers.

pearl-finished die-cast tuning

smooth bass. Available in five fin-

The DG-41S exemplifies per-

machines. The appearance is

ishes, all feature gold die-cast tuners.

fectly balanced tone with

further enhanced with wood

Model Numbers:

strong bass, clear treble and

binding and attractive wood

095-2200-021 natural

plenty of volume.

inlay sound-hole purfling.

095-2200-028 crimson red burst

Model Number:

Model Number:

095-2200-030 cherry stain
095-4100-021

>-2500-021

Strings:

Strings:

Fender

Fender

Phosphor
60Ls

Phosphor

095-2200-032 sunburst

095-2200-036 blue burst
Strings:
Phosphor 60Ls

60Ls
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Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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lid-top dreadnoughts
DG-20S

DG-14S

;This beautiful Indian rosewood gui-

The DG-20S has all the warmth

The DG-14S is an outstanding

tar also has a solid spruce top.

and clarity that comes from a

value with its Wood Tone

These two tone woods work togeth-

solid-top guitar. Other musical

Finish™. Try one and see for

er to produce a powerful combina-

features Uke genuine mahogany

yourself.

tion of strong bass and brilliant tre-

neck, back and sides help to cre-

ble. Top-quality die-cast machine

ate a pro tone and feel.

Model Number:
095-1400-021

artful instrument.

Model Number:

Model Number:

095-2000-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

-21S

heads add the finishmg touch to this

2t natural
The WOOD-TONE

095-2100-021
Strings: Fender Phosphor 60Ls

FINISH™
Allows the body and
neck of the guitaiE ^
vibrate more freeIyriE|||
maximum resSQuaitcei

Because of,-tttiS3li|tSil

mum fmis&»?|fi^8%HS
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GC-23S

GC-12

Features a solid spmce top

A lower-cost version of the

with mahogany back and

GC-23S, the GC-12 features a

sides. This smaller-body

grand concert-sized body with

grand concert-sized instru-

a select spmce top, nato back

ment produces an amazing

and sides and chrome-plated

sound. Chrome die-cast

covered tuners.

machine heads add to precise

Model Number:
095-1200-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

tuning.

Model Number:
095-2300-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors; consult your

price list for
availability.

FENDER

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

JumbosandBcK
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SJ-65S&SJ-64S
Looking for a big, loud, full-bodied acoustic?
If so, the Fender SJ series jumbo acoustics
are for you. Both of these professional-quality guitars feature solid spruce tops, rosewood fretboards with block inlays, bound
necks and bodies and die-cast tuners. The

64S has rosewood back and sides while the
65S sports flame maple back and sides.
These solid-top guitars are beautifully

detaUed and finished and are the best value
in their class.
Model Numbers:

095-6400-021 SJ-64S
095-6500-021 SJ-65S
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

BG-32

BG-29

For the bassist who prefers a full-bodied

This sleek shallow-body cutaway acoustic-

instrument that offers a deep, rich tone with

electric bass, fitted with a Fishman

great projection. Features the Fishman®

Acoustic Matrix, delivers great tone and

Classic 4 electronics.

plays like a dream.

Model Number:

Model Numbers:

095-3200-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 7060s

095-2900-306 Gloss Black
095-2900-321 Natural Satin
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 7060s

^td%4
PHOSPHOR BRONZE

r^icte4
ACOUSTIC BASS

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

FENDE« Cis

finish

options

handed
DG-10LH

DG-14SLH

DG-16LH

For southpaws only! The rich

Same great features as the

All the great luxury appoint-

tone from the DG-10's unique-

DG-14S and now available

ments of the DG-16 for the

ly braced, satin-finished

for the left-handed player.

often neglected, but value-con-

mahogany body and spmce top

scious southpaw.

will have righties playin'-em

Model Number:

upside down.

095-1420-021

Model Number:

Model Number:

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

095-1620-006 Black
095-1620-021 Natural
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

095-1020-021
Strings:
;|Fender Phosphor 60Ls

21n^??F^6Ss??i^Wl
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readnoughts
DG-24

DG-16

Bucking tradition, the DG-24's satin-fin-

A working musician's dream come true.

ished, mahogany top, back and sides pro-

The DG-16 sports a real spmce top,

duce a sound that begs to be played. The

mahogany back and sides, grade-A rose-

pearl die-cast machine heads, wood bind-

wood fingerboard, snowflake position

ing and wood inlay sound hole purfling

markers and die-cast tuners.

add to the DG-24's distinctive beauty.
Model Numbers:

Model Number:
095-2400-021

095-1600-006 black

Strings:

095-1600-032 sunburst

095-1600-021 natural

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Fender Phosphor 60L's

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors; consult your

price list for
availability.

FENDER t^M FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Dreadnou
DG-11
Available in three gloss finishes,
the DG-11 is great-looking, greatsounding and affordable! A genuine spmce top with nato back

DG-9

and sides round out this outstand-

The DG-9 features a genuine

ing instrument. Also available as

satin-finished mahogany body

an acoustic-electric.

and a select spmce top for a

Model Numbers:

unique in its pnce range.

sound and look that make it

095-1100-006 black
095-1100-021 natural

Model Number:

095-1100-032 sunburst

095-0900-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

QQ^S^

23^am

DG-7
A perfect combination of great tone and value, the
DG-7 is one of our best sellers. Featuring meranti-wood back and sides and a spruce top highlighted by a high-gloss finish and chrome tuning
machines, the DG-7 is an ideal choice for
beginners or as a second instrument for pros.

DG-8 Value Pak

Model Number:

Everything you need to get playing! Gig bag,

095-0700-021

strings, picks, string winder, strap, polish and

Strings:

cloth, electronic tuner and a chord book.

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Model Number:

095-0800-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

DG-6
An ideal first acoustic, the DG-6
features a satin finish, agathis
top, back and sides, rosewood
fingerboard and bridge, and
chrome-plated tuning machines.
An excellent value which is as
easy to play as it is to own.

Model Number:
095-0600-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

PHOSPHOR BRONZt

Tweh/e-sbings
DG-41S-12

DG-16-12&DG-16E-12

Our best 12-string is equipped

The DG-16-12 joins the sweeping timbre of a

with gold die-cast tuners and spe-

12-string with all the upscale features of the

cial inlays. But it's the beautiful

DG-16. A select spmce top, mahogany back

Indian rosewood body and solid

and sides, grade-A rosewood fingerboard,

spmce top that make it sing. With

snowflake position markers and die-cast

powerful bass and crystalline

tuners finish off this distinctive instrument.

highs, you'll never want to put it

The DG-16E-12 adds an exclusive Fender

down.

piezo pickup and onboard active 3-band EQ
system.

Model Number:

Model Numbers:

095-4112-021

095-1612-006 DG-16-12

Strings:

095-1612-021 DG-16-12

Fender Phosphor 60-12Ls

095-1613-006 DG-16E-12
095-1613-021 DG-16E-12

Strings:
Fender
Phosphor60-12Ls

JG-12CE-12

DG-14S-12

DG-10-12

Same great features as the

This beautiful 12-string mini-

Our lowest-price 12-strmg

DG-14S, now available as a

jumbo features the Fender piezo

sounds and plays like a much

12-strmg.

pickup system, an aU-satin-finish

more expensive guitar. The

spruce top, mahogany back and

satin-finished spruce top and

Model Number:
095-1412-021

sides and a nato neck with die-

mahogany body deliver a

cast tuners. Professionally

well-balanced tone with

Strings:
Fender Phosphor
60-12Ls

appointed, this exquisite guitar is
priced right for the working musi-

plenty of warmth and brightness. Comfortable action

dan who needs a main instrument

compares to instruments

or a 12-string to double on.

costing much more and

Model Number: 095-1217-021
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12Ls

play.

makes the DG-10-12 easy to

Model Number:
095-1012-021
Strings:
Fender

Phosphor
60-12Ls

FENDER

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

Classicals
CG-35SCE

CG-24SCE

A shallow-body cutaway nylon-string

The CG-24SCE is an acoustic-electric aylon-

acoustic-electric guitar that features a solid

string guitar with a great feel and sound, both

cedar top and rosewood back and sides. The

acoustically and electrically. Cutaway body

neck joins the body at the 14th fret for the

with a solid cedar top, ovangkol back and

guitarist who wants the feel of a steel-string

sides, nato neck and rosewood fingerboard.

guitar.

Gold tuners top it off.

Model Number:

Model Number:

094-3505-021
Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

094-2405-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

CG-21S

CG-11&11E

CG-7

Classic nylon-sbring guitar with

Quality features and value in a classical

For those guitarists who favor

upscale features such as solid

guitar. Great as a main instrument or as

classical or folk styles, the CG

spmce top and rosewood back

a second guitar for those who play elec-

models are nylon-string guitars

and sides. Brilliant classical

trie or steel-string. Spmce top, rose-

with that great Fender feel and

sound at a down-to-earth price.

wood fingerboard, nato back and sides

sound. The neck is fashioned

complete this fme guitar. TheCG-llE

from nato wood with a rose-

Model Number:

adds the exclusive Fender piezo electric

wood fretboard. The body has a

094-2100-021

pickup with separate volume and tone

spruce top with meranti back

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

controls for live applications.

and sides.

Model Numbers:

Model Number:

094-1100-021 CG-11

094-0700-021

094-1101-021 CG-11E

Strings:

Fender 100 Nylon

^»icte4
PHOSPHOR BRONZE

r^»ict^
NYLON CLASSICAL 100'

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Stratacoustics & Telecoustics
StratacousUc™
For decades, the Stratocaster has been one of the most popular of all electric guitars. Now, Fender proudly unveils the
Stratacoustic, a gorgeous thinline acoustic-electnc cut in the
universally recognized Stratocaster body style. Pairing its
solid spmce top and state-of-the-art one-piece fiberglass body
with the trademark Fender headstock design, the Stratacoustic
gives you all the feel and vibe of your tmsty solidbody. The
maple neck with rosewood fretboard bolts on just like your
Strat's, and die-cast six-in-line tuners complete the package.

Model Numbers:
095-7400-005 Stratacoustic Olympic white
095-7400-006 Stratacoustic black

TelecousUc™
When it first hit the scene, the Fender
Telecaster turned the music world on its ears.
Now, Fender honors the guitar that started it all
with the new Telecoustic. With its Tele-style
thinline body and trademark Tele headstock
profile, this acoustic-electric evokes everything
cool and classic. Just like its Stratacoustic
mate, features include a solid spruce top, one-

piece fiberglass body, die-cast tuners, bolt-on
maple neck with rosewood fretboard and
acoustic tone as clear and articulated as its electrie namesake.
Model Numbers:

095-7500-009 Telecoustic candy apple red
095-7500-024 Telecoustic inca silver

FENDER

FRONTLINE

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty

3/4-sized acousUcs
MA-1.IV1A-2&MC-1
The right features, size and price for
younger guitarists, school music programs or beginners who prefer a
smaller-sized acoustic. These 3/4-sized
instruments (MA-1, MC-1) feature a
satin finish, agathis top, back and sides
and a rosewood fingerboard. The
MA-2 features a gloss finish, spruce

top with multi-black/white body binding.

Model Numbers:
095-0100-021 MA-1
095-0200-021 MA-2
094-0100-021 MC-1
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls (MA-1 & 2)
Fender Nylon Classical 100s (MC-1)

TG-4 Travel guitar
For serious players on the go... The TG-4 is a travel size solid
spruce top acoustic guitar with great tone for its size. This satin
finished little beauty has a nato neck, nato back and sides, diecast tuners and comes
with a gig-bag.
Model Number:

095-0040-321
Strings:

Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

finish

options

tesonators & Banjos
^...

FR-50 Resonator guitar
;Great for the bluegrass or blues player, the PR-50 is a round
neck resonator guitar with spruce top, mahogany back and
sides, rosewood fingerboard and die-cast tuners. Note the
distinct Fender "F" holes on the body.
Model

06 Mack

Numbers:

.

095-5000-006 black
095-5000-032 sunfeurst
Strings: Fender Phosphor 60Ls

21 natural

32$unburst

FB-58

FB-55

FB-54

The newest addition to the
Fender fine of bluegrassr
instruments, this banjo^

A super value whether you'i-fe,

After an absence of rnany years,

a working musician, week-

Fender re-enters the Bluegrass

end warrior or playjust

instrument scene with iristruments

continues the Fender tradi-

the fan ofit.TheFB-55fea-

tion of professional fea-

tures a 26.4" scale, a rose-

that follow in the Fender tradition of
top quality tone, playability and

tures at afl afifordable price.

wooid resoflator, 24-piece

yalue. The FB-54 banjo has a 27.4"

The PB-58 features a;

bracket, plywood rim,

scale length and features a

flame-maple resonatpf,^

mahogany :neck and a USA

mahogany resonator and neck, alu-

die-cast metal tone ring

Remo Weather-Ring head.

minumrim, a 30-piece bracketand a
USARemo Weather-King head.

and a maple neck with
deluxe inlays on a rosewood fingerboard;

Model Number:
095-5800-021
Strings:

Model Number:
095-5500-021
jtrings:
tender Nickelplated
(anjo 1255Ls

Model Number:
;095-54QO-021
^Strings:
?ender Nickelplated
(anjo 1255Ls

i.Fender NicKelplated

^

$anjo 1255Ls

Note: Not all
variations may be
available In all
colors; consult your
price list for
availability.
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All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty
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Mandolii
FM-63S
This beautiful F-style mandolin features a

FM-61SE
Very similar in features to the fiye-string

soUd-carved spmce top, solid maple rims

PM-60E mandolin, the FM-61SE is a

and a solid-carved maple back. The high

more traditional eight-string version. The

gloss sunburst finish accents the tradition-

electronic components are mounted on a

al scrolled F-style body. A Fender signa-

white pearl pickguard and feature volume

ture flared headstock tops the maple neck,

and tone controls and one smgle-coil pick-

and the ebony fingerboard has a fine

up.

inlayed pattern. This highly professional
quality F-style mandolin is beautiful to
behold.

Model Number:
095-6300-032
Strings:

Model Number:
095-6100-032
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

RVI-60E

FM-53S

RV1-52E

Reminiscent of. the Fender electric solid

This little beauty fea-

Never let those big dread-

body four string mandolin of the 50s, the

tures a solid spruce top,

nought acoustics walk over you

FM-60E is a five-string model with a low C

nato back and sides,

again! This A-Style mandolin

string that takes the range down a 5th to

four-ply ivory binding

.features a full-range pickup

eiihance solo work and add wider voicings

and gold hardware. The

with volume and tone controls.

to chords. Its chambered body has a flame-

best things do come in

A spruce top, nato neck, back

maple top and solid back and sides. The

small packages!

and sides and rosewood fmger-

board and bridge complete the

electronic components feature two singlecoil pickups with volume and: tone controls,

Model Number:

appointments on this versatile

Great for players striving to find fresh and

095-5300-032
Strings:

instrument.

Fender Phosphor Bronze

Model Ndtnber:
095-5205-032
Strings:

alternative sounds.
Model Number;

095-6000-032
Strings: Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

1060Ls

c Fender Phosphor

Bronze 1060Ls

'"/»<A B
PHOSPHOR BRONZE

used on resonatorss
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FV-3

FV-1
First introduced in the late '50s, the Fender

An outstandmg value, the FV-3 electronic violin

Violin is a unique instrument that has all the

outfit has features found only in high-priced

tone, playability and features that musicians

outfits. Ebony fingerboard, bridge, chin rest

have come to expect from Fender. This

and tunere complement the solid flame-maple

beautiful, full-size instrument features a

top, back and sides of this instrument. The

chambered body, solid spmce top, maple

deluxe outfit includes an upgraded hard-shell

back and sides, ebony fingerboard and spe-

case that features a hygrometer, space for

cial design piezo electric bridge. The

^ four bows and a tube to hold tiigh-quality

Fender Violin comes as a complete outfit

strings. Also cfcies with a genuine horse-

that includes a hard-shell case, bow &nd-

hair hex-shaped bow, and the piezo pickup has a volume and tdft'e control, '

rosm.

Model Numbers:

Model Number;
095-0030-032

095-0010-281 White
095-0010-206 Black

The "Sierra Vista, Cameron", and the "Casa Grande" models are based on the

DG-4

CG-4

An exceptional value with a

Our most affordable nylon string.

spmce or agathis top, agathis

classical guitar features a spruce

back and sides and rosewood

top, agathis back and sides, rose-

fingerboard and bridge.

wood fingerboard and bridge and

Available in three beautiful

three in-line tuning machines.

elassic "California series" "La Brea" and "Montara" acoustic-electric models.

finishes.
Model Numbers:

Model Numbers:

095-0400-932 sunburst

094-0400-921 -Acoustic

095-0400-921 natural

094-0401-921 -Acoustic/Electric ^

095-0400-906 black

094-0405-921 -CutawayAcoustic/Elecidc

Sierra Vista

Cameron

CasaGrande

The Sierra Vista fea-

The Cameron features a

The Casa Grande fea-

tures a cutaway dread-

thin-line body with a

tures a thin-line body

nought body with a

solid spmce top, rose-

with a flame maple top,

solid spruce top,

wood back and sides,

maple back and sides,

mahogany back and

die-cast tuners and the

pearloid gold die-cast

sides, die-cast tuners

Pishman classic 4 elec-

mers and the Fishman

the Pishman classic

Issic 4 electronics.

tromcs.

"electronics.

Strings:
Model Number:
095-9200-921

Model Number:

Ab 095-9100-921
Strings:

Strings:.

Fender ' .

Render

Phosphor 60Ls

Phosphor 60Ls

Model Number:
095-9000-^T
Strings:
<rFend(A^

Phosphor 60Ls

•
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rt portable sound systems
The introduction of Fender's Passport Sound

EQ - an extremely powerful tone control circuit

Systems defined the tmly portable PA system.

takes the guesswork out of getting a great sound

Designed with simplicity, efficiency and porta-

quickly. Custom, full-range speakers - provide

bility in mind, a Passport is the ideal system for

clear sound without feedback. Each speaker cab-

working musicians, acoustic groups, club and

inet contains multiple, specially designed speak-

lounge performers, and corporate and education-

ers positioned at critical angles to maximize pro-

al presenters alike.

jection and clarity. Durable power supply - delivers clean consistent power (in stereo) whether

Fender used their years of Pro Audio experience

you are using the Passport with an AC or DC

to design unique features into the Passport sys-

power source.

tem. These proprietary features help you take the
"mystery" out of great sound; VIP (Vocal Input

Each system features: flexible input and output

Priority) circuitry - automatically turns down all

connections, tone control on each channel, systorn full-range speaker cabinets. The system

other signals in the system when you speak into

tem tone control, effects send and return, digital

a microphone. This is extremely useful when you

reverb, recording outputs, aux input (for CD,

operates on either AC or DC power (with the

are running music through the Passport and want

video, DVD, cassette or computer audio connec-

DC-DC converter accessory) and accepts the

to make an announcement. VIP allows you to be

tions), speaker and microphone cables, and P-51

new Passport Wu-eless Systems for the ultimate

heard without adjusting the mixer. One Touch

microphone(s).

in flexibility and portability. The system packs

Once you have used a Passport System, you will

package through a patented latching system. A

see that you do not have to be a sound engineer

handy storage compartment provides a safe place

to get great sound.

to keep cables and microphones during trans-

into a convenient, weather-resistant, portable

portation.

Passport 250

Features: 250 watts stereo (125 watts per chan-

From night club acts to business seminars and

nel), four mic/ line inputs and two mono/stereo

health clubs to sporting events, the Passport

inputs for CD, tape, video or computer connec-

P-250's wide variety of original features make it

tions. The P-250 system includes two P-51

the ultimate sound system. The P-250 system

microphones (with cables and stand clips) and

includes a powerful six channel, 250-watt stereo

speaker cables. The P-250 sets up in less than

powered mixer with digital reverb and two cus-

five minutes.
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Fender has received the following patents for the Passport Portable Sound Systems from the United States Patent and
Trademark Office. Patent No. 5,933,507. Patent No. D 395,432. Patent No. D 395,656. Patent No. D 395,656.

Passport portable sound systei
Fender Electronics are

y-

covered by a limited

OUC^D

5-year transferable

?y'3oo

warranty
(U.SA and Canada
only). See back of
warranty tag for details

Passport 150
The P-150 is the ultimate in portable sound systems. Weighing in at only 28 Ibs.,
the system includes a powerful four channel, 150 watt stereo powered mixer with
digital re verb and two, custom full-range speaker cabinets. The system operates
on either AC or DC power (with the DC-DC converter accessory) and accepts the
new Passport Wireless Systems for the ultimate in flexibility and portability. The
system packs into a convenient, weather-resistant, portable package through a
patented latching system.
Features: 150 watts stereo (75 watts per channel), three mic/ line inputs and one

r n

mono/stereo input for CD, Tape or Computer input. System includes one P-51
microphone with cable and stand clip and speaker cables. The P-150 sets up in less
than five minutes.

The Passport Powered Speaker Expander is a portable, self-contained stereo powered
speaker system. The system features the same custom speakers and rugged power amplifier as the P-250 system. The Powered Speaker Expander is ideal for adding additional coverage to a Passport system, or for using with an existing mixer. The system is "wireless
ready" and used with the Passport Wireless Executive System, you can have a wireless 250watt sound system! Like the P-250 and P-150, the Powered Speaker Expander operates on
AC or DC power (with the DC-converter accessory) and sets up in less than five minutes.
Additional features include: Line inputs, master level controls, system EQ, and switchable subwoofer processing circuitry. The subwoofer circuitry effectively turns the
Powered Speaker Expander into an extended low frequency speaker system when used
with a P-250 or P-150 system.

Passport Stereo Speaker System.
Two full-range P-250 speaker
cabinets and storage tower.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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A. Travel Pack Specifically fitted luggage cart and protective padded cover
for Passport P-250 systems.
Passport P-250 Protective Cover.

(shown left)
Custom fitted protective cover for
Passport P-250 system.
Passport P-150 Protective Cover.

(not shown)

^^^gj^g-^^.^

Custom fitted protective cover for
Passport P-150 system
B. Microphone Fender P-51 cardioid
microphone, cable, mic clip and carrying bag.
C. Dual Speaker Mount Adapter for
mounting two Passport speakers on
one tripod stand.
Stand Mount for P-150 Power
Tower, (not shown).
Adapter for mounting P-150 power
tower on a tripod stand.
D. Wall Mount Kit Custom fitted,
universal position wall mounting
bracket for a Passport speaker.
E. DC-DC Converter Power converter enables Passport systems to operate
on 12Volt battery power.
F. Battery Pack Long-lasting,
rechargeable 12V DC battery for use
with 12V DC-DC Converter.
G. Passport Wireless System
Wireless hand held system for Passport
- Includes cardioid microphone/transmitter and docking receiver.
H. Passport Wireless Executive
System Wu-eless Executive system for
Passport - Includes two (2) microphones (headset and lavaliere) and one
(1) instrument cable mterchangeable
with one belt-pack transmitter and
docking receiver.

I. ST-275 Speaker Stands and Gig
Bag Two heavy-duty tripod stands
constructed of anodized aluminum
alloy tubing - black. Nylon carrying

J. Mounting Pole Heavy-duty pole
constructed of anodized aluminum
alloy inserts into top of the 115-SA or
118-SA subwoofers to support any
pole-mount equipped Fender loudspeaker.

<s&

FRONTLINE

Fender powered mi
LX-1506

LX series
The LX Series powered mixers offer flexibility
and ease of use at an affordable price. LX mixers
offer 150 watts of power in sturdy tolex covered
wood cabinets. Each channel offers two-band EQ,
tape/aux inputs and spring reverb.
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LX1506 - Six Channel Powered Mixer. The LX 1506 provides six mic and
line/instrument inputs. Dual output jacks are included for delivering up to 150
watts into 4 ohms.

LX-1504
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LX1504 - Four Channel Powered Mixer. The LX1504 provides four mic and
line/instrument inputs. Dual output jacks are included for delivering up to 150 watts
into 4 ohms.
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Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

iker enclosures
SPL series professional loudspeakers
The SPL series loudspeakers are designed for high power handling and rock solid quality and reliability.
Smooth high-end response and low-end impact are the trademark of this speaker series.

SPL-1225 Mk.111

^1211 Mark III 15" two-way, 600W peak/300W program/150W EIA RS-426 @ 8 ohms. High efficiency constant
|directivity horn with titanium compression driver, passive crossover, rectangular, black carpet-covered cabinet.
'1225 Mark III 15" two-way, 800W peak/400W program/200W EIARS-426 @ 8 ohms. Cast frame woofer, high
horn with titanium compression driver, passive crossover, trapezoidal black
carpet-covered cabinet.

1226 Mark III Dual 15" two-way, 1600W peak/800W
'!program/400W EIA RS-426 @ 4 ohms. Two cast frame woofers,
' high efficiency constant directivity horn with titanium compression
• driver, passive crossover, trapezoidal black carpet-covered
; cabinet.

\ 1225 HP 15" two-way, 800W peakMOOW program/200W
EIA RS-426 @ 8 ohms. Cast frame woofer, high performance
.- constant directivity horn with 2" polymer compression
^ driver, passive crossover, trapezoid
r black carpet-covered cabinet.

SPL-1225 HP

118SA
115SA

Artist series subwoofers
Want to add low-end kick and pounding thump lo your live.
performances? Add an Artist series subwoofer and your
music will be heard as it was meant to be... full, well rounded and balanced throughout the frequency spectrum.

115SA 15" woofer, 1400W peak/700W program/350W EIA
RS-426 @ 8 ohms. Sin'gle reflex band pass cabinet with
black carpet covering.

118SA 18" woofer, 1800W peak/900W program/450W EIA
RS-426 @ 8 ohms. Single reflex band pass cabinet with
black carpet covering.

Artist XP series loudspeakers
A dme-proven- speaker line, the
Artist XP deliver maximum volume and clarity with the reliabilify and musicality you expect
from Fender. Artist XP series
speakers feature trapezoidal, carpet-covered enclosures, metal
Cpmers and feet, pole mount
adapters and daisy chain inputs.
HOxp - 10" two-way 400W peak/
200W program @ 8 ohms.
112xp - 12" two-way 400W peak/
200W program @ 8 ohms.
115xp - 15" two-way 60.0W peak/
300W program @ 8 ohms.

1272X

Artist series stage monitors

.VWS9SSk

Rugged, reliable and widely popular, the Artist Series stage
monitors are a staple of sound systems and rehearsal halls
around the world. Features include - Daisy chain inputs,
volume control, black carpet-covering, dual piezo drivers

'^'USSSISUS
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coupled with a wide-angle horn.
1272x - 12" two-way 400W peak/ 200W program @ 16 ohms.
1275x - 15" two-way 400W peak/ 200W program @ 16 ohms.
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1270 Molded
enclosure monitor
Everything you expect from a small

^
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monitor: lightweight, portable, ideal for
small or crowded stages, plus a 10" two
way co-axial design, high output and a big
sound.

1270 - 10" two-way 200W program @ 8 ohms

Features & specifications subjectto change without notice.
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Squier Speakers

SQ12
Great sound, quality and affordability is what Squier Sound Equipment is all about. These loudspeakers deliver amazing
sound quality whether your band is rehearsing in the garage or playing at the local club. Features include - trapezoidal cabinets with rugged metal comers, pole mount sockets, full metal griUs and black, vinyl covering.
SQ10 - 10" two-way 240W peak/ 120W program @ 8 ohms.
SQ12 - 12" two-way 320W peak/ 160W program @ 8 ohms.
SQ15 - 15" two-way 400W peak/ 200W program @ 8 ohms.

Squier Combo 4

^

The Squier 4 Combo is a
rugged, portable sound system that is perfect for performance or presentation.

The Combo includes a fourchannel, 80-watt powered
mixer (with spring reverb),
and two high-performance
10" two-way trapezoidal
120W loudspeakers.
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Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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GUFTAR STRINGS

String
Artists

Original 150s and 1550s
For the player that wants full, warm tone, nothing compares to
pure nickel. If you're trying to recapture the sound of pure
nickelwound strings, look for the tweed packages and string
:Rri«frN|ei<^:VVOl)ND

::.;<E>^:(€:.:l^:At^1^5:0'S:1
.<)tiy;^ft1lS:;Ol5.'.fl24.U32'-^^^;^

up a set of Original 150s. Warm, full Fender tone through and
through. Available in gauges for any player, Fender Original
150s deliver tone by the truckload!

Orig. 150,1550s
Ball End Sets
150 SL
150 XL
150 L
150 LR
150 TR
150 R
150 RH
i5oM

!i5oH
'1550

.oo8-.038
.009-.040
.oog-.042
.oog-.046
.oio-.osS
.010-.046

M

.010-.052
.on-.049
.012-.052
.on-.048

•* ^:

Jon Siebels from
Eve 6 plays
Super 250s

Original Bullets'

Original Bullets
Bullet End Sets

The best of yesterday and today. We started with our pure

nickelwound strings (same as the Original 150s) and
added our newly improved, patented Bullet end.
Designed especially for your tremolo-equipped electric

guitar, the Bullet end lends additional tuning stability to
the warm, full vintage sound of pure nickel.

3150 SL .ooS-.osS

3150 XL
3150 L
3150 LR
3150 TR
3150 R
3150 RH
3150 M
*3i50 H

.oog-.040
,oog-.042
.oog-.046
.oio-.osS
.010-.046
.010-.052
.on-. 049
.012-.052

British Blues Icon
Peter Green plays
Super 250s

Super 250s
Whether you know it or not, chances are you've tried
these strings and liked them time after time. That's
NICKELPLATED STEEL
.014 .018p .028 .038 .048

because they're installed on all U.S. and Mexican nontremolo guitars as original equipment. Super 250s are

nickelplated steel, capable of providing your guitar with a
wide variety of tones. Keep your sound "Factory Fresh"

Super 250s
Ball End Sets
250 SL
250 XL
250 L
250 LR
250 TR
250 R
250 RH
250 M

•250 H

with Super 250s!

.ooS-.osS
.009-.040
.009-.042
,oog-.046
.oio-.osS
.oio-.046
.010-.052
.on-.049
.012-.052

Award Winning Jazz Artist
Leni Stem plays
Super 250s

Super Bullets'

Super Bullets
Bullet End Sets

We matched the great tuning stability of our patented
Bullet end with our Super 250s to create the ultimate

3250 SL .ooS-.osS

strings for modern trem players. The German-machined

Bullet end is designed to fit precisely in the tremolo block
to ensure that th&-string returns to the same spot even
after heavy tremolo use. The end of your tuning problems

could be on the end of these strings!

3250 XL
3250 L
3250 LR
3250 TR
3250 R
3250 RH
3250 M
*3250 H

.009-.040
.oog-,042
.009-.046
.010-.038
.oio-.046
.010-.052
.oii-.049
.012-.052

Jazz Virtuoso

Jimmy Bruno plays
Stainless 350s

* Wound G String
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Why Fender Strings?

• Your FcniJa' gnil.ir or h.iss \v;is scl ii|-) ;il llii.' nllirr I'r.nitls <il slrinu.s. so swilcliini; lir.inds
liictory wilh Fender strings I'or (iplim;il lone m.iv ivi|Htiv ,1 nri.-k ;nljnslmcnl.

and pl;iv;ibililv.

/

• I'unk'r is llir nnlv \\\inv, t.-omp.my lliiil m.ikcs

• To muinliiin your inslrumfnl .icL'ordiny lo f.ir- \v,\{

nk'J 1'iiilk'l rml sliini;s.ilfsi^ncil cspcci;il]y

tory specs, F'cndcr slriims ;irc Uie rcL'oinnK'ml- in

ork in viiin Sli.iloc.islcr Irrmolo.

cd repkiCL'mcnls lor your inslruincnl.

Jeremy Popoff from
Lit plays
Super Bullets

ink-r niiikcs s|K'rilic scls ol' slrini;s lor ils

• Fender suil;ir strinys vvcrc developed lor Ihc llir IUL'II I he hi ulv li.isscs. li.ijo Scxlo
scnlc length of Fender Hiiil.irs. '\\

(.'.islcrs. li.iss VI ;mJ nltlL'l spcci.illv mstru-

Fender slrin.i'.s hcivc inorc lcnsinn lli.ui ni.inv "K'"K

SO KEEP YOUR FENDER SOUNDING AND PLAYING
GREAT WITH GENUINE FENDER STRINGS.

ELECTRIC

ACOUSTIC

BASS

Blues Great Jimmy Vaughan
plays
Super Bullets

l^f
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Mate Nanji of Indigenous
plays
Super 250s

New Fender Gauge Chips identify your

tr^r

favorite gauges with classic Fender colors!

^T

k

Stephen Carpenter from the
Deftones plays
Stainless 350s

They're an easy way to remember which
Fender string sets sound and feel the

best for your kind of playing. Fender
Gauge Chips - get the set that

feels the best!

rv ^

GUFTAR STRINGS

String
Stainless 350s
Ball End Sets

Stainless350s
Ultra-high output strings with an attitude! Fender
Stainless 350s are our loudest, highest output strings. The
pure Stainless Steel wrap has the highest resistance to oil,
acid and sweat for long life and great bright tone. Made of
the same material as the bridge sections on Fender
American Standard guitars, slap a set on your guitar and

hear the difference!

350 SL
350 XL
350 L
350 LR
350 TR
350 R
350 RH
350 M

•350 H

Artists

.008-.038
.oog-.040
,oog-.042

\

JK

.009-.046
.oio-.038
.010-.046
.010-.052
.OH-.049
.012-.052

TeleWhiz
Johnny Hiland plays
Super Bullets
Stainless Bullets
Bullet End Sets

Stainless Bullets
OK, you're the player that wants it all. You demand high
output, long life and great tuning stability from your
strings, and you haven't been able to find a string that
delivers. Until now. We combined our Stainless 350s with
our precision-machined, patented Bullet end to give you a
string that really delivers on tone and tuning. Give 'em a
try—you'll never look back!

3350 SL
3350 XL
3350 L
3350 LR
3350TR
3350 R
3350 RH
3350 M
e3350 H

.008-.038
.oog-.040
.oog-.042
.009-.046
.oio-.038
.oio-.046
.010-.052
.OU-.049
.012-.052

Shred-meister

Yngwie Malmsteen plays
Super 250s

Stainless Ratwounds
Many jazz guitarists won't play anything but flatwound
strings, and many of the early (and modern) surf bands got
that sound with Fender Flats. Fender Stainless Flatwound
strings combine the long life of stainless steel with precision manufacturing techniques of today to produce the
best flatwound strings on the market. The smooth flat
wrap is easy on the fingers and eliminates string squeak,
making these strings perfect for playing gigs, recording or
just sitting around strumming!

Stainless
Flatwounds
Ball End Sets
*5oXL .ou-,050
*50 L .012-.052

*50 M .013-.054

Anthony Gomes
plays
Super 250s

Nylon Classical

Nylon Classical
Tie End Sets

Fender Nylon Classical strings will bring out the best in

100 CLR .028-.043
120 BLK .028-.043

your classical guitar. The wound strings feature pure silver plating for superior corrosion resistance. Even, balanced tension produces superior tone on any nylon-string

guitar. Also available in black nylon and with ball ends.

Nylon Classical
Ball End Sets
130 CLR .028-.043

Vince Converse

plays
Super 250s

* Wound G String
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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ACOUSTIC STRINGS!
80/20 Bronze
Have a guitar with a naturally dark tone and want to

bring out some of the brightness in the guitar? Our
Fender 80/20 Bronze strings deliver bright tone and great
feel, making them perfect for an acoustic guitar with a

80/20 Bronze
Ball End Sets
*yo XL .Qio-,048
*70 CL .oil-.050
*yo L .012-.052

*70 M .013-.056
*70-i2 L .Qio-,048

naturally dark tone. If your acoustic guitar sounds dull
and lifeless, try a set of Fender 80,20s, available in gauges
for just about any acoustic guitarist.

Lisa Black of
Bellylove plays
Phosphor Bullets

Phosphor Bronze

Phosphor Bronze

For years people have asked for a Fender Phosphor
Bronze string. After exhaustive comparisons and dozens
of prototypes, we finally nailed the formula for a phosphor bronze string worthy of the Fender name. Get ready

Ball End Sets
*6oXL .010-.048
*6oCL .on-.050
*6oL .012-.052

*6o M .013-.056
*6o-i2 L .010-.048

for rich, warm tone with brilliant highs and long life.
They're everything you always wanted from an acoustic
string.

Jazz Artist Ed Hamilton
plays Acoustic
Phosphor Bronze

Banjo Nickelplated Steel

Banjo NPS
Loop End Sets

These great NEW loop end banjo strings were designed

2255L .0095-.020

to be comfortable and sound great on the new Fender FB
Series or any other banjo. A combination of plain steel
and nickelplated-wound strings combine to give a
smooth, even sound for your banjo. String up a set and

watch out for flying fingers!

Randy Williams with
The Big Tent Revival plays
Super 250s

Mandolin Strings
NEW Fender Mandolin strings, designed for the Fender
FM Series Mandolins, are built to deliver optimum sound
and feel from any mandolin. Available for electric or
acoustic players in nickelplated steel, or for acoustic players in phosphor bronze. Try a set of Fender Mandolin
strings and hear the difference!

Mandolin NPS
Loop End Sets
2250L .on-.040

Mandolin PB
Loop End Sets
2o6oL .on-.040

Toni Valenta of
Bellylove plays
Phosphor Bullets

* Wound G String
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

BASS STRINGS

String
Artists

Original Bass 7150s
From the company that invented the electric bass comes

the vintage sound of pure nickel bass strings—Original
7150s. These pure nickelwound bass strings have the
warm, full tone that has become a Fender tradition. Look
for the tweed packages and try a set on your bass to expe-

Original 7150s
Long Scale
(34") Sets
7150XL .040-.OQ5
7150L .040-.100
7150ML .045--loo
7150M .045-.105
7150HM .050-.1Q5

rience the sound of pure nickel.

Bryan Bellar
plays
Super Bass 7250s

Short Scale Bass 5250s
Fender has a rich tradition of making really great short-scale
basses. Whether you own a Music Master9, Bronco®,

5250s
Short Scale
(30") Sets
5250XL .040-.095

Mustang® or another short scale bass, these nickelplated

steel strings will give your instrument high output and great
tone. The nickel plating on the strings is slightly softer than
your frets, which helps prevent premature fret wear.

Dave Kooker of
Dovetail Joint plays
Super Bass 8250s

Medium Scale Bass 6250s

6250s

Owners of Fender's Stu Hamm Signature model bass and
other 32" scale basses want the same high performance as
their long-scale counterparts. We've created these highly

Med. Scale

(32") Sets
6250L
6250M

.040-.100
.045--105

responsive nickelplated steel strings in two sets to satisfy
the demand. Smooth to the touch thanks to careful nickel

plating, the tone is bright with plenty of bottom end.

Sven Pipien of
The Black Crowes
plays Super Bass 7250s

Super Bass 7250s
If you've played a Fender bass lately, chances are

that you've tried the Super Bass 7250s. That's

Super Bass 7250s
Long Scale
(34") Sets

because they're installed as original factory equip-

7250L .040-.100
7250ML .045-.100
7250M .045-.105

ment on Fender basses that are strung through the

7250HM .050-.105

bridge. String up a set of Super 7250s on your bass
and keep your sound "Factory Fresh."

7250H .050-.110
7250-5ML030 .030-.100
7250-5L .040-.115
7250-5M .045-.125
7250-5M 130 .045-.130
7250-6 .030-.130

Kim Stone from
The Rippingtons plays
Super Bass 7250s

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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String
Artists

Stainless 7350s
For the most punch and highest corrosion resistance,
nothing works as well as Fender Stainless bass strings.

High output with plenty of bottom and an edge that cuts
through. Compare them to any other stainless bass string
and you'll see why many players are switching to Fender!
Available for 4-, 5- or 6-string basses.

Stainless 7350s
Long Scale
(34") Sets
7350L
7350ML
7350M
7350HM
7350H
7350 5M
7350 6M

.040-.100
.045--loo
.045-.105
•050-.105
.050-.no
.045-.125
.030-.iso

Chi Cheng from the
Deftones plays
Stainless 7350s

Super Bass 8250s and 8255s
Looking for something a little different? Wound on a round
core, these strings have a tapered wmding on the E and B
strings for easy mtonation and a more balanced tone. The
8250 series is designed to fit Fender's string-through-the-

body basses, while the 8255 series is designed for any longscale bass that is strung through the bridge. For great balance

and tone, try the 8250s or 8255s and hear the difference!

Super Bass

8250s/8255s
Long Scale (34") Sets
8250 L
8250 ML
8250 M

40-.105
45-.i°5
45-. uo

8250-5 L
8250-5 M

45-.130

8250-5M 135

45-.135

8255 I-

8255 ML
8255 M

8255-5 L
8255-5 M

40-.U5

40-.105
45-.105
45-.UO
40-.125
45-.130

8255-5 M 135 45-.135

Bass Ace

Reggie Hamilton plays
Super Bass 8250s

Stainless Ratwound 9050s
The first electric basses were made by Fender and were
strung with Qatwound strings to sound more like an
upright bass. Today's Stamless Flats are designed to last
longer, sound brighter and still have the low finger noise

Stainless 9050s
Long Scale
(34") Sets
9050L .045-095
gosoML .050-.100
9050M .055-.105

that Fender Flats are known for. Try a set for Jazz, Country
or any style you want. Use your imagination—try a set

today!

Aston "Fanulyman" Barrett

from The WaUers plays
Stainless 9050s

Nylon Tapewound 9120s
Your fretless bass wiU love these black Nylon
Tapewound strings and their cool, jazzy tone. The

Nylon Tapewound

Long Scale
(34") Sets
gi20 .058-.UO

flat nylon wrapping saves your fretless fingerboard
from the wear caused by roundwound steel strings.
Soft on the fingers and easy on the ears, Fender
Nylon Tapewound strings are long-lasting and very
warm tonally. Expand your horizons—try a set!

Tony DeLocht from
Sprung Monkey plays
Super Bass 7250s

FRONTLINE

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

BASS STRINGS
Nylon Rlament Roundwound
Made for players that want a brighter tone than the
Nylon Tapewound 9120s, but still want a string that's easy
on the fingers. These strings are wound with a round

String
Artists
Nylon Filament
Roundwound

Long Scale
(34") Sets
7120 .070-.loo

black nylon cover wrap, which is then sanded smooth.
Perfect for experienced players or for new players that
want a smoother string, the 7120s will work great on any
long-scale bass. Try 'em on yours!

Bass Sensation

Ray Riendau plays
Stainless 7350s

Acoustic Bass Riosphor 7060s
This is the set for the "unplugged" bassists among us.
Whether or not your 30" scale acoustic bass has a pickup,

like the Fender BG-29 shown on the package, you'll
appreciate the warmth and rich tonal complexity of our

Acoustic Bass

Phosphor 7060s
Short Scale
(30") Sets
7060 .045--°95

long-lasting phosphor bronze bass strings.

Jorge Casillas from
Voodoo Glowskulls plays
Super Bass 7250s

Bajo Sexto (A and E timings)
Fender's Custom Shop builds a unique Telecaster stxstring baritone guitar known as the Bajo Sexto. Here are

Bajo Sexto
A Tuning
Ball End Sets
1090 .oi6-.o66

the nickelplated steel strings specified by the master
luthiers at the Fender Custom Shop. For increased
response and performance from all vintage instruments
of this type, string up a set of these.

Bajo Sexto
E Tuning
Ball End Sets
1091 .022-.072

Joe Cook, guitarist
for Terri dark, plays
Super 250s

A six-string bass with a tremolo? It's Fender's Bass VI.

Super Bass 7250s
Long Scale (34")
Ball End Sets

This '60s tone machine from the surf and drag race music

5350 .025-.095

Bass VI
era is alive and weU today. Replace your strings regularly with this stainless steel set from the "Surf Sound" company. Specially designed for the Bass VI to deliver maximum twang!

Greg Koch
plays
Super bullets

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

PICK STYLES
330 HP Style
Revived from a 1930s design, the
330 HP (for Home Plate, or House
Pick if you prefer) is surprisingly comfortable to hold and use.
The square top provides a wide
surface to hold, and the rounded

PICKS

Classic Celluloid
A Fender Tradition! Fender Classic Celluloid guitar picks are famous for their superior
memory and feel, warm tone and smooth picking action. Now available in a wide variety
of familiar and new shapes, there's one that's just right for your style.

330 HP Style

355 Style

tip gives a smooth action.

346 Style

^^t€LsA

These large rounded triangle picks

WOtUj^

provide three edges to use. When
one wears down, just switch sides.

The wide body provides plenty of
surface to hold, and the rounded
tip gives a nice, smooth action.

347 Style

^

A more oval-shaped pick, the
347 is a nice compromise for a
player looking for something
slightly smaller than the traditional Fender pick shape.

/

358 Style

351 Style
Often called the Fender pick,
this is the pick most associated
with Fender. A wider body and
a rounded tip have made this
pick a favorite with players of
every style.

354 Style

347 Style

451 JR Style

Similar in shape to a 347 pick,
this is slightly more narrow and
the same length. If you need a
pick with a slimmer profile, try
the 354.

355 Style
Fender's large triangle pick, the
355, provides three sides for
picking and the largest body of
any Fender pick. If you want a
large pick to hold on to, this is
the one for you.

358 Style
Sometimes called a mandolin
pick, the 358 model is Fender's
slimmest pick. Ultra slim proffle for
fast, nimble picking on any

t
t

instrument.

451 JR Style

354 Style

A mini 351! This one is destined
to become a new classic. Exactly

the same shape as the 351 but
smaller, this pick should feel
very comfortable to anyone that

has played a 351 but wants
something a bit smaller.

551 JZ Style
A slightly wider body and sharp
tip make this different from the
451. Perfect for any player that
wants a fast-picking action and
likes to create picking harmonies.

Picks shown actual size.

©
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PICKS

Premium Celluloid

California Clears

355 Style

> ^^ ^

330HPStyle

/^ ^tdfct ^<^

Cool, clear and colorful, California Clear picks are

346 Style

available in sk transparent vintage-style colors—Lake

Placid Blue, Candy Apple Red, Shoreline Gold, Shell
Pink, Surf Green and Burgundy Mist. Available in 351
Style only—thin, medium or heavy.

Thumbpicks

347 Style

451 JR Style

Heavy gauge celluloid Fender thumbpicks are available in three colors—shell, white and confetti.
Available in medium and large sizes. Not shown actual size.

Fender Pick Packs
351 Style

354 Style

551 JZ Style

/^^

A handy resealable pack of 12 picks. Packs of
California Clear 351 Style and Classic Celluloid 351
Style are available in all colors and thicknesses normally associated with those picks. Not shown actual
Premium cellulold picks shown actual size.

size.

FENDER Ut;» FRONTLINE

PICKS
Delrin Molded Knife Edge
351 Style Neonpic 351 Style

390 Style

Delrin Matte Rounded Edge

Delrin picks shown 90% of actual size.

FENDER tC'y FRONTLINE
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tTUNERS

Protect Your
California Tuners"

Investment

California Tuners feature automatic tuning for guitar or bass,
and mic for tuning acoustic instruments. Includes input and

output jacks, LED display, lighted VU meter, battery check
and 9-volt AC input. Available tn sk colors.

AX-12 Chromatic Tuners
For all instruments, the AX-12 chromatic tuner features a highly visible LED meter, three tuning modes,

Guitar Polish & Polish Cloths
Get the best care for your instruments with
Fender Guitar Polish and Polish Cloths (available
in several varieties),

low battery warning light, easy re-calibration and
input/output jacks for easy in-line operation.

AG-6 Tuners
For electric and acoustic guitars and basses, the AG-6
features a lighted VU meter for fast and accurate tuning on dark stages. Six LEDs let you know exactly
which string you're tuning. Includes mic, battery

check, 9 volt adapter jack and input/output jacks for
easy in-line operation.

Fender Mini Stand
These great little stands are sturdy enough to
firmly hold your favorite guitar, but fold-dowa to

LX-12 Tuner

fit in most gig bags or cases. Holds most standardshaped guitars.

The LX-12 is a fully chromatic tuner that packs a lot of
bells and whistles into a surprisingly small package!
Features include an LCD display, easy re-calibration, a
built-in condensor mic, tilt-back stand and DC adapter
jack.

FT-10 Pedal Tuner
You can tell from this tuner's heavy, die-cast metal
housing that this is a serious tuner. The PT-10's LED

meter and on/off indicator allow for easy visibility
from the stage floor, the PT-10 also has two output
options, allowing the signal to stay on or be muted
while turyng.

Fender Mini Twin Amp
Powered by a single 9-volt battery, the Mmi Twin features
two speakers, 9-volt AC input, a headphone jack, tilt back

Fender Amplifier Covers

stand and controls for Gain, Volume, Tone and Power.

Our covers are made of an extremely

durable vinyl fabric, sure to withstand the
test of time. We make covers for most

recent models of Fender amplifiers. Check
with your Fender dealer for details.

STRAPS

A. Slim Padded Leather
These straps have the same ultra comfortable padding as our 3',2" straps, but are
designed to have a much more traditional look. Available in black or walnut.

B. Deluxe Padded Leather Strap
The extra width on this 3',2" strap helps to spread the instrument's weight over
a larger area. Absolute comfort with classic Fender Style. Available in black or
walnut.

I. Vintage Tweed—The look of the genuine tweed used on Fender amps and
guitar cases, but designed for comfort. Brown leather end tabs complete the
look of this great 2" strap.

E. Jacquard Monogrammed Straps
A Fender favorite, this 2" strap now has extra padding for a more comfortable
fit. Available in Black/Yellow/Brown, Black/Yellow/Red. Black/Lt.
Grey/Med. Blue, RedAVhite/Blue, White/Brown/Yellow.

C. Plain Leather Straps

F. Fender Poly Logo Straps

Simple and classic. Fender Plain Leather are 2'/2" and feature the Fender logo

Made from black poly webbing, these 2" straps feature the Fender logo

in hot-stamped in gold. Available in black or brown.

embroidered in your choice of Yellow, Red, White or Pewter.

Vintage Straps

Gr Also shown at far right: Fender Running Logo Strap.

1. Deluxe Vintage—Modeled after our original vintage straps but updated for
comfort, the shoulder pad is extra thick for comfort and includes a replica of the

H. Cotton Straps

original Fender buckle. This one's extra long too! Available in Black or Natural.

We took six colors of 2" cotton straps and added a suede end with a leather

Standard Vintage (not shown)—A replica of the old Fender vintage straps that
were shipped with Fender instmments for years, authentic right down to the

oval showcasing the Fender logo. Available in Natural, Black, Red, Tan,
Olive and Navy.

Fender buckle. Available in black only.

J. California Straps

K. MOTO Straps

Made of soft suede in four vintage

The same great look as our

colors and featuring a neutral color

MOTO picks and pickguards, but

back to help prevent color bleed-

the same great feel as our Deluxe

ing. Available in Sonic Blue,

Padded straps. Available in Black

Burgundy Mist, Natural and

or White Moto.

Seafoam Green.

California Collection Accessories
"ywi

California Cables feature 20
sause cable, heavy duty '/4'

plugs and are available in
six vintage Fender colors in

Available in six vintage colors, the California Cranks

•A-t- /^-

also feature a notch for

pulling acoustic bridge pins.

1ft, 3ft, 6ft. 10ft and 18ft
lengths.

FENDER
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CASES

ProtectYour
Investment

Deluxe Tweed and Tolex Cases
Each Deluxe Tweed and Deluxe Tolex case is constructed from the best
available materials. Each case features genuine leather ends, plush cotton interior, Fender amp logo and premium tweed or Tolex covering.

Deluxe Interior

Standard Tolex Black Cases

Musician's Effects Bag

Made in the traditional shape with locking latches, vinyl ends and

The Deluxe Musician's Effects Bag

padded acrylic interiors, these cases offer a traditional look at an afford-

is made in the same style as our

durable Deluxe Guitar Gig Bags.

able price.

Four external compartments and
two large interior pouches can
Standard Interior

Grey Uzard Case

accommodate anything from guitar
picks to effects racks. Shoulder
strap and luggage tag included.

The Fender Grey Lizard case is made with the same quality materials as
the Standard Tolex case but with stylish Grey Lizard covering.

Mini Strat Bag

Sih^erTolexCase
Sleek silver Tolex, black vinyl ends and plush black interior grace this

Made with the same high quaUty materials
as our Standard gig bag, the Squier Mini

updated classic from the mid-'60s. Fits Mustang and Musicmaster gui-

Sfrat gig bag offers an adjustable shoulder

tars and basses.

strap and a zipper compartment for your
strap, cable and tuner.

SflverTolexQiseInterii

Standard Molded Case
Made from high-impact plastic, this case comes with our American
Standard guitars and basses. Standard latches (one locking) and reinforced metal hinge and frame make this an excellent guitar case.

Harmonica Case
The Fender Hannonica Case holds up to

Deluxe Molded Case
Made with the same high-quality materials as the Standard Molded

18 diatonicharmonicas and one chromatichannonica. There is also space provid-

Case with heavy-duty latches. The Deluxe Molded Bass Case fits

ed for your favorite mic (it even fits a
bullet-style mic). The interior is made of

American Deluxe Basses only.

cotton with tolex or tweed exterior and a
genuine Fender logo. Available in tweed,
black and brown tolex.

BG-29 Case
Especially designed for our BG-29 acoustic bass, this locking, shaped
Tolex case offers padded black acrylic interior and accessory compartment.

Fender Briefcase
Fender Briefcases feature plush cotton
interiors with adjustable files, leather
" Due to the many vanetjes of instruments that Fender has produced over
the past foui decades, some items may not fit exactly. Slight case modificabon may be required to accommodate your particular instrument.

ends and a genuine Fender logo.
FENDER

Available in tweed, black, grey lizard or
brown Tolex.

CASES & GIG BAGS

Stage Guitar Stand Case

Studio Guitar Stand Case

The Stage Guitar Stand Case is the size of an oversized briefcase built in the

The Studio Guitar Stand Case is slightly larger than a Fender guitar case. Inside

traditional Fender case style. Features include a plush interior, accessory com-

is room for several adjustable combinations of up to seven guitars. Other fea-

partment and room for three electric guitars or one acoustic and one electric

tures include a plush interior and an accessory compartment. Available in

guitar. Available in Black or Tweed.

Black or Tweed.

Standard & Deluxe Gig Bags

Fender Deluxe Double Gig Bags

Premium Gig Bags

Our Standard Gig Bag features 12mm foam

Made with the same durable features as our Deluxe

Our Premium Gig Bags are made from a

padding, heayy-duty nylon material, adjustable

Gig Bags, the Deluxe Double Gig Bag lets you carry

durable suede-like material with excellent

shoulder strap, easy grip handles, Fender logo and

two instruments in one bag. Two heavy padded zip-

padding. Three external zipper compartments,

a zippered accessory compartment. Available for

per areas with a reinforced padded divider allow you

two shoulder straps, easy grip handles and an

electric, acoustic, 3/4 size acoustic, classical,

to transport two guitars or basses with comfort and

embroidered Fender logo grace the outside of

Squier Mini Strat, electric bass and short-scale

ease. Available for electric guitar or bass.

each bag. Available for electric guitars and bass-

electric bass.
Our Deluxe Gig Bag features 20mm foam
padding, heayy-duty nylon material, three external
zipper compartments, two shoulder straps, easy
grip handles and a brass Fender medallion.
Available for electric, acoustic, classical, jumbo
guitars and electric bass.

FENDER
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Finding Yourself HOW TO GET THAT SOUND YOU HEAR IN YOUR HEAD
ne of the most important things

We currently offer a unprecedented

for a guitarist to develop is a

variety of replacement parts, allowing

"sound." Chet Atkins had a say-

you to use genuine quality Fender bits

ing: "Would your mother recognize your

and pieces to accessorize your instru-

playing if she heard you on the radio?'
A large part of this identity develop-

ment. The parts are largely made by us in
our own factories, and you know which

ment comes from imitation of influential

guitars they will fit! Try some brass bridge

players, trial and error and about a mil-

saddles on your old Tele or some Custom

lion hours of careful listening. Do you

Shop pickups in your Mlexican-made

only want to play metal? Is jazz your pas-

Standard Jazz Bass!

sion? Or are you like me—is your style a

by Shane Nicholas

The type of wood, strings, effects,
amplification, even the cord—all affect

kind of blues-rock-country-pop hybrid?

One of the great things about Fender

the tone that comes out of the speaker.

gear is that it is versatile. We make guitars

However, no part of an electric guitar is

that suit every imaginable musical style—

more closely identified with tone than its

both James Burton and Sheryl Crow use

pickups. Let's take a closer look at a few

basically the same guitar (a Telecaster)
and Jimi Hendrbc and Buddy Holly both

of the many pickups Fender offers:

used a basic Stratocaster. We also make

amplifiers that are especially designed to
work with these guitars, but our amps will
suit just about anyone with any guitar, and

still preserve the sonic identity of the
instrument.
You can see how important it is to

have a guitar and amp that let your

• The American Standard guitars and
basses have a sound that is "right down

pickups wound by the same person that
wound theirs! Check out the Custom

Main street." These pickups are not

Shop Fat '50s, Custom '54 or '69 Strat

designed for any one particular style or

pickups. Incidentally, our magnet supplier

sound. The special Delta Tone system lets

managed to find some old Alnico from

Teles and Strats provide the well-rounded

Leo Fender's day to compare to the com-

guitarist with more tonal options—from

mon materials everyone else is currently

vintage "twang" to scorching leads.

using. Now we can truly say that we do
"make 'em like this any more!"

voice speak, and not be covered up by

a bunch of junk. A Fender guitar with

• Let's say that you like humbucking
pickups—did you know that Fender

a Fender amp can be as bright or
bassy as you'd like; it can create clean

made 'em way back in the early '70s?

or distorted tones and it can bark

Our current DH-1 and Atomic

when you push it hard. As you make

Humbuckers, like all Fender pickups,

your musical journey, you'll increas-

utilize our new Vacuum Potting

ingly demand this responsiveness and

process. This virtually eliminates that

dynamics from your gear.

old problem of microphonic feedback.

In the interest of getting a good,

Crank 'em up as loud as you want!

personalized tone and a unique

Digital winding counters ensure consis-

"look," many guitar players naturally

tency—we wind them exactly the same

turn towards modifying or "customiz-

way, every time.

ing" their instruments. Sometimes, no
matter how much of a selection of

• History and Technology have always

products your dealer has, you still

gone hand-in-hand at Fender. If you are

want something a little different;
something tailored just for you. This

the type of person who likes the tone of
original Fender pickups but absolutely

idea runs through other pursuits such

will not tolerate any single-coil hum "in

as auto racing, golfing, fly fishing and

this day and age," check out our

so on.

Noiseless series. They really are different, and they'll fit, whether you play a

By now, you are probably aware

Strat, Tele, or Jazz Bass.

that Fender has a well-established,
successful Custom Shop that can cre-

• DeArmond pickups are now made

ate this elusive guitar of your dreams.

exclusively by Fender in the USA.

For the average person, though,
'modeling" your existing axe is a
more easily attainable goal.

• Bass players! Our Custom Shop '60s

Finding your sound often means finding the right combination of gui-

Jazz Bass pickups recently received top

tar, amp, pickups and cables. There are endless varieties!

scores in Bass Player magazine's Pickup

People don't tend to think of
Fender as an aftermarket guitar parts

Shootout. They were one of the more

company. Did you know that Fender was

probably the first parts company? Fender

• If you want to specialize in Vintage

guitars were designed to be easy to work

Blues, Surf, Country ... it's hard to believe,

on, with solid bodies, detachable necks

but a woman named Abigail Ybarra real-

affordable models reviewed, too.
So, you see, there's a lot to consider when
you are shopping for accessories for your

and uniform parts. A quick glance at old

ly has been making pickups at Fender for

Fender price lists from the 1950's and

instrument, especially the pickups. I'd

over 40 years now. If you like the way

'60's reveals pickups, pickguards, bridges

Stevie Ray or Kenny Wayne's guitar

recommend taking some time to really

and other parts for sale.

sounds, maybe you'd like to try some

think about what sounds you are trying to
achieve, and then do it!

Truss Rods: Coping with the Tension
THE TRUTH ABOUT TRUSS RODS ANDTRUSS ROD ADJUSTMENTS

by Jack Schwarz

example, a guitar tuned to the pitch of

Another problem that occurs when a

A440 creates more tension on the neck

neck is out of adjustment is that strings

than a guitar tuned a half or whole step

can choke or fret out in numerous areas

down. As strings wear, they lose consisten-

of the fingerboard. Many guitarists raise

cy and tension. The heavier the gauge of a

the action to attempt to correct this prob-

string, the larger the vibrational path of the

lem, when a truss rod adjustment is really

string and the more neck relief needed.

the answer.

Types of Truss Rods

Ideally, it would be preferable to
have the neck adjusted to be perfectly
straight However, with modern playing

There are two different types of truss rods

techniques that include string-bending,

found on Fender guitars and basses: the

pull-offs, popping and slapping (for bass

"standard" truss rod, and the "bi-flex"

players), altered tunings and varying

truss rod. Most Fender guitars and basses

string gauges, a small amount of relief is

are equipped with a standard truss rod

often necessary.

Furthermore, there are two types of standard truss rod, one which adjusts at the

heel of the neck and one which adjusts at
ust mention the words "your truss
rod needs to be adjusted" and you
strike fear and apprehension into the
hearts of many guitar players. The truss
rod system is one of the most neglected
and misunderstood of all the parts of a
guitar. Let's put some misunderstandings
to rest.

the headstock, but both operate on the
same principle.
The standard truss rod can counteract concave ("under-bowed") curvature
in a neck that has too much relief by generating a force in the neck opposite to
that caused by excessive string tension.
Fender also uses a unique bi-flex
truss rod system on some instruments.

Strings put Tension on Guitar Necks

Unlike standard truss rods, which can
only correct a neck that is too under-

The main reason guitar necks have truss

bowed, the bi-Hex truss rod can compen-

When and How to Do It
So how do you know if you need to adjust
your truss rod? And how do you do that?
Where do you start?
First, check your tuning, install a

capo at the 1st fret and depress the 6th
string at the last fret. With a feeler gauge,
check the gap between the bottom of the

string and the top of the 8th fret. Use the
specification chart below as guidelines for
the proper gap.
If the neck needs adjustment, follow
these steps:

rods is to counter the effects of the strings'

sate for either concave (under-bowed) or

• Adjustment at headstock (Alien

tension on the wood. A secondary reason

convex (over-bowed) curvature by gener-

wrench).

is to compensate for the effects of the sur-

ating a force in either direction as needed

rounding environment, such as the climate

for the correction.

and humidity (temperature and moisture).

It is important to realize that when

The grain of the wood, as well as the nat-

your truss rod has not been adjusted to

ural wood properties of the neck will also

compensate for any of the above occur-

affect the reaction of the neck to these two

rences, the intonation and the action are

If your neck is too concave (the guitar in

playing position, looking up the neck
towards the keys), turn truss-rod nut
counter clock-wise. Too convex, turn
clockwise.

affected, often to the point where the gui-

• Adjustment at headstock (Phillips

As for string tension, the heavier the

tar is unplayable. When a neck has too

screwdriver).

gauge of the strings, the more tension cre-

much relief, the distance between the

ated. For example, a set of .009 to .042

pivot points at which the strings vibrate at

factors.

strings creates less tension than a set of

the bridge and the nut is shorter than

.012 to .052. Bass necks are under consid-

when the neck has less relief. These pivot

erably more tension than guitar necks,

points are at the bridge and the nut and

though in most cases basses have fewer

determine intonation.

If your neck is too concave, turn truss-rod
nut clock-wise. Too convex—Counter
clockwise.
Check your tuning, then check the

gap again with the feeler gauge. In either

Additionally, when a neck has too

case, if you meet excessive resistance, or

The materials that make up the strings

much relief, the string height at the center

you're not comfortable with this adjust-

will affect the amount of tension created.

of the neck is higher than at the extremi-

ment, take your guitar to your

Also, the pitch at which you tune the gui-

ties of the fingerboard, which results in a

Authorized Fender Service Center.

tar affects the tension of the strings. For

very uncomfortable action.

strings.

Convex or Over-Bowed

Good luck!

Recommended Relief
GUITARS

Concave or Under-Bowed

Neck
Radius

Relief

BASSES
Neck
Radius

Relief

7.25"

.012"

7.25"

.014"

As a guitar's neck responds to climate changes and string tension, it can become over-bowed (convex)

9.5" to 12"

.010"

9.5" to 12"

.012"

or under-bowed (concave). In either case, a truss rod adjustment is necessary.

15" to 17"

.008"

15" to 17"

.010"

PICKUPS

Custom Shop Fat
'50s Strat Pickups

Custom Shop Fat '50s Strat
Want a fatter sound from your Strat, but still want vintage tone? The Fat '50s are for you! Each
pickup is made with height-staggered, hand-beveled Alnico 5 magnets, Fonnvar-coated magnet
wire, vintage-style fiber bobbin and cloth output wires to produce a classic vintage tone. Slightly
overwound for higher output and featuring a reverse-wound, reverse-polarity middle pickup for
hum cancellation (positions 2 & 4). OEM on the Custom Shop Showmaster

v

Series guitars.

Custom Shop Custom '54 Strat
The Fender Custom Shop researched the sweetest-sounding Strat pickups from late '54 -'59 and
faithfully reproduced the tonality, output and construction for use on the American Classic Series
Strat guitars. Features include Formvar insulation and beveled Akiico 5 pole pieces. OEM on the
Custom Shop Dick Dale Stratocaster.

SPECI FICATIONS:
CUSTOM SHOP FAT 'sos BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 6.2K
INDUCTANCE 2.8HENRIES
CUSTOM SHOP FAT '50S MlDDUE
DC RESISTANCE 6.3«
tNOUCTANCE 2.75HENRIES
CUSTOM SHOP FAT '503 NECK
DC RESISTANCE 6,oK
INDUCTANCE 2.4HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHfIE ONLY, SOLO AS SET OF3 OR AS EACH.

Custom Shop Custom
'54 Strat Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS;

CUSTOM SHOP CUSTOM '54 BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 6.5K
INDUCTANCE 2.75HENRIES
CUSTOM SHOP '&4NECK/MIDOLE
DC RESISTANCE 5.9K
INDUCTANCE 2.4HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHdE ONLY, SOLD AS SET OF3 OR AS EACH.

Custom Shop'69 Strat
The Custom '69 Strat Pickups deliver crystal clear tone with transparent highs and thumping
lows. Every detail has been carefully recreated from height-staggered Alnico 5 magnets to the
light gray fiber bobbin. Created, dated and signed byAbigail Ybarra who has been winding pickups for Fender since the late '50s! Bring back the sound of the sixties with Custom '69 Strat pickups! OEM on the Custom Shop '69 Stratocaster.

Custom Shop '69
Strat Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
CUSTOM SHOP'6gSTRAT
DCResisrANCE 5.8K
INDUCTANCE 2.2HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHTC ONLY, SOID AS SET OF3 OR AS EACH,

Signed & Dated by Abigail Ybarra.

Custom Shop 'GOsJ-Bass

Custom Shop '60s

The Real Deal! Custom Shop '60s Jazz Bass pickups recreate one of the tones sought after by
bass players throughout the world. Made with Special Alnico 5 magnets, Fonnvar-coated wire,
fiber bobbins, cloth wires and black covers. Slightly overwound for mcreased output and midrange, these pickups deliver the punch and growl that made the Jazz Bass famous! OEM on many
Custom Shop Basses.

SPECIFICATIONS;
CUSTOM SHOP'6os J-BASS BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 7.4K
INDUCTANCE 3.25HENRIES

<^y^

Custom Shop Texas Special™ Tele
Razor-sharp attack and higher output make these Tele pickups essential equipment for the wellequipped Tele owner! Born in the Custom Shop and used on many custom-made Teles, they feature height-staggered Alnico 5 magnets mounted into a fiber bobbin wrapped with enamel-coated
magnet wire. The bridge pickup features a copper-plated steel bottom plate for increased output,
presence and midrange. The neck pickup utilizes a nickel silver cover for clear, warm tone with
increased output. OEM on the James Burton Standard, Merle Haggard
Tribute and American Classic Telecasters.

J-Bass Pickups

CUSTOM SHOP '6os J-BASS NECK
DC RESISTANCE 7.iK
INDUCTANCE S.lfiHENRIES
AVAILABLE IN BLACK ONLY, SOLD AS SET OF 2 OR AS EACH,

Texas Special Tele
Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
TEXAS SPECIALTELE BRIDSE
DC RESISTANCE 10.5K
INOUCTANCE ^3,95HENRIES

TEXAS SPECIALTOE NECK
DC RESISTANCE g.gK
INDUCTANCE 3.3HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN BLACK (BRIDGE) AND CHROME (NECK)
ONLY, SOU) AS SET OF 2 OR AS EACH.

Custom Shop Texas Special™ Strat

Texas Special Strat
Pickups

Take a vintage Strat pickup and overwind it for more mid-range, punch and output and you get a
pickup with an Attitude! Staggered Akdco 5 magnets, enamel-coated magnet wire and cloth output wires make these pickups the choice of many signature artists. Featuring pickups calibrated

TEXAS SPECIAL STRAT BRIDSE
DC RESISTANCE 7.6K

for each position and a reverse-coil, reverse-wound middle pickup for noise cancellation (positions two and four). If you want plenty ofmid-range bark and crisp high-end bite, Texas Special

TEXAS SPECIAL SlRAT MIDDLE
DC RESISTANCE 6,5«

Strat pickups are for you:! OEM on the Steve Ray Vaughan, Bonnie Raitt,
Roadhouse and American Classic Stratocasters.

TEXAS SPECIAL S7RAT NECK
DC RESISTANCE 6.2K

SPECIFICATIONS:

INDUCIANCE 3.58HENRIES

INDUCTANCE 2.6HENRIES

INDUCTANCE 2.4HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY, SOU) AS SET OF3 OR AS EACH,

Custom Shop "No-Caster" Clean

"No-Caster" Clean

With its bright, full tone, this Tele bridge pickup takes you back to the early days of the electric
guitar. Made with flush-mounted Alnico 3 magnets, enamel-coated magnet wire and a zinc
shielding plate, this overwound pickup creates a vintage tone that is distinctively Fender. OEM
on many Custom Shop Telecasters.

^^^
All Fender Pickups come with mounting hardware and wiring schematics.
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
"NO-CASTES" CLEAN BRIDGE

DC RESISTANCE 9.9K
INDUCTANCE 4.9HENRIES
AVAIIABLE IN BLACK ONLY, SOLO AS EACH.

PICKUPS
Custom Shop "No-Caster" Relic

"No-Caster" Relic

Looking like a gently used 50-year-old pickup, the "No-Caster" Relic will take you back to the
early days of the electric guitar. Made with weathered Ahiico 3 magnets, enamel-coated magnet
wire and a zinc shielding plate, this overwound pickup distinctively provides both vintage tone
and looks. OEM on many Custom Shop Telecasters.

SPECIFICATIONS:
"N(>CASIER"R£UC BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 9.gK
INDUCTANCE 4.9HENWES

^^

Vintage NoiselessTele
Imagine fmding a humbucker with the bite, snap and snarl of a '60s Tele pickup. Now the dream
is reality. Designed with Special Alnico 5 magnets and enamel-coated magnet wire, these innovative stacked Tele pickups are even quieter than standard humbuckers! The neck pickup has a
nickel silver cover for added clarity while the bridge pickup was developed to produce the traditional Tele "twang." Each pickup proudly displays the Noiseless logo for more of that classic
Fender vibe. OEM on the American Deluxe Telecaster.

Pickups

AVAILABLE IN BLACK ONIY, SOU) AS EACH.

Vintage Noiseless
Tele Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
VINTAGE "NCMSELESS" Ta£CASTO BRIDGE

DC RESISTANCE 8.6K
INDUCTANCE S.yHENBES
VINTAGE "NOIS£l£SS" TEUSASTER NECK

DC RESISTANCE t2.oK
INOUCTANCE 4.0HENRIES
AVAIIABIE IN BIACX (8RIOGE) AND CHROME
(NECK) ONLY, SOU> AS SET OF 2 OR AS EACH.

Vintage Noiseless Strat
Want Classic Strat tone without the hum? With Fender's Noiseless technology, you can have just

Vintage Noiseless
Strat Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:

that! Made with staggered, beveled-edge Alnico 5 magnets, custom magnet wire and aged white
covers embossed with a gold Noiseless logo, these pickups will make even the most cynical pickup aficionado sit up and take notice! Noiseless Strat pickups come with three 1-meg control pots,
a .022mf capacitor and a 1 meg resistor. Experience crisp bell-like tones and crystal harmonies
with the Noiseless Strat pickups! OEM on the American Deluxe Stratocaster.

VINTAGE "NOISOESS"STRATOCA7CT PICKUPS

Original Precision Bass

Original Precision Bass
Pickups

Lay down the low end with these reproductions of the pickups from the 1962 Precision Bass,
used on our American Vintage '62 P-Bass. This split-coil humbucking pickup is made with flushmounted Alnico 5 magnets, enamel-coated magnet wire and cloth output wires to deliver the big,
bad bass and snappy high-end sound that's perfect for any style of music! Would you expect any
less from the company that invented the electric bass? OEM on the American Vintage and

DC RESISTANCE 9.8K
INDUCBWCE 3.0HENRIES
AVAILABIE IN AGED WHIFE ONLY, SOU) AS SET OF 3
OR AS EACH.

SPECIFICATIONS:
ORIGIN*!. PRECISION BASS

DC RESISTANCE 10.5K
INDUCBWCE 6.4HENRIES
AWILASIE IN BUCK ONLY, SOLO AS EACH.

Vintage Custom P-Basses.

Original Jazz Bass
To get an Original, we started with a classic! We carefully studied Jazz Bass pickups from the
early '60s and duplicated the materials and construction to produce these modem classics. We've
made everything as original as possible, from the flush-mounted Alnico 5 magnets and enamelcoated magnet wire to the fiber bobbin and cloth output wire. The result is a sound that's articulate, with plenty of definition and mid-range with tight low-end growl. OEM on American
Vintage and Geddy Lee J-Basses.

Original Jazz Bass
Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:

OBGINALjAS BASS BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 7.5K
INDUCTANCE 3.35HENBES
ORIGINAL JAZZ BASS NECK
DC RESISTANCE
INOUCTANCE

7-25K
3.2HENRIES

AVAILABLE IN BUCK ONLY, SOIO AS EACH,

Original •57/'62 Strat
The sound that launched ten thousand songs! When Fender introduced its electric guitars in the

Original '57/'62
Strat Pickups

1950s, the music world suddenly changed forever. Now you can get the same vintage-style tone
that characterized the Strats from the late '50s and early '60s with the Original '57/'62 Strat pick-

SPECIFICATIONS:
ORIGINAL'57/'62S7RATOCASTER PICKUPS
DC RESISTANCE 5.6K
INOUCTANCE 3.0HENRIES

up. Painstakingly recreated using the same materials as the original, including staggered Alnico

AVAILABU IN WHITE ONLY, SOIC AS EACH,

5 magnets, Formvar-coated magnet wire, fiber bobbins and cloth output wire.

Original Vintage Tele
Country? Rockabilly? Rock? Whatever style of music you play, if you have a Telecaster and want
the sound of Teles from the '50s and early '60s, these are the ones for you! Lovingly recreated
using Ahiico 3 magnets, enamel-coated magnet wire, fiber bobbin and cloth wire for definitive
Tele "twang." The neck pickup features the nickel silver cover for clarity, while the bridge sports
the traditional copper-plated steel base plate for that extra mid-range punch. We even wrap the

bridge bobbin the traditional way, with cloth string to protect the pickup wire!

FENDER
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Original Vintage
Tele Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
ORIGINAL VINTAGE TELECASTER BmDSE
DC RESISTANCE 7.2K
INOUCTANCE S.ZyHENRIES
ORICINAL VINTAGE TEIECASTCR NECK
DC RESISTANCE 7.7K
INDUCTANCE 2.45HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN BUCK (BRIDGE) AND CHROME
(NECK) ONLY, SOLD AS EACH.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

PICKUPS
Tex-Mex™ Stort
Add a little spice to your life! These vintage-style Strat pickups are overwound for fatter tone,
high output and great high-end sparkle. Constructed with staggered Abiico 5 magnets, polysol
magnet wire, a plastic bobbin and featuring a reverse-wound, reverse-polarity middle pickup for
hum canceling (positions two and four). Factory-installed on the Jimmy Vaughan Signature
Strats, the Tex-Mex will put some fire in your tone!

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS;

TEX-MEX STRATOCASTER BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 7.4K
INDUCTANCE 3.7HENRIES
TEX-MEX STRATOCASTER MIDDLE

DC RESISTANCE 6.4K
INDUCTANCE 2.75HENRIES

TEX-MEX STRATOCASTEfi NECK
DC RESISTANCE 6.4K
INDUCTANCE 2.75
AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY, SOLD AS SET OF3 OR AS EACH.

Tex-Mex™ Humbucker
Designed to emulate the classic humbucker tone of the late '50s, but with some updates! This
humbucker is constructed with Alnico 5 magnets and polysol magnet wire to increase string
response and output. We've designed this pickup to accommodate American Standard and

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:
TEX-MEXHUMBUCKER

DC RESISTANCE 8.2K

INDUCTANCE S.lHENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY, SOLD AS EACH.

Vintage string spacing at the bridge position for the best possible humbucking tone from your
Strat. We've also added four-conductor wiring for a greater variety of switching possibilities.
OEM on "Fat" Strat and "Fat" Strat Floyd Rose Stratocasters.

American Standard Delta Tone Tele

American Std Delta Tone
Tele Pickups

Want pure, clear Tele Tone? The Delta Tone is the way to get more firom your Tele than you ever
dreamed possible. Each Delta Tone Tele pickup features Ahiico 5 magnets with polysol magnet
wire wrapped around a plastic bobbin. The result is a distmctively vintage Tele tone with added

SPECIFICATIONS:
AMERICAN STO. DELTA TONETEI£ BRIDGE
DC RESISTANCE 7.oK
INDUCTAHCE 2.99HENRIES

midrange, clarity and snap. Want even more? The 250k no-load tone pot (included) functions as
a normal tone control from 1-9, but at 10 takes the tone control out of the circuit leaving your
guitar "plugged straight in" for more bass, high-end and output. OEM on American Standard

AMERICAN STO. DEUATONETB-E NECK

Telecasters.

SOLD ASSETOF20RAS EACH.

American Standard Delta Tone Strat

American Std Delta Tone
Strat Pickups

Tight high-end and rich tone is the halhnark of a great sounding instrument. Each Delta Tone
Strat pickup features Abiico 5 magnets with polysol magnet wire wrapped around a plastic bobbin to produce the tone you would expect from a true classic. Want even more? The 250k noload tone pot (included) functions as a normal tone control from 1-9, but at 10 takes the tone control out of the circuit leaving your guitar "plugged straight in" for more bass, high end and output. OEM on American Standard Stratocasters.

DC RESISTANCE 7.65K
INDUCTANCE 2.4HENRIES

AVAILABLE IM BLACK (BRIDGE) AND CHROME (NECK) ONLY,

SPECIFICATIONS:

AMEKICAN STD. DEI.TATONE STRAT BRIDGE

DC RESISTANCE 7.3K
INDUCTANCE S.gHENRIES
AMESICAN STO. DELTA TONE STOAT MIDDLE
DC RESISTANCE 5.gK
INOUCTANCE 2.4HENRIES

AMERICAN STD. DELTA TONE STRAT NECK
DC RESISTANCE 5,gK
INDUCWICE 2.4HENRIES
AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY, SOLD AS SET OF 3 OR AS EACH,

Seymour Duncan Pearty Gates Plus
We collaborated with Seymour Duncan™ on this specially designed humbucker which is used on
our Lone Star and Big Apple Stratocasters. Made to accommodate the string spacing of American
Standard and Vintage instruments, the sound is fat and full, with plenty of output. Did we mention
versatile? We also mcluded four conductor wiring to give you more wiring options for a full-bodied
pickup that can provide a wide variety of sounds. Get a little piece of heaven for your guitar today,

get the Pearly Gates!

Fender Lace Sensors*
Low noise, high output and incredible response and sustain. Color designation is as follows:
Gold: Crisp top end and vintage glassy bell-like tones. Used
on the Eric Clapton Stratocaster.
Silver: Higher output, more midrange "Fat Strat" tone.
Blue: Warmer, higher output 1950s humbucker sound.
Red: Extreme oufput. Hot humbucker sound.

Fender Lace

Sensors Pickups
SPECIFICATIONS:

GOLD FLS
DCRESISCWCE

5.8K

INDUCTANCE

2.4HENRIES

INDUCIANCE

7.lK
3.38HENRIES

INDUCTANCE

12.8K
6.58HENRIES

INDUCTANCE

14.5K
8.12HENRIES

SILVER FLS
DC RESISTANCE
BLUE F\S
DC RESISTANCE
REDFLS
DC RESISTANCE

AVAILABLE WITH BLACK )RWHTC
OR'
COVERS ONLY,
SOLD AS EACH,

All Fender Pickups come with mounting hardware and wiring schematics.
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Lace Sensor is a registered trademark ofActodyne General, Inc.

BODIES & NECKSl
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A. '57 Stratocaster—2-color Sunburst

A. American Vintage J-Bass—Rosewood

B. '52 Telecaster—Butterscotch Blonde

B. American Vintage P-Bass—Rosewood

C. '57 Precision Bass—2-color Sunburst

C. American Vintage Tele—Maple

D. '62 Stratocaster—3-color Sunburst
(not shown - Black, Candy Apple Red)

D. American Vintage Strat—Maple

E. '62 Jazz Bass—3-color Sunburst

American Vintage P-Bass—Maple (not shown)

(not shown - Black)

E. American Vintage Strat—Rosewood

F. '62 Precision Bass—3-color Sunburst
^tlie:::ii|5"gt%s&ds^ :c>D^a?
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Vintage Bodies

Vintage Neck Specifications

Each body is made with the same specifications as our

Each neck is made with the same specifications as our

!%^l^©^?N%EiS?tl^

American Vintage Series instmments. Made in Corona,

American Vintage Series Guitars. Made in Corona,

California.

California.

• Alder or Ash ('52 Telecaster) body wood

• Maple Neck with your choice of Rosewood or Maple

fe;^smBixta^^stii!h^

• Available Colors: 2-Color Sunburst ('57 Models), 3-Tone

fingerboards

Sunburst ('62 Models) and Butterscotch Blonde ('52

• 7.25" fingerboard radius

Telecaster)

• 21 Vintage frets (Guitar), 20 Vintage frets (Bass)

• Nitrocellulose finish

• Correct vintage dot spacing

• Vintage contours, pickup and control routing, specific to the

• Rolled fingerboard edges
• Nitrocellulose fmish

year it represents
• Laser-engraved "Genuine Fender Replacement" logo on the
back of each body (located under the neckplate area)
• Each body comes in a beautiful, embroidered Fender draw-

• Shaped and polished string nut included
• Frets are "Tension" leveled
• Headstock pre-drilled for Vintage Style tuners

(Bushings Included)

stnn;

• Laser-engraved "Genuine Fender Replacement" logo
on the back of each headstock

|^^i|||iia^|^i;@|i^^CtiaEt?;(te^ a.

• Official Fender Headstock decal on headcap

^IggSt^iKis^^o^in^oirc^^^^

• Pre-drilled neck mounting holes

,,;T£gtiie-artyai;Dt^yityy^,.:.^ ^:

• Vintage truss rod adjustable at the butt end of the neck
• Each neck comes in a beautiful, embroidered Fender
drawstring bag.

iPgdesNAuflfei^used'tb do the edge

I

|brtEBagctfsthe bodies. We buflF fhe
^iedgesifiElt.Aealmff'ihe rest offhe
§body using lumd-tield buffing
s;wheels;'.:"' :\ '-/.

FRONTLINE

PICKGUARDS

Styles
E. American Standard Precision Bass—13 Hole
Similar to American Vintage '62 P-Bass minus the
4 extra mounting holes for a pickup cover and

thumbrest. This pickguard wiU fit a American
Vintage '62 (USA), American Standard and
Standard (Mexico) Precision Basses.

Tortoise shell

F. '62 Precision Bass—13 Hole
There are four additional holes in the pickguard to
accommodate a thumbrest and a chrome pickup

cover. This pickguard will fit American Vintage '62
(USA), American Standard and Standard

White Moto

(Mexico) Precision Basses.

G. American Standard Jazz Bass—10 Hote
A. '62 Stratocaster—11 Hole

C. American Std. Stratw—ll Hole

Similar to the American Vintage '62 J-Bass minus

Replacement pickguards for

Replacement pickguards for

the four extra holes for a pickup cover, thumbrest

American Vintage '62 Stratocasters

American Standard, Strat Plus,

and the eleventh mounting screw hole, above the

(USA) and the '60s Stratocaster

American Deluxe, Hot Rod,

(Mexico).

Deluxe (Mexico) and Standard

rhythm pickup. This pickguard will fit American
Standard and American Vintage '62 (USA) Jazz

(Mexico) Series Stratocasters.

Basses. Will Not fit 5-String Jazz Basses.

B. '57/SRV Stratocaster—8 Hole

D. '57 Precision Bass—10 Hole

H. '52 Telecaster—5 Hole

Replacement pickguards for the '57

This pickguard has holes drilled to

Replacement pickguards for American Vintage

Reissue (USA), '50s Stratocaster

accommodate a pickup cover and a

'52 Telecaster, '52 Tele Special and '50s Telecaster

(Mexico), Stevie Ray Vaughan and
Eric Clapton Signature Series

thumbrest. This pickguard will fit

(Mexico).

Stratocasters.

American Vintage '57 P-Bass

(USA).

I. '62 Jazz Bass—11 Hole

Black Moto

B
1-Ply White

The '62 Jazz Bass pickguard is mounted with 11
holes with four extra holes to accommodate a

thumbrest and pickup cover. This pickguard will fit
American Vintage '62 (USA) and American
Standard Jazz Basses. Will not fit 5-String Jazz

3-Ply White

Basses.

3. Telecaster—8 Hole
Replacement pickguards for American Standard,
Hot Rod, American Deluxe, Deluxe (Mexico),

James Burton Standard and Standard (Mexico)

3-Ply Black

Series Telecasters.

Jaguar / Jazzmaster (not pictured)
Replacement pickguards for American Vintage
Series Jaguars and Jazzmasters.
Gold Anodized

GUFTAR & BASS PARTS

1-Ply Black

Control Plates

h'ckup Covers

Chrome-plated control plates for:

Replacement covers for Stratocaster, Jazz Bass

A. '62 Jazz Bass (3 Hole)—Chrome

and Precision Bass.

c
Mint Green

Some colors are no'

Std. Jazz Bass (4 hole)—Chrome

Strat Accessory Kits

B. Telecaster—Chrome

Change the look of your Strat! Kit includes

B. Stratocaster (3)—White

tremolo, switch, control knobs and tremolo

C. Stratocaster (3)—Black

Accessurv Dealer ffir

and pickup covers. Available in A. Black, B.

D. Precision Bass (2)—Black

details.

Pickguard Saews
24 Phillips-head screws. Enough for any
pickguariVbackplate. Chrome

Due to the many varieties of instruments that Fender has produced over
the past four decades, some items may not fit exactly. Slight modification
may be required to accommodate your particular instrument.
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

White, and C. Aged White.

A. Jazz Bass (2)—Black

a ailcibie on all im.'d-

els. Check with \'i>ur
Authorised Fem'itT

GUFTAR & BASS PARTS
LSR Roller Nut
The LSR reduces friction that can cause tuning
instability. Accept string gauges .008 to .056.

Pickup Selector Switches

Mounting hardware and instructions included.
Right-hand only.

Fender offers a variety of pickup selector switches

Bridge Pins

to suit your needs. Switch knob and mounting

Available in Cream w/black dot or Black w/cream

P-Bass String Nut

screws included.

dot, each set includes seven bridge pins and an end

Pre-slotted nut blanks (Cyclovac) for Precision

4-V?iy Tele Switch

pin.

Bass.

Used with our Texas Special Tele pickups, you can
achieve series and parallel tone.

A.^ e

A.€^ (? ^'
• • -,
Potentiometers
Top-quality 250k, 500k and "No-load" poten-

Original Replacement Knobs

tiometers are available from Fender. 3/8" poten-

Replacement knobs for Strat, Tele, P- and J-

tiometer shaft. Mounting nut and washer included.

Bass, Mustang and Cyclone.

T8X Tone Control
The TBX is a passive, split-shaft, detented 250k/l
Meg tone control which extends the treble and bass
frequencies when it is turned past "5." WMte tone
knob included.

Nut Blanks
Unslotted Cyclovac (Simulated Bone) nut blanks
for Fender guitars and basses.

A. Strat Knobs—(3) white, black and aged
white.

8. Tele/Precision Bass Knobs—(2) Knurled
chrome dome or Hat top.

Fender Tuners

C. Cyclone/Jazz Bass Knobs—(2 large/1

American Standard, Fender Schaller Locking,

small) black bakelite.

Kluson style and Fender '70s F-Style tuners are
now available. Screws and bushing included.

String Guides
American Standard and Vintage string guides for

A. Strap Locks

Strat/Tele and vintage Bass.

The Fender/Schaller strap locks prevent your

A. American Standard (2)

strap from coming off of your guitar. Available in

Includes string guides and mounting screws.

buttons or buttons and locks. Chrome

B. Vintage Telecaster (1)

B. Vintage Strap Buttons

Chrome string guide and mounting screw included.

Available in nickel only.

C Vintage Bass (1)

'86 American Standard Neckplate
This chrome-plated Fender neckplate with Micro-

String guide and mounting screw included.

tilt hole was used on American Strats from 1986

D. Vintage Stratocaster (2)

to mid-1999. Four mounting screws included.
Vintage "Plain," Am Std Bass and Am Deluxe

Includes string guides, spacers and mounting

Guitar neckplates are also available.

screws.

Hipshot Trem-Setter

Fret Wire
Nickel silver American Standard and Vintage fret
wire for guitar and bass. Jumbo fret wire for guitar. Pre-cut bags of 24.

Thumbrcst

The Trem-Setter is installed into the tremolo cavity to help eliminate flutter and tuning instability.

Tremolo Arm Tension Springs
This spring helps to set your tremolo arm into a
fixed position when used with American Standard
and Vintage Strat Tremolos.

Vintage-style black plastic thumbrest with

Tremolo Anns
Fender offers replacement tremolo arms for most
American and Mexican Stratocaster (including
left-hand models). See your nearest Fender dealer for details.

mounting screws.

FENDER
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Due to the many varieties of instruments that Fender has produced over
the past four decades, some items may not fit exactly. Slight modification
may be required to accommodate your particular instrument.
Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

GUFTAR & BASS PARTS
Floyd Rose* Parts
All Floyd Rose parts are available in chrome, gold
and black. Each kit comes complete with all
mounting hardware and instructions. Order nut to
match your specific guitar.

Bridge Sections
Vintage Fender nickelplated bridge saddles for
Stratocasters. Bmshed steel saddles for American
Standard Strat and Tele. Springs, intonation and

Deluxe Locking Tremolo Assembly

height screws included.

The Deluxe Locking Tremolo is similar in size and

A. American Standard Bridge Sections

feel to an American Standard Tremolo, except that

B. Vintage Stratocaster Bridge Sections

the strings are locked down at the bridge. For max-

Brass Tele saddles are now available in sets of

imum tuning stability, use with Fender/Schaller

three for vintage Tele bridge assemblies.

Locking Tuners and the LSR Roller Nut. Mounting

Bridge Assemblies
Genuine Fender Bridge Assemblies with
mounting hardware and wrenches.

Floyd Rose Tremolo Arms
Floyd Rose Tremolo Arms come complete with the

hardware and tremolo arm included. Available in
chrome with bmshed saddles only.

tremolo ami receptacle and screw-mounted collar

Floyd Rose Locking Nut

for easy installation for all Floyd Rose H, Original

Designed for the Floyd Rose Locking Tremolo

and Pro Tremolo Assemblies.

Ftoyd Rose Tremolo Systems

assembly, the Floyd Rose Locking Nut is a major
ingredient in the recipe for tuning stability. Each
nut is designed with a hardened metal base plate for

This innovative unit works by locking the strings

increased sustain and heavy-duty string locking

down at the nut and bridge. Friction is virtually

caps to insure a good string grip. Use the Pro lock-

eliminated allowing you to perform amazing

ing nut with the Floyd Rose Pro Tremolo and the

tremolo acrobatics. Fine tuning thumbscrews are

Floyd Rose H/Original nut for either the Floyd

located on the bridge to adjust your tuning after the

Rose II or Original tremolo assembly.

string nut is locked down. Note: Alterations to your

Please refer to the "Floyd Rose Facts" chart below to help you determine
the right locking nut for your needs.

instmment may be required. Locking nut sold separately due to the large variety of nut widths.

6-Saddle Vintage Telecaster Bridge

#2 PRO Nut Assembly
Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width: 1-5/8";
Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".

Chrome plated bridge with 6 adjustable nickelplated barrel saddles for string-through-body

FLOYD ROSE FACTS

Telecasters. Mounting hardware included.

Always match SAE PRO Bridge with SAE PRO
Nut Assembly. There are eight available nuts
for the Floyd Rose tremolo. The #2 nut is the
most common for Fender guitars.

Specifications follow:

A. Floyd Rose Pro
The Floyd Rose Pro is a low-profile, smaller ver-

sion of the Original Floyd Rose bridge, and takes

A. American Standard

Tremolo Assembly

Two heavy-duty pivot screws allow you to do a

up less surface area than the Floyd Rose II or
Original. The fine tuners are slightly angled for
playing comfort.

Nut tt Width Spacing Height Description
1
2

1-9/16 1.30
1-5/8 1.37

.225
.225

3

1-11/16 1.40

.275

4

1-11/16 1.43

.275

5
6

1-3/4 1.50
1-9/16 1.30

.275
.225

spacing for binding

variety of vibrato work while the solid steel sad-

B. Floyd Rose II

dies provide the tone and sustain that is truly

The ,Floyd Rose II's steel saddles are mounted on

Fender. Tremolo arm and mounting hardware

a compressed metal base plate, which provides

included.

great tone at an economical price. Similar to the

7

1-5/8

1.37

.225

B. Vintage Stratqcaster

Floyd Rose Original in size and appearance.

8

1-11/16 1.43

.225

Tremolo'Assembly

Nickelplated Fender saddles and six mounting
screws define the vintage tone of this tremolo
assembly. Tremolo arm and mounting hardware
included. Available in right- or left-hand.
For maximum tuning stability, try our" Bullet End" Strings. The only string
designed to work specifically with FenderTremolo Systems.

C. Floyd Rose Original
The Original is the bridge that started it all! The
steel saddles, hardened steel base plate and large
spring block provide the sustain and tone that you
expect from this high quality bridge.

Narrow Nut
Average Vintage
Stratocaster
Wide width, narrow
Wide width, wide
spacing
Extremely wide
Same as #1 with

bullet nut relief
Same as #2 with
bullet nut relief

Same as #4 with
flatter radius (15")
AIL nuts except #8 have a 10" radius

AMPURER PARTS
Floyd Rose8 Parts continued ...
#4 PRO Nut Assembly
Wide width, wide spacing. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10".

#8 PRO Nut Assembly
Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width: 111/16"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15".

Amplifier Speakers

Floyd Rose II and
Floyd Rose Original

Replace an old speaker, give your amp an

#1 Nut Assembly

from being down! We have a wide selection of

Narrow nut. Width: 1-9/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10". 39.7mm/ 1.30mm/

upgrade, or simply get a spare to keep your rig
alnico and ceramic magnet speakers from 8" to
15".

Amplifier Cabinet Hardware
4 Casters + Hardware, 4 Comers + Hardware, 2
Screw Amp, Comers w/Tongue, 4 Comers +
Hardware, Univ. 3 Screw Amp Comers, 4 Sphinx

.225mm

Glides, Tilt Back Legs (14",16", 19"),

#2 Nut Assembly

Chassis Straps (small, medium, and large).

Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width: 1-

h'ggyback Head/

W; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".
41.3mm / 1.37mm / .225mm

Ext. Cabinet Hardware

#3 Nut Assembly

Piggyback Thumb Screws (2), Piggyback Clip
Bars (2) and Piggyback Bushings (2).

Wide nut, narrow spacmg for bindmg. Width: 111/16"; Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.40; Radius: 10".
42.9mm / 1.40mm / .275mm

CTS® Potentiometers

#4 Nut Assembly
Wide width, wide spacing. Width: 1-11/16"; Height:
.275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10". 42.9mm ,1.43mm/
.275mm

These are replicas of the original potentiometers

Amplifier Handles

used in vintage Fender amps! Values available;

Include caps, screws, steel insert and handle.

5K Audio, 5K Linear, 25K Linear, 10K Audio,

Black Vintage - 1 Screw, Black Std - 2 Screw,

50K Reverse Audio, 100K Linear, 250K Audio,

#5 Nut Assembly

Molded Black, Molded Brown, Brown Vintage -

500K Audio, 1 Meg Audio and 3 Meg Reverse

Extremely wide. Width: 1-34"; Height: .275"; Spacing:

1 Screw and Brown Leather.

Audio.

1.50; Radius: 10". 44.5mm / 1.50mm / .275mm

#6 Nut Assembly
Same as Nut #1, but with bullet nut relief. Width:
1-946"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10".
39.7mm / 1.30mm / .225mm

#7 Nut Assembly
Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut relief. Width:
1-5«"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".
41.3mm / 1.37mm / -225mm

#8 Nut Assembly

Amplifier Knobs
Colors and Styles are as follows: White Vintage,
Brown Vintage, Black Chicken Head, Skirted (1-

Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width: 1-11/16";

10), Skirted Roe Pro, Red Pointer and Black

Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15". 42.9mm/

Pointer. All available in packages of six.

Amplifier Logos

Electronic Hardware

Tweed Logo, Tweed Bassman, Flat Brown Logo,

1.43mm/.225mm

Amplifier Parts

Tube Shields (2), 8-Pin Tube Socket, Tube Clips
(2), Mono Input Jack (4-Pin), and Stereo Input

Blackface w/tail, ' 70s Logo, Flat Black Logo and
Black Tweed Logo.

Jack (9-Pin).

Amplifier Jewels
Express your individuality; customize your amp with a colored

Amplifier Footswitches

jewel! Available in six fun-filled flavors: Blue, Green, Amber,
Purple, Red and White.

Order a replacement! We have footswitches

with RCA jacks for the older Fenders, and
1/4" plugs for contemporary amps. All
Footswitches come with 12 feet of cable.

Due to the many varieties of instruments that Fender has produced over

the past four decades, some items may not fit exactly. Slight modification

FENDER

FRONTLINE

may be required to accommodate your particular instrument.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

UBRARY
Fender Library
The Fender Stratocaster

Fender: The Inside Story

1^

The Fender Telecaster
This book relates the story of the

told by Fender's first General

A complete guide to the history
and evolution of the world's most

Manager, Forrest White.

famous guitar. Includes new pho-

Features over 100 photos, illus-

tos, original ads, identification

Everything you ever wauted to
know is explored through photos,

trations and diagrams.

tips and interviews.

charts and interviews.

The story of Fender's early years,

The Fender Book

The Fender Bass

i*? .I7-

Tells the detailed story of the
Fender bass through the different
models, from their origins to their
present form. Includes hundreds

This book features striking color
photography and a reference sec-

,t nnpte lilsli?«[ FrmliT rlmrir («llan|

tion of model specs for identifying and dating Fenders made in

Telecaster guitars since 1950.

The Guild Guitar Book
the
The Company and
Instruments, 1952-1977
A comprehensive guide to the
first 25 years of Guild Guitars.

from 1950 to the present.

Includes serial numbers, specifications and hundreds of photos.

Chronicles Fender's amazing con-

A guide to identifying and dating

Traces the evolution of the

tribution to the amplifier, providing a complete overview of its his-

Fender guitars (and others).

Stratocaster from its beginning to
worldwide acclaim 40 years later.

of color and black/white photos

M.^t

the U.S., Japan and elsewhere,

^t..

f'tNUtl) UPS Fender Amps: First 50 Years

tory and operation. Features 40-

Features over 100 color photos

page color section with two-page
fold out.

and extensive portions of exclu-

sive interviews with over 20
artists.

ftll"

CA^.AOy

Bin Carson
My Life & Times with Fender

Dazzling color photographs of

A compelling autobiography by
Fender icon Bill Carson. A must

unique and beautiful one-of-a-

Sound Heard 'Round the World
A detailed book that follows the

kind instruments created by

history of Fender from the roots

read for all Fender enthusiasts by
a man deeply involved in all

Fender's dream factory. Also

of its founder to the company

includes close-ups and detailed

facets of the Fender Story.

descriptions from the master

today. Includes many photos in
both color and black and white.

builders.

ARCHTOP
PU1TAR

Fender"" Chord Finder

Making an Archtop Guitar
Written by one of the most talented
luthiers of the 20th century, Robert
Benedetto. This is the definitive

Whether you've got an acoustic or

The Fender Chord Finder is a quick

electric, it's a fun and easy way to

reference guide to over 1,100 chord

start playmg your guitar!

combinations, showing three ver-

work on the design and construction

sions for each chord type.

of an acoustic archtop guitar.

Fender Vintage Amplifier Schematic Books

Fender Classic Moments
This book is about the unique relationship that
exists between performer, instrument and audience, and celebrates in photos occasions when
the three come together to create an unforgettable Fender Classic Moment.

Books available for Tweed, Brown and White, Black and Tolex
amps.

Other books available: Ultimate Chord User's Guide, Making the
Connection (English or Spanish).

Fender Artist Books
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Guitar World Presents
Stevie Ray Vaughan

rurL Jtmi Hendrix: Sig. Licks

> ' "J > < -—__-——_^ _-^,^

The Extraordinary and Tragic
Life of Jaco Pastorius

Personal interviews with Stevie,

step-by-step breakdown of
Jimi's guitar style and techniques.
Includes 12 songs with all guitar

lessons and reminiscences by the

parts transcribed and accompany-

tionized the electric bass.

artists who knew him best.

ing audio on one CD.

Includes a three-Song CD.

<g>

The story of the man who revolu-

UBRAR'

Fender Artist Books Continued
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Big Blues from Texas
Learn the hottest licks and

A hands-on analysis of 16 classic

Explores both theoretical and

songs spanning E.C.'s career.

hands-on aspects of Eric's best

rhythms selected from Stevie's

Includes one CD.

recorded works. Includes one

greatest songs. Also includes

CD.

information to help you improvise your own solos!

Stevie Ray Vaughan: Sig. Licks
Volume 1

The Life and Music of Legendary

GIT's Robben Ford gives an

An exploration of Stevie's style,

Bassist James Jamerson. James'

uncommon look inside his style.

technique and many of his most

life and talents are explored

Includes one CD.

famous songs. Includes songs and

through interviews and musical

examples in notation and tab with

scores. Includes two CDs.

one CD.

^E Stevie Ray Vaughan: Sig. Licks
Volume 2

Deep Blues and Good News

This career-spanning collection fea-

More explorations of Stevie's

This is a unique opportunity to get

tures some of Muddy Waters, all-time

inside Muddy's early country-based

greatest songs. 31 essential Muddy

style, technique and even more of
his songs. Includes songs and

examples in notation and tab with
one CD.

blues (in open and standard timings),

Waters tunes completely transcribed

his hard-edged slide and the electric

with notes and tablature.

lead guitar stylings of his esteemed
sidemen.

Fender Videos
GET THAT

CL^SIC

All tapes are VHS video.
Telecaster"" Greats

This video takes an in-depth look at the

This video takes an in-depth look at the

great Telecaster and Stratocaster play-

Stratocaster" and the styles of the most

Telecaster' and the styles of the most

ers, taught on original vintage instru-

famous guitarists noted for playing

famous guitarists noted for playing

ments. Includes tips on tone, amp set-

one. Also covered are the classic

one. Also covered are the classic

tings and little-known facts about the

Stratocaster sound, pick-up configura-

Telecaster sound, pick-up configura-

instruments and their famous players.

tions and body style. Comes with easy-

tions and body style. Comes with easy-

to-follow notation and diagrams that

to-follow notation and diagrams that

correspond directly to the video.

correspond directly to the video.

iOUND The licks, solos and rhythm parts of the

ws'w

Stratocastei"" Greats

Get That Classic Fended" Sound

Bass'5' Greats

This video provides an m-depth look at
Fender Precision Bass, Jazz Bass,

fretless bass and the styles of the
bassists noted for using them. Comes
with easy-to-follow notation and dia-

Getting Stalled with Your Fendei" Bass

;^,;.c-? Getting Stated with Your Fendef" Guitai-

This 50-minute video featuring session

This 50-minute video featuriug Fender's

ace Ray Riendeau will teach you every-

>wn Shane Nicholas will teach you

thing that you need to know to get you

everything that you need to know to get

started playing and caring for your new

you started playing and caring for your
new Fender guitar! Topics include Parts

Fender bass! Topics include Parts of the
Instrument, Tuning Methods, Hand

•t cettina

of the Instmment, Tuning Methods,

grams that correspond directly to the

Positions, Finger Techniques, Chord

Hand Positions, Finger Techniques,

video.

Progressions, Playing with a Band,

Chord Progressions, Playing with a

Maintenance and Changing the Strings.

Band, Maintenance and Changing the
Strings.

Jim Kelly's Guitar Workshop
;am to play some of Eric Clapton s

Valuable to players at all levels,

best loved songs from the original

Berklee Professor of Guitar Jim Kelly

recordings! Just pop the CD-Rom into

takes you through the styles of many

your PC or Pov.w Mac to start!

guitar greats in over 70 minutes of
instruction. Notation and tab booklet
included.

Learn to play some ofJimi's best loved

songs and jam along with the original
recordings! Just pop the CD-Rom into
your PC or Power Mac to start!
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TUBES
A. Fender Groove Tubes
All Fender tube amps now come "factory-equipped"
with Groove Tubes™. They are much easier to replace
(no rebiasing needed when replaced with color-coded
sets), they have improved harmonic balance, longer
Ufespan, matched gain to distortion ratio plus a wider frequency response.

B. Fender Predsion-Matched Tubes
Fender tubes have a new look and tone! All pau-s
and quads are performance-matched for optimal
tone and lifespan. Many rare tubes have been added
to the line to offer you a wider range of product.
6AT6s, 6C 10s and 12AY7s were all used in vintage
Fender amps. Gold graphics and improved packaging make them look as good as they sound!

AMPLIFIER
BANDMASTER HEAD
BANDMASTER REVERB

YEARS

TUBES REQUIRED

1961-74
1968-80

BASSMAN HEAD
BASSMAN TEN
BLUES DELUXE
BLUES DEVILLE
BLUES JUNIOR
CHAMP
CHAMP II
CHAMP 12
CHAMP 25 SE
CONCERT
CONCERT

1961-72
1972-82
1993-96
1993-96

DELUXE REVERB
DUAL PROFESSIONAL
HOT ROD DELUXE
HOT ROD DEVILLE
PERFORMER 650/1000
PRINCETON
PRINCETON REVERE
PRO REVERB

1963-82

2-6L6/ 3-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
2-6L6/4-12AX7/2-12AT7
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7/ 1-5U4GB
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
2-6L6/ 2-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7
2-EL84/ 3-12AX7
1-6V6/ 1-12AX7/ 1-5Y3
2-6V6/2-12AX7
1-6L6/2-12AX7
2-6L6/ 1-12AX7
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
2-6L6/5-12AX7/2-12AT7
2-6L6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7
2-6V6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7/ 1-5AR4
2-6V6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7/ 1-5AR4
4-6L6/5-12AX7/1-6V6
2-6L6/ 3-12AX7
2-6L6/3-12AX7
1-12AX7
2-6V6/2-12AX7/1-5U4
2-6V6/2-12AX7/ 1-12AT7/ 1-5U4
2-6V6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7/ 1-5AR4

'59 BASSMAN REISSUE

'93 CONCERT AMP
'65 DELUXE REVERB REISS

1994-

1993-

1956-82
1982-83
1987-92
1992-94
1959-65
1982-87
1993-95
1994199619961996-

1995-96
1961-79
1964-81
1965-81

AMPLIFIER
PRO JUNIOR
PROSONIC COMBO
PROSONIC HEAD

'63 REVERB UNIT REISSUE

RUMBLE BASS
ROC PRO 700/1000
SHOWMAN
STUDIO BASS
SUPER REVERE
'93 SUPER AMP

SUPER CHAMP
SUPER 60/112/210
TONEMASTER
TREMOLUX HEAD
THE TWIN

'65 TWIN REVERE REISSUE

TWIN REVERE
TWIN REVERB II

'94 TWIN AMP
VIBRO-CHAMP
'CUSTOM' VIBROLUX

VIBRASONIC REVERB REISS

VIBRO-KING
'63 VTBROVERB REISSUE

YEARS

TUBES REQUIRED

199319951995199419941996-

2-EL84/ 2-12AX7
2-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 1-12AT7/ 1-5AR4
2-6L6/4-12AX7/1-5AR4
1-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
6-6550,4-12AX7/ 3-12AT7/ 2-12BH7

1960-81
1977-80
1963-81
1993-95
1983-86
1988-92
1993-

1955-66
1985-95
1994-

1964-75
1983-86
19941964-82
199519951993-

1990-95

M2AX7

4-6L6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7
6-6L6/ 3-12AX7/ 1-12AT7/ 1-12AU7
2-6L6/ 4-12AX7/ 2-12AT7/ 1-5AR4
2-6L6/4-12AX7/2-12AT7
2-6V6/ 1-12AX7/ 1-12AT7/ 1-6C10
2-6L6/2-12AX7/1-12AT7
4-6L6/ 3-12AX7
2-6L6/3-12AX7/ 1-12AT7/ 1-5AR4
4-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 2-12AT7
4-6L6/4-12AX7/2-12AT7
4-6L6/4-12AX7/2-12AT7
4-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 2-12AT7
4-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 3-12AT7
1-6V6/ 2-12AX7
2-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
4-6L6/5-12AX7/1-12AT7
2-6L6/ 5-12AX7/ 1-12AT7
2-6L6/5-12AX7/1-12AT7

Fender Vintage Replacement PartsCabinets, Grills, Back Panels, and Transformers
We're pleased to announce that M030 Musical
Supply has been licensed as Fender's Vintage
Replacement Amp Hardware distributor. Call
M030 for official Fender Vintage Replacement
Cabinets, Transformers and more. So if your
'64 Super Reverb isn't so 'super' anymore,

give 'em a call!

1-800-927-6656
Fax: 707-773-3999
1160 Industrial Ave. Suite E
Petaluma, CA 94952
e-mail- mojo@mojotone.com

Be-^

FENDER UGHTNING BOLT coupon
Lightning Bolt T-shirt
099-0018
Khaki, Midnight Blue, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A.

Lightning Bolt Sweatshirt
099-0056
Navy Blue, Black, Olive
M, L, XL, XXL

80% cotton/20% poly, imported.

Lightning Bolt Denim Jacket
099-0173
Black, Blue
S, M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, imported.

Fender Lightning Bolt Hats

Lightning Bolt Denim Shirt
099-0132
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A.

FENDER ^Vt-f FRONTLINE

099-0288
Navy BLue, Black, Olive
One size fits all, adjustable
100% brushed bull denim, made in U.S.A.

T

CUSTOM SHOP collection
Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Denim Jacket
099-0172
Blue, Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, imported.

Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Pique Knit Shirts
099-0110
Navy, White, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A.

'^
'%(;

Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered SweatsMrts
099-0055
Navy BLue, Black
M, L, XL, XXL

cotton/poLy, imported.

Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered T-Shirts
099-0040
Midnight Blue, Black, White
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in U.S.A.

Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Hats
099-0284
Navy Blue, Black
One size fits all, adjustable
100% cotton brushed bull denim, made in U.S.A.

v^
Features & specifications subjectto change without notice.

FENDER T-SHIRTS
Western Star T-Shirt
099-0020
Honey Gold, Natural, Pewter

(front -imprint)
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

A. 1954 Catalog T-Shirt B. 1956 Catalog T-Shirt
099-0016

099-0014
Yellow
M, L, XL, XXL

White

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

M, L, XL, XXL

C 1955

D. 1957 T-Shirt

099-0015
Black

099-0017
Athletic Grey, Light Celery, Sage

M, L, XL, XXL

M, L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Oval Star T-Shirts
099-0038
Olive, White, Blue Thunder

(back imprint)
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Comfort Contoured T-Shirts
099-0007
White, Sage, Khaki, Honey Gold
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

*^91?n1^
Retro T-Shirts
099-0037

Tremolo Action T-Shirts
099-0003
Navy, Pewter, Black, Olive
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Choice of design colors on Pewter:
Surf Green, Shell, Pink, Daphne Blue
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

FENDER T-SHIRTSl

Atomic Amps T-Shirts
099-0021
Midnight Blue, Black, Olive
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

L 'r^MUL

t FShirts
099-0048

099-0045
White, Light CeLery

Sage, BLack

M, L, XL, XXL

M, L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

I T'Shists

0. Bass® T-Shirte

099-0046
Black, Light CeLery

099-0047

M, L, XL, XXL

M, L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Olive, Blue Thunder

Leo Fender T-Shirts
Daphne Blue, Shell Pink, Surf
Green

imprint on either
Olive 099-0042 or
Light Ash 099-0041
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.SA

^ratocaster"1

yTSL:^\'.w ^.i,.;-'

B^emmi J-^m

Bte^ntT-ShJnis

099-0009
Black, Athletic Grey
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)

099-0011
Black, Athletic Grey
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

JsMQ^-r®

Jazz Bass®

Bl^aprint R^'lrt?

Blueprint T-Shirts

099-0010
Black, Athletic Grey
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)

099-0012

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Squier Logo T-Shirts
099-0025
Choice of logo colors on Black:
Purple, Orange, Light Blue, Bright Green
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Black, Athletic Grey
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

0

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

FENDER T-SHIRTS
Strat® Circle T-Shlrts
099-0032
Blue Thunder, White, Black
M, i, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Fender Vintage Diamond T-Shirts
099-0031
Black, Athletic Grey, White
Front imprint with matching design on sleeve.
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Notes T-Shirts
099-0008
Pewter, Light CeLery, Blue Thunder, White
(back imprint)

Embroidered Heathered T-Shirts
099-0044

M, L, XL, XXL

Denim, Olive, Charcoal, Brown

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

M, L, XL, XXL
50% poly/50% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Fender Logo T-Shirt
099-0330
BLack, Brick, Midnight Blue
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)

^idsA

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

7me Sfeetw: f!»^iitme»t.

Vintage Logo T-Shirts
099-0337
Midnight Blue, Brick, Black
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.
'?<w Steet^ie, ^iMftiwMeMU
SiMM. !9<!6

^ Steetwe ^^fw^e^1

Sc^t f^6
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FENDER HATS & SHIRTS
Flex Fit Hats
099-0289
One size, brushed cotton twiLt with a Little Lycra"
Black, Khaki, Navy

Vintage Logo Hats
099-0230
One size, adjustable, 100% cotton bmshed bull denim, made in the U.S.A.

Top: Bordeaux/Black, CharcoaL/BLack, Denim, Navy Blue
Bottom: Olive, Java/BLack, Black (Red/White embroidery)

Iwill Hats
099-0290
100% cotton brushed twilt, adjustable.

Fender Vintage Logo

Made in the U.S.A.

Sweatshirt

Graphite, Scoline

099-0054
Sand, Olive, Black (red/white logo) and
Denim. Not Shown: Bordeaux, Slate Blue,

Navy Blue, Black (gray logo), Espresso,
and Ash.

M, L, XL, XXL 45% cotton/55% poLy.

Fender Pique Knit Shirts
099-0120

M, L, XL, XXL

Colors (inset): Marine, Goldenrod,
Biack, White, Navy
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Feeder f.mbm
No<,k Twcleneck
099-0133
Black
100% pre-shrunk cotton,
made in the U.S.A.

€&
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Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

[FENDER SHIRTS

Schematic Shirt
099-0030
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Natural, Sky Blue, Khaki, Ranger
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A.

Fender Bowling Shirt
099-0131
Mint/Black, Cream/Black, Pi'nk/Btack
S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Authentic 50s style in 100% rayon gabardine.
Dry cleaning only. Made in the U.S.A.

Retro Amp Shirt 1

V-Neck Ant Fleece

099-0134
Black, BLonde

009-0057

M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

50% rayon/50% poly. Custom
made for Fender in the U.S.A.
Machine washabte.

Natural, Navy, Charcoal (on model).
A super-soft rayon/poly blend.

£5^il!l5;

Retro Amp Shirt 2

099-0135
Black, Blonde

M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

50% rayon/50% poty. Custom made for
Fender in the U.S.A. Machine washable.

Fender Pop Fleece Henley
099-0058
Olive, Navy, Black
80% cotton/20% poly, imported.

<E>
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FENDER SHIRTS & JACKETS

fender Varsity Jackets
100% wool body with leather sleeves.
Front slash pockets, quilted satin lining, ribbed
collar, cuffs and waist.
Available in M, L, XL, XXL. Made in U.S.A.

099-0170 Black with "American Standard"
Embroidery or
099-0171 Mocha with "Fender Palette"

Fender Bomber Jackets
099-0176
Navy, Olive, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
Waterproof nylon shell, polyester
fiberfill inner lining, imported.

Fender Utility Jackets
099-0174
Black, Cream
S, M, L, XL, XXL

100% brushed cotton twill,
unLined, made in U.S.A.

FENDER AMP COLLECTION
Fender Amp Logo h'que

Knit Shirts
Featuring three classic amp
Logo embroideries.
100% cotton, imported.

Blackface Logo 099-0126
L, XL, XXL
Black or Storm

Tweed Logo 099-0127
L, XL, XXL

Putty
Flat Amp Logo 099-0128
L, XL, XXL
Black, Putty, Storm

Fender Amp Logo Hats
100% brushed bull denim, made in U.S.A.

One size fits all, adjustable.
Blackface Logo 099-0285, Black or
Charcoat/Black
Tweed Logo 099-0286, Brass

Flat Amp Logo 099-0287, Black, Brass,
CharcoaL/Black

FENDER 9^%

Features & specifications subjectto change without notice.

CCESSORIES
Mens Fender

Vintage Watches

099-0103
Featuring Swiss movement and
a one-year limited warranty.

Black/Black,
Champagne/Brown,

White/Black.

Stainless Steel His & Here Watches
Featuring Swiss movement and a one-year

Mens Fender Sport Watch
099-0102

limited warranty. Water resistant to 3 ATM.

099-0100 Ladies, Stainless Steel
099-0101 Mens, Staintess Steel

Featuring Swiss movement and a one-year

limited warranty. Water resistant to 3 ATM.
Available only in Black.

Fender Rosewood Pen
099-0215
Features a custom headstock dip

Fender Plastic Key Chain

and Laser-etched Logo.

099-0391-046
Fender Fine Electric Instruments (Yellow).

Fender Vintage Logo ^ey Chain
099-0219-000
Vintage logo oval keychain.
11/2" chain, enameL filled.

Fender Metal Key Chains
The right accessory for your guitar case,
briefcase or keys.

^^

Blackface Amp Logo 099-0392-006
Tweed Amp Logo 099-0393-000
Flat Amp Logo 099-0394-014

:'A^.:^f^

Fender Mouse Pad
099-0217-000

This headstock mousepad makes a great gift
for any music enthusiast who uses a computer.

AMERICAN

Fender Nylon Duffel Bag
099-0396-061

Nylon Duffel has water resistant center
compartment and optional shoulder strap.

Fender Nylon Backpack
099-0395-061

Water resistant Nylon Backpack has padded
straps and back.

ACCESSORIESl
Fender Lightning Bolt
Coffee Mugs
099-0253
Ceramic mug with two-sided

design that is sturdy
and microwavable.

Black or White

Fender Lightning
Bolt Ashtray

Fender Travel Mug
099-0252-014

099-0205-024

Insulated stainless steel, fits most

Available only in White.

car cup holders. Hand wash.
Available only in Chrome.

Fender Logo Coffee Mugs
099-0250-005
Ceramic mug with two-sided design.
Sturdy and microwavable.

Available only in White.

Fender Logo Ashtray
099-0205-030

Available only in White.

Fender Body Style Coffee Mugs
All mugs are ceramic with a two-sided design. Microwave and dishwasher safe.

Fender Lightning Bolt
Pint Glasses
099-0218-049

Add to your pint glass collection
with our new lightning bolt design.

Available only in white.
A. Stretocaster Coffee Mug C Precision Bass Coffee Mug
099-0254-000

B. Telecaster Coffee Mug
099-0255-000

099-0256-000

D. Jazz Bass Coffee Mug
099-0257-000

Set of 4, Dishwasher Safe.
Made in the U.S.A

Zipped Lighters
Zippo, the classic American lighter, meets the classic American
guitar. Embossed or enameled Lighters in seven Fender designs.
099-0260-024 Lighter, Vint. Logo etched on Polished Chrome
099-0260-044 Lighter, Vint. Logo etched on Polished Gold
099-0260-014 Lighter, Filled logo on Brushed Chrome
099-0264-024 Lighter, '54 Catalog on Polished Chrome
099-0265-036 Lighter, '55 Catalog on Matte Black
099-0266-005 Lighter, '56 Catalog on Matte White
099-0267-024 Lighter, '57 Catalog on Polished Chrome
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We've been asked by countless players how they
can participate in Fender Club. Well, hero's how!
Join one of the Fender Clubs listed below.
Each Fender Club is independently operated and
determines its own member benefits, but all share
your passion for Fender gear. To enhance your

Fender ownership experience, join Fender Club!

FMwdubUSA

fender C/ub Norway
The m'owirm Norwe.sian Fender Club Fellowship is
comprisccl nt u dedicated group of enthusiasts led

Standard Membership $45.00

hv Kjclil Storvik. They publish a members newslet-

Deluxe Membership $99.00

^^^.ft^ine--^-

tcr ;ind support Norwegian Fender artists and special Fender events throuahout the Land of the
Midni.fht Sun. Kjetil provided his Custom Shop
Mcirilvn Monroe Stratocasler for a 199S Plavbov
maua/.ine article and interview. For information.
contact:
^.

Norwegian Fender Club Fellowship

Kjeti] Storvik
Fagertunv. 8D

N - 0281 OSLO

NORWAY
Tel: +47 22 73 02 91 / +47 22 33 02 50
Telefax: +47 22 50 72 88
e-mail: kjetil.storvik@sni-fond.no
http://home.eunet.no/~kstorvik/

femterC/ub Europe
Now in its sixth year. the Fender Club Europe is
based in the U.K. but has members as far awav as
Australia! For more info or to join. contact:

Fender Club Europe

Freepost KT4440

Includes:

Includes:

Fender 50th Anniversary CD
Fender Nostalgic Guitar Stand
50th Anniversary Poster
1 year subscription to Frontline'
Fender Club newsletter
Basic Membership Card

10% off BMJ Solidbody Gear
Free Shipping!

Scale Model 1957 Stratocaster
Hard Cover Fender Book:
Tlie Sound Heard 'Roiuul the World
bv Richard Smith

1 year subscription to Frontline*
Fender Club newsletter
Deluxe Gold Membership Card

20% off BMJ Solidbody Gear
Free Shipping!

(Guitar shown not incluiied)
'•'•Froiitliiif publishes twice annually

* Frontline publishes twice annually

Staines, TW19
5BR, England

TEL: (0)1784 481739
FAX: (0)1784 481729

To join U.S. Fender Club, mail to Fender Club:
7975 N. Hayden Rd., Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258

Standard Membership £251

or join online at www.fender.com (sorry, U.S. residents only)

or fax it to (480) 991-3334

Includes:

Complimentary Strings
Member's Handbook

Club T-Shirt & Lapel Pin
Membership Card
Fromline Masazines;:

Select Membership

Last Name
First Name

D Basic $45.00

Address

D Deluxe $99.00

Backliiu' Masazine::::::

Memberships are good for 1 year.
Available to US residents only.
Ground Delivery only.
All 5 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Discounl Opportunities
and much more!

Diamond Membership £701
As ;ilio\c plus:

Gig J.ickct (w/Fcnder loso)

Not able to deliver
to PO or FPO boxes.

signature

Fciulu- Pin
;iL]Jilinn;il cost |or air m;iil :

D Money Order Enclosed (Payable to Fender Club - U.S. funds only)

• £10 Mainland Europe
0) Elsewhere
••C /fc,/(n\ .Minu'Y Oi-tlcrnr Crcdil C~,»</

!)iicil /)i'/i// n\nilnhlr in ilic L K - .wvc t2.1>t>
•/ rnniliiii.' /iuhli\lu'\ nifi'r innnuill\'

•Hdcklinr /)»/i/;\/n", I'nnr liin^ tinniKillY

OR Charge my D Visa D Mastercard.
D(piration Date
Arizona residents, add 6.8% sales tax.
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Cutaway
view of a
Stratocaster®

bridge block.
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Fender makes great ball-end strings that fit
many different guitars. But, if you play a S+ratocaster®, or
a guitar with a similar tremolo design, there's a better choice Fender Original Bullets®, Super Bullets®, and Stainless Bullets®.
Our exclusive, patented Bullet ends are engineered to precisely fit
a Stratocaster (or similar) tremolo block. They don't shift around
(even under heavy trem use) and will stay in tune better than any
ball-end string\ That's why we s+rongty
recommend you string your Strafwith

Fender Bullet Strings

^.^.K-.:

firings, 7975 N. Hayden Rd. Suite C-100, Scottsdate, AZ 85258 WWW.fender.
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